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Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE Document Caution
Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE involves simulation of a severe worldwide influenza
pandemic and its impact on the Canadian agri-food industry. The exercise
scenario and the events and situations depicted are fictitious, although they are
based to some degree on real life locations, organizations and events to
provide realism and plausibility for the exercise. The scenario does not
represent the view of the Government of Canada or the Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition as to the impact of an influenza pandemic in Canada but
has been developed only for exercise purposes. If exercise material is made
public outside of the context of a fictitious exercise setting, it could cause
misunderstanding and apprehension. All participants are asked to treat the
exercise material as sensitive and use appropriate measures to control the
exercise documentation within their area.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) and the Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition
(CSCFSC) have taken the lead in addressing the agri-food industry preparedness for an influenza
pandemic. An initial step in this activity was a table top simulation of an influenza pandemic
emergency 26-27 March 2007 with representatives of industry and government participating.
Objectives
The objectives of the project were:
 to raise awareness as to the potential impact of a pandemic on the Canadian food industry;
 to examine emergency response plans for the agri-food sector; and,
 to test and improve the agri-food sector’s emergency communications capacity and
coordination.
Workshops
In preparation for the simulation four workshops were held with parts of the food supply chain to
provide an overview of their state of readiness and the interconnections between them. The
workshops were held in January 2007:
 “SUPPLY IT” workshop with those providing inputs to the agri-food sector;
 “GROW IT” workshop with producers/growers;
 “PROCESS IT” workshop with manufacturers/processors; and
 “SELL IT” workshop with distributors, wholesalers, retailers and foodservice.
Major findings from the workshops that were used in the table top design were:
 the degree of importance and level of pandemic planning varied considerably;
 low absenteeism rates (20%) generally would not cause problems in the agri-food sector.
Absenteeism rates of 30% to 40% would cause major difficulties; and
 significant issues important to the agri-food chain are: transportation availability, accurate
coordinated public messaging, the flow of goods across the Canada-US border, continued
functioning of financial infrastructure and transaction processing, and customer confidence.

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE
The table top simulation, named Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE, took place at Chateau Cartier in
Gatineau, QC on 26-27 March 2007. The program for the session was in two parts:

Panel Discussions to provide a common basis of knowledge for the table top simulation. A
government panel with speakers from PHAC, PSC, AAFC, the Province of Alberta, and the
City of Toronto presented their pandemic planning. An industry panel with speakers from
retail, manufacturing, transportation, association and media relations parts of the agri-food
chain presented their approaches to pandemic planning.


Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE which was conducted in four phases:
o Phase 1 – Influenza outbreak in Asia
o Phase 2 – Influenza in Canada
o Phase 3 – Worldwide pandemic
o Phase 4 – First wave over.
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Each phase of the exercise followed the sequence: presentation of a scenario and questions for
discussion in plenary session, consideration of the questions in breakout groups, report of
breakout groups to plenary, and general discussion. Participants were assigned to breakout
groups by agri-food sector using the same division as was used for the workshops.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Throughout the exercise and during the Hot Wash debriefing, participants made many
recommendations for improving the preparedness of the agri-food sector for an influenza
pandemic. Several more recommendations were made in comments on the Feedback Form.
Some general conclusions from the exercise are:
1. The exercise achieved its objectives of raising awareness of the potential impact of a
pandemic on the agri-food sector, of examining response plans for the agri-food sector, and
of testing and improving the agri-food sector’s emergency communications capacity and
coordination.
2. The level of pandemic planning varies significantly across the agri-food chain from
companies with written and exercised plans to others that have only started thinking about
planning. Some participants would like assistance in developing pandemic plans.
3. There is an indication of some misunderstanding between the industry and government about
their respective capabilities and responsibilities.
4. One identified weakness in communications channels to the federal government is the
likelihood of thousands of entities attempting to access the same offices at the same time in a
pandemic or other emergency situation. A federal government communications map would
be helpful.
5. Many of the actions described by participants in exercise play were expressed as generalities
(i.e., contact the federal government) without specifying who or how. More specificity would
be needed for such actions to be effective.
6. The agri-food sector is dependant on other sectors (e.g. hydro, telecommunications, banking)
that were not present at the simulation and whose participation would have been valuable.
General recommendations are:
1. Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE raised awareness of the need for pandemic planning and
generated considerable momentum for the development of plans. Follow-on activities to
foster pandemic and general emergency planning should take place soon to capitalize on this
momentum.
2. A follow-on exercise should be held to build on the knowledge and momentum generated by
Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE. That exercise should require more specificity in responses and
have breakout groups structured with representatives of all levels from supplying inputs to
selling in each group. Representatives of other sectors upon which the agri-food industry
depends (electricity, telecommunications, finance, etc.) should be included.
3. A series of regional workshops is recommended to educate and raise the awareness of many
more industry stakeholders (suppliers, growers, processors and sellers) and other levels of
government that may not be in a position to attend a national workshop. An added benefit
would be that regional workshops would bring together those that would have to interact with
each other during an actual pandemic situation. Also, regional workshops, including more
provincial and municipal first responders, may help focus the planning on what will be
happening at ground zero level and help get industry and others thinking about planning from
a more operational perspective.

4. A system is only as strong as its weakest link. The agri-food sector should develop a program
to bring all parts of the sector to a common high standard of emergency planning, assisting
those who require assistance in developing plans.
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PANDEMIC INFLUENZA EMERGENCY SIMULATION
PROJECT FOR THE AGRI-FOOD SECTOR
EXERCISE GLOBAL GRIPPE
Final Report
PART 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

There have been influenza pandemics throughout history. Historians of ancient Greece
described pandemics in their era. Pandemics were detailed in writings of the sixteenth,
seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. In the twentieth century, there were three
pandemics: the Spanish Flu of 1918-19, the Asian flu of 1957, and the Hong Kong Flu of
1968. The Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918 was particularly devastating having been
considered responsible for more than 70 million deaths worldwide. In January 2007, Dr.
Margaret Chan, Director General of the World Health Organization (WHO) emphasized
that there will other pandemics, although when they will strike cannot be predicted.
Of current concern is the H5N1 Avian Influenza virus. This virus, which has been
devastating poultry flocks in Asia, is particularly virulent, killing almost all poultry that
becomes infected. To date there has been only limited transmission of the virus from
birds to humans, but the mortality rate in humans who have been infected has been
extremely high. The WHO reports that from 2003 to March 20, 2007 there have been
281 confirmed human cases of Avian Influenza A (H5N1) and of those 169 have died.
The fear that the H5N1 virus may mutate and become transmissible human-to-human
has stimulated pandemic preparedness planning by public health officials and
governments.
The Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) is the lead federal agency for Canadian
pandemic influenza preparedness. The Canadian Pandemic Influenza Plan for the
Health Sector outlines the plan for responding to pandemic influenza at the
federal/national level. Each of the provinces and territories, and most major
municipalities also have developed pandemic response plans.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) has legislated responsibilities under the
Emergency Preparedness Act. The AAFC National Disaster Assistance Framework
provides the policy structure for discharge of these responsibilities. It provides the
structure under which the AAFC will assist industry, provincial and territorial
governments in securing safe food, water, agricultural commodities, equipment and
other necessary resources to mitigate the impact of a declared emergency.
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The Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition (CSCFSC) is an association of
national organizations representing all segments of the food chain. Its mission is to
facilitate coordinated approaches to national and international food safety.
The CSCFSC and AAFC, in conjunction with Public Safety Canada (PSC) and PHAC,
have taken the lead in addressing agri-food industry preparedness for an influenza
pandemic. A government/industry subcommittee for the agri-food industry was formed to
the Private Sector Working Group associated with the Deputy Ministers Committee on
Pandemic Influenza Planning. The subcommittee decided that a table top simulation of a
full scale pandemic should be conducted. A Design Team composed of representatives
from industry, AAFC, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), Public Safety
Canada (PSC) and PHAC was formed to oversee the development and delivery of the
simulation and The Zeta Group Inc., a consultancy specializing in emergency
preparedness planning, was contracted to design and deliver the table top simulation.
In order to provide an overview of the state of readiness of various part of the food
supply chain and the interconnections between them, the Design Team determined that
a series of four workshops be held with a handful of industry or association
representatives from each sector. The workshop deliberations would provide input to the
development of the table top simulation. The workshops were conducted in January,
2007 and the results of the workshops were incorporated into the design of the table top
simulation, named GLOBAL GRIPPE, which took place March 26-27, 2007.

1.2

OBJECTIVES

The objectives and sub objectives of the project were:
 To raise awareness as to the potential impact of a pandemic on the Canadian
food industry;
o Key responders across the Canadian food industry perform pandemic
planning based on similar planning assumptions;
o Industry and government develop better visibility of individual
commodity/service as well as collective impact of a pandemic on the food
continuum;
o Impacts of a pandemic are role played by government with key food
system components;
o Industry and government plans are portrayed;
 To examine emergency response plans for the agri-food sector;
o Assist in understanding roles and responsibilities in the event of a
pandemic influenza outbreak;
o Key response personnel across industry and government are identified
and known;
o Key plans and procedures are in place and communicated;
o Plan linkages are established across industry as well as government;
o Delineation of roles and responsibilities federal/provincial/territorial
governments and industry are understood;
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 To test and improve the agri-food sectors emergency communications capacity
and coordination;
o Industry and government messaging are synchronized;
o Spokespersons and roles are clearly defined and channels of
communication are clear;
o Media enquiry responses are channelled, vetted and approved in a timely
manner.

1.3

REPORT OUTLINE

This report is presented in five parts:
 Part 1 – Introduction;
 Part 2 – Workshops. A brief description of the workshop program part of the
project and the major findings from the workshops;
 Part 3 – Table Top Simulation GLOBAL GRIPPE. A summary of the
proceedings of the table top simulation;
 Part 4 – Results. A summary of observations and feedback from participants,
facilitators, controllers and observer/reviewers;
 Part 5 – Conclusion.

PART 2 – WORKSHOPS
2.1

GENERAL

To assist in the development of the table top simulation, workshops were held with a
small number of participants from four sectors of the agri-food supply chain:
 “SUPPLY IT” workshop to obtain input from those industries that provide inputs
to the agri-food chain – transportation, veterinary medicine, animal feed and
drugs, etc.
 “GROW IT” workshop to obtain input from the primary producers of the agrifood sector – poultry and animal producers, grain producers, produce growers,
etc.
 “PROCESS IT” workshop to obtain input from food processors and
manufacturers.
 “SELL IT” workshop to obtain input from the sector that delivers food to the
consumers – distributors, grocers, restaurants and foodservice.
The objectives of the workshops were:
 to determine the impact of an influenza pandemic on the various sectors of the
agri-food industry from which to develop revised assumptions for pandemic
planning;
 to determine the state of readiness of the various parts of the agri-food chain
for an influenza pandemic; and
 to determine the interconnections along the agri-food chain.
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Prior to the workshops, a pre-reading package was distributed to invitees by email. The
package contained:
 background information on pandemic influenza;
 a listing of PHAC developed assumptions about an influenza pandemic for use
in pandemic planning;
 assumptions about absenteeism rates during a pandemic developed by
officials of the Department of Finance;
 an overview of roles and responsibilities for pandemic preparedness; and,
 a very brief description of national, departmental and provincial pandemic
preparedness plans.
A survey questionnaire was included in the pre-reading package to collect data on
expected impacts of a pandemic on the respondents, their state of preparedness for a
pandemic and some of the relationships between the sectors.
The project Design Team arranged the workshop participants and venues. The project
consultants, The Zeta Group designed the workshops and Dr. Keith Mussar of The Zeta
Group facilitated them. Each workshop followed the sequence:
 welcome and introduction of participants;
 overview of the pandemic influenza project and the workshop session;
 a brief description of pandemic influenza and the PHAC planning assumptions;
 discussion of three major workshop topics:
o the impact of an influenza pandemic on the sector;
o the sector’s state of readiness and degree of planning for an influenza
pandemic;
o the connections with other agri-food sectors;
 consideration of summary questions; and
 outline of the next steps in the project.
A detailed report on the workshops was prepared and distributed to participants. The
major aspects of that report are included here.

2.2

“SUPPLY IT” WORKSHOP

The SUPPLY IT workshop took place on Monday, 22 January 2007, at Place de
Ville Tower C, 330 Sparks Street in Ottawa, hosted by Transport Canada, Dangerous
Goods Division. There were 16 participants representing:
• Canadian Trucking Alliance
• Canadian Animal Health Institute (CAHI)
• Canadian Veterinary Medical Association (CVMA)
• Canadian Produce Marketing Association (CPMA)
• Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition (CSCFSC)
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
• Transport Canada (TC)
• Industry Canada (IC)
• Public Safety Canada (PSC)
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•

Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)

The main points raised in discussion are summarized below.


Impact
o An absenteeism rate of 35% would have a significant impact on the
trucking sector and degradation in trucking would have a severe negative
impact on other inputs to the agri-food supply chain.
o Canada-US border closure or disruption of the flow of goods across it
would cause major problems.
o Labour from Mexico and the Caribbean is needed for harvesting of crops
in Canada and pandemic in those countries could disrupt this input to the
agri-food sector.
o Impact of pandemic would be felt in Canada upon news reports of its
discovery overseas, long before the virus reaches Canada.



Preparedness
o Generally, there has been little or no pandemic planning in the parts of
the sector providing inputs. Associations have a greater awareness of the
need and of government planning than do individual companies.
o Larger companies have done some emergency planning but many of the
businesses are small operations that do not have the resources to devote
to pandemic planning.
o Some plans exist for response to other types of emergencies that could
be adapted to pandemic emergencies.
o In food safety emergencies it is important to be proactive in informing the
public.
o Relaxation of some regulations can help in coping with emergency
situations.



Interconnections
o Parts of the supply chain relied upon include:
 offshore manufacturers
 transportation
 widespread availability of fuel, diesel
 animal feed and offshore sourcing of veterinary pharmaceuticals
 road maintenance
 water
 chemicals
 packaging, crating, labelling
 open Canada-US border and functioning border services
o Customers of the input sector include:
 livestock producers
 veterinarians
 retailers
 farmers markets
 shippers
o Organizations outside the food chain that are important for the input
sector include:
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2.3

banks
fuel suppliers
insurance industry
Canadian Border Service Agency officers and customs brokers

Most important issues
o transportation
o fuel
o efficient communications
o cross industry cooperation.

“GROW IT” WORKSHOP

The “GROW IT” workshop took place on Tuesday, 23 January, 2007 at the offices of the
Canadian Federation of Agriculture, 75 Albert Street, Ottawa. There were 16 participants
at the workshop representing:
• Canadian Herb and Spice National Council (CHSNC)
• Canadian Broiler Hatchery and Egg Marketing Association (CBHEMA)
• Chicken Farmers of Canada (CFC)
• Canadian Sheep Federation (CSF)
• Canadian Pork Council (CPC)
• Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition (CSCFSC)
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
• Transport Canada (TC)
• Public Safety Canada (PSC)
• Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
The main points raised in discussion are summarized below.


Impact
o Canada-US border closure would have a major impact on the hog
industry. Euthanizing would have to start within 48 hours of border
closure.
o Lack of animal feed and lack of transportation could also result in
euthanization.
o Pandemic during planting and harvesting seasons would have a major
negative effect on produce and grain growing parts of the sector. This
would impact animal feed availability. There is little seasonal effect in hog
or chicken production.
o In the farm sector most businesses are small, one or two person
operations so illness would have a big impact. The community spirit in the
farming community could see neighbours helping when a farmer is ill, but
this spirit may break down due to fear of bring influenza home.
o Income continuation would be an issue in a pandemic. Also there would
be additional stress on the workers who remain on the job.
o Work output might be reduced as workers may be distracted from job
tasks by concern over sick family, relatives, friends and co-workers.
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Preparedness
o Pandemic planning is not generally a priority in the GROW IT part of the
agri-food sector. Some organizations have emergency plans for Foreign
Animal Disease or other emergencies.
o There is a need to focus on communications to get a correct, consistent
message to the public.
o Plans need to identify not only the actions needed but also how to carry
out the actions.
o In a crisis people can behave differently and irrationally.



Interconnections
o Other aspects that growers depend upon include:
 fuel, diesel and propane
 hatcheries to provide chicks
 links to customers – grocers, restaurants
 links to government
 trucking, transportation
 seed, fertilizer, veterinary pharmaceuticals
 packers, wholesalers
 open border and inspectors at the border
 disposal of euthanized animals



Most important issues
o transportation
o level of preparedness
o ability to communicate and how to contact, who to call
o open Canada-US border

2.4

“PROCESS IT” WORKSHOP

The “PROCESS IT” workshop took place at the offices of Canadian Produce Marketing
Association, 162 Cleopatra Drive, Ottawa, on Wednesday, 24 January 2007. There were
17 workshop participants representing:
• Food and Consumer Products of Canada (FCPC)
• Canadian Poultry and Egg Processors of Canada (CPEPC)
• Canadian Produce Marketing Association (CPMA)
• Food Processors of Canada
• Maple Leaf Foods (by teleconference)
• Canadian Dairy Commission
• University of Guelph
• Canadian Supply Chain food Safety Coalition (CSCFSC)
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
• Transport Canada (TC)
• Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
The main points raised in discussion are summarized below.


Impact
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o

o
o

o

o

o

o
o

An absenteeism rate of 35% during harvesting season from June to
October would cause serious problems. Further, much of the harvesting
labour is imported from Mexico and the Caribbean and if there is
pandemic in those areas or if labourers fear coming to Canada due to
influenza here, there would be problems getting the harvest off.
Processors depend upon transport, fuel [diesel], power and water. If
these are impacted there will be a problem for processing.
Canada relies on other countries as a source for much of our food. If
production in those countries is reduced because of pandemic, or if they
need all the food they produce, there would be problems in Canada. Also
if CBSA inspectors are off work sick, the flow of produce into Canada
would be impacted.
Just-in-time inventories make the food system vulnerable to disruptions. A
run on pantry items, food hoarding, and black marketing of food could
occur.
The reduction of standards of quality control, record keeping, and product
testing due to lack of quality control people or urgency to get product to
consumers could result in other health problems.
People delivering food to consumers are at low income levels and can
least afford to be away from work or to take preventive measures. This
will contribute to the spread of disease.
The communication process from industry back to government is
uncertain.
Absenteeism in late summer and fall would have substantial impact on
fruit and vegetable processing.



Preparedness
o All of the associations viewed pandemic planning as important. Two have
pandemic plans. Some companies in the sector have pandemic plans.
Some have business Continuity Plans that do not include pandemic
considerations.
o Larger companies do their own planning. The association provides
information/assistance to smaller ones.
o Companies should work together to plan for a pandemic, but larger
companies will not reveal their plans to competitors. They will not
cooperate until pandemic starts.
o Companies give attention to pandemic preparedness when something
happens to raise awareness, then attention dies over time.
o Contact with municipalities is important.



Interconnections:
o Larger retailers are asking their suppliers to have pandemic plans.
o The relationship between national associations and provincial regional
associations varies. Some have only national associations.
o Non-agricultural inputs include:
 water
 power
 transport
 packaging
 IT support
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parts suppliers
disposal space
sanitation services
insurance
banking
communication systems
• internet is critical
• telephone
• courier service
Canada-US border closure would be a major problem. It would be
devastating for the pork industry.
A communications map is needed: who do you trust for information?
The Red Cross and CCGD are developing a “pantry list”.







o
o
o


2.5

Most important issues
o Communications including public information and communication linkages
back to government
o Chain of command
o Training of staff to know what to do to reduce the spread of virus, protect
themselves and others

“SELL IT” WORKSHOP

The “SELL IT” workshop took place at the Delta Chelsea Hotel, 33 Gerrard Street,
Toronto, on Friday, 26 January, 2007. There were 13 in person participants in the
workshop plus seven participating via teleconference. Participants included
representatives of:
• Starbucks Coffee Canada
• Canadian Restaurant and Food Service Association (CRFA)
• Canadian Association of Food Banks
• CARA Operations
• Canadian Federation of Independent Grocers
• A&W Food Services
• Canadian Council of Grocery Distributors (CCGD)
• Canadian Produce Marketing Association (CPMA)
• Loblaws
• A&P
• Sodexho Canada
• Food and Consumer Products of Canada (FCPC)
• Wendy’s
• Cage au Sport
• Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition (CSCFSC)
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
• Transport Canada (TC)
• Public Safety Canada (PC)
The main points raised in discussion are summarized below.
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Impact
o A 35% absenteeism rate would have a significant effect on restaurant
operations and on grocery operations. The impact would be even greater
on warehousing, distribution and transport of groceries.
o There could be behavioural changes by consumers, such as avoiding
restaurants and gatherings in general. In the foodservice sector, customer
absenteeism is a bigger worry than employee absenteeism.
o There is potential for increased demand in grocery stores due to
customers stocking up and panic buying. During SARS grocery sales
increased, restaurant sales decreased, but take-out and delivery sales
increased.
o Two-thirds of the labour in food banks is volunteer labour and there could
be staffing problems as volunteers stayed away due to illness or fear of
contracting the disease. However, food banks have been community
rallying points and as the pandemic progressed it is possible the
community spirit would see volunteers increasing.
o Problem areas identified included:
 customer availability
 employee availability
 supply of product
 interdependencies – hydro, water
 crime could increase as people become desperate
o Vulnerabilities identified included:
 communications
 for some outlets chicken is a major part of the menu which
customers may avoid eating
 sanitation services, garbage pick up could become a problem
 authorities closing restaurants and diverting distribution of food to
priority areas such as hospitals
 fuel for transport, garbage trucks
 availability of maintenance personnel and parts.
o The manner in which the media deals with the situation will have a major
effect on the public’s actions. Misinformation or sensationalizing could
drive panic actions.
o It is important for government to get the correct message out and for
government messaging at all levels to be consistent.



Preparedness
o The SELL IT sector recognizes the importance of pandemic planning but
the level of planning varies. Larger companies are developing plans:
smaller ones are less engaged. Some associations have developed
planning tools such as check lists, etc. for their members: others have
provided guidance. No plans have been exercised.
o Two way communication with government is important, as is knowledge
of municipal plans. Government contact numbers need to be known and
shared.
o Consistent messaging within Canada and internationally is important.
o Lessons from past emergencies include:
 having a plan is critical
 crisis communication plans are vital
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2.6

know who is in charge
coordinate and share information
contain panic
coordinate messaging to the media.



Interconnections
o Identified inputs to the grocery and foodservice sector included:
 manufacturers
 distributors
 packaging
 maintenance personnel
 pest control
 courier and mail
 liquor and beer
 public health
 electric power
 trucking
 waste management / garbage pick up
o Coordination regarding pandemic preparedness varied, with some
companies and associations coordinating with customers and suppliers
and with various levels of government.
o Canada-US border closure would have a significant impact on some parts
of the sector.
o Identified vulnerabilities outside the food chain included:
 city transportation systems are needed to get employees to work
 power and telecommunications systems are vital
 absence of specialized persons such as maintenance people and
inspectors would have an impact
 failure of point-of-sale systems (VISA, MasterCard, Interac) would
cause a major problem
 employees who live from paycheque to paycheque are vulnerable
to financial hardship if they are ill or their workplace is closed
 insurance provides little relief in a pandemic situation



Most important issues:
o having a plan
o harmonized responses between levels of government
o consistent messaging

SURVEY RESULTS

Fifteen responses were received to the survey questionnaire distributed with the prereading package. The table below summarizes the responses to the survey questions,
except responses to Q8 and Q9 which required written responses. The responses to
these two questions are summarized following the table.
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Q1

How would you rate the importance (and resources) given to influenza pandemic
planning in your association/organization/company?
None

Q2

Low

3

Extreme

8

No

6

Don’t’ know

7

Once

Yearly

½ Yrly

1

N/A

6

What portion of the members/branches/divisions of your association/organization/
company has written influenza pandemic emergency plans?
None

Q5

High

7

If your association/organization/company has a written emergency plan to respond
to an influenza pandemic, how often has it been exercised?
Never

Q4

Medium

Does your association/organization/company have a written influenza pandemic
emergency plan or an emergency plan/Business Continuity Plan that addresses an
influenza pandemic?
Yes

Q3

4

4

Few

5

Some

Most

3

1

All

1

Has your association/organization/company identified points of contact in
government (federal, provincial, regional or municipal) to whom to turn for
information, advice, assistance or coordination in event of an influenza pandemic?
Yes

12

No

2

Don’t know

1

Is your association/organization/company familiar with the Canadian Pandemic
Influenza Plan or with relevant provincial pandemic plans?
Q6

Unaware
of plan

Know
it
exists

8

Know
it well

7
Familiar

In the table below please indicate the impact of the various absentee rates over a
six to eight week period on the ability of your association/organization/company to
continue to perform its operations in providing food supply to Canadians. Assume
the absenteeism is evenly distributed across the organization,

Q7

Q10

Q11

Absentee Rate

No Effect

Minor
Difficulties

Major
Difficulty

10%

7

7

15%

2

11

1

20%

1

8

5

30%

2

11

40%

1

10

Cease
Operation

4

How important to your sector is maintaining non-disruptive flow of goods across the
U.S.-Canada border in case of a pandemic?
None

1

Somewhat
important

2

Very important

Essential

6

5

Do your pandemic plans make provision for disruption of the flow of goods across
the U.S.-Canada border?
Yes

7

No
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Don’t know

2

N/A

6
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In your view, what aspect of the pandemic influenza emergency would have the
greatest impact on the ability of your association/organization/company to continue
to operate?
Q12

10

Employee absenteeism directly impacting your operations

7

Inputs to your operation (transportation, raw materials, etc) being inadequate

4

Loss of customer/client demand

3

Other: Please specify: - Interruption of relevant infrastructure (electricity)
- Loss of consumer confidence due to negative perception of chicken, turkey
and pork

Q13

Does your association/organization/company have clearly identified media
spokespersons and procedures for information release during an emergency?
Yes

Q14

12

No

2

Don’t know

1

To what degree are the emergency/pandemic influenza plans of the national level of
your association/organization/company coordinated or developed in conjunction with
your member associations/branches/divisions?
No coordination

Plans exchanged

5

5

Plans
interconnected

5

As the national level association/organization/company, what do you see as your
role in relation to your members with respect to:
a. Pandemic preparedness:
None
Q15

Provide info

9

Provide
guidance

12

Direct assistance

3

13

Coordinate response

8

b. Response to pandemic influenza emergency:
None

Provide info

7

Provide
guidance

c. Business recovery from a pandemic influenza emergency:
None

Q8

1

Provide info

5

Provide
guidance

10

Coordinate recovery

8

What would be the two or three major problems, caused by pandemic influenza,
affecting the ability of your association/organization/company to continue to
operate in the agri-food chain?










Restrictions of public gathering places
Unwarranted fears by consumers
Absenteeism and labour disruptions hampering ability to move product through
the supply chain to retail, and meet retail demand while short staffed
Critical disruptions of supply either due to manufacturers inability to staff,
transports sectors to move product or significant disruptions of imported product
due to border closure
Interruptions in infrastructure services (i.e. electricity, water, etc)
If it were avian influenza there may be refusal to work
The poultry industry is worried about a drop in consumption with AI
Poultry processor require CFIA representation in plan to operate
Employee illness, fear, social distancing and abandonment of employment
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Q9

Difficulties with supplier organizations continuing to operate and ship product
Consumer confidence and shifts in shopping patterns
lack of communication with key government (health, border agencies, etc) which
would cause confusion with food distribution and avails
employee sickness in key critical areas – logistics and communications
lack of power and material inputs (including imports) to manufacturers who are
producing key items on pantry list.
Animal welfare
Transportation – products/goods/supplies/livestock
Loss of resources – power & water
Loss of revenue
Supply problems
Service reps not showing up for work – industry shut-down because employees
not at downstream companies
Communications issues
Animal welfare and environmental issues
If s pandemic influenza were to hit our organization this would likely affect the
agri-food chain. The organization employs two people and we handle national
producer programs and lobby the governments on behalf of (our members)
Employee absenteeism
Loss of Product Vendor/Service partners’ ability to meet needs
Loss of public confidence in product and public space avoidance
Transportation of fresh produce
Sale of fresh produce
Import and/or export of product
Inspection levels/capabilities
Availability of supply
Small organization – only 5 staff. If 2 or 3 away will be difficult to provide
assistance/advice to members
Public confidence, how do you contain and preserve as it has a knock on
certificate
How do you manage runs on stores and products
Food delivery shortages to our restaurants from distributors
Large scale employee shortages to prepare and serve food.
Customer shortages.
Partners not comfortable coming to work in the store/office.
Suppliers not comfortable/able to deliver product.
Customers not comfortable/able to come to the stores.
What government department/agency/organization would your
association/organization/company look to for information, advice, regulation or
coordination in the event of a pandemic influenza emergency?









WHO
PSEPC
PHAC
HRDSC
AAFC
Health Canada
CFIA
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2.7

Canadian Border Service Agency
Transport Canada
Industry Canada
Provincial:
o Emergency Management Agency
o Ministry of Health
o Solicitor General
o Ministry of Agriculture
o Health officials
Local health officials
Municipal emergency authorities
World Health Organization web site
www.influenza.gc.ca

WORKSHOP FINDINGS

Major findings from the workshop discussions and the survey responses are:
1. There is an increase in the level of importance given to pandemic planning as
one moves up the agri-food supply chain. At the input, grower level interest is low
while at the restaurant / foodservice level it is high.
2. The level of pandemic planning generally reflects the level of importance given
the subject with limited or no planning in the input and grower sector to extensive
planning in the grocery / foodservice sector.
3. None of the organizations that stated they have pandemic plans have exercised
them.
4. The availabilities of transport / trucking, of fuel [diesel], electrical power and water
were identified as being critical in all four sectors.
5. Employee absenteeism of 20% or less would not be a major problem for the agrifood sector. Absenteeism rates of 30% and 40% would cause major difficulties
and in some cases would result in enterprises ceasing operations.
6. The flow of goods across the Canada – U.S. border is very important for all parts
of the agri-food supply chain.
7. Proactive, consistent messaging, led by governments, will be very important in
limiting the impact of a pandemic.
8. Absenteeism in non-agricultural sectors (border inspectors, health inspectors,
customs brokers, etc.) would have a serious impact.
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9. At the top of the agri-food chain, absenteeism of customers would have a greater
impact than absenteeism of staff.
10. Pandemic impact would be greatest if occurred during planting and harvesting
seasons.

2.7

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TABLE TOP SIMULATION

The information obtained in the workshops and the findings had a number of implications
for the design of the table-top simulation of a pandemic influenza emergency.
1. The level of importance given to pandemic planning varies widely across the
agri-food supply chain. One would assume the level of knowledge of the subject
would also be variable. Designing presentations and simulations that challenge
those in the sector who have addressed pandemic influenza seriously while not
overloading or confusing those who are new to the issue will be a challenge.
2. One of the original objectives of the simulation was to test and validate
emergency response plans for the agri-food sector. However, many of the
organizations in the agri-food sector do not have written pandemic plans. The
simulation therefore should stress the need for pandemic planning and the
necessity of connecting with other parts of the supply chain in preparing
pandemic emergency plans.
3. Notwithstanding assumptions of pandemic absenteeism rates of as low as 20%
by some authorities, an absenteeism rate of at least 30% will have to be used in
the simulation to drive participants to considering emergency response.
4. Some issues were identified in all of the workshops as being important for them
in a pandemic situation. These should have a prominent part in the simulation.
The main issues included:
a. transportation is critical;
b. proactive, correct, coordinated public messaging is very important;
c. disruption of the flow of goods across the Canada – U.S. border would
have a major impact;
d. continued functioning of financial infrastructure and transaction
processing is necessary; and,
e. in some parts of the sector, absence of customers due to pandemic would
be of greater impact than employee absences.
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PART 3 – TABLE TOP SIMULATION EXERCISE GLOBAL GRIPPE
3.1

OVERVIEW

The table top simulation took place on 26th and 27th March, 2007, at Chateau Cartier in
Gatineau, Quebec. It began with an opening address by Ms. Christiane Ouimet,
Associate Deputy Minister, AAFC. The program for the session had two main parts:
 Part 1 – Panel Discussions. The workshops showed that there is considerable
variation among the members of the agri-food industry in the degree of
pandemic knowledge and preparation. To provide a common basis of
knowledge for the table top simulation, the first half-day of the session
contained a series of presentations from government and industry
representatives on their pandemic preparedness activities presented in a panel
discussion format. There were two panels:
o a government panel with representatives from PHAC, PSC, AAFC, the
Province of Alberta, and the City of Toronto making short presentations
on their pandemic planning; and,
o an industry panel with representatives from agri-food retail,
manufacturing, transportation, association and media relations making
presentations on their approaches to pandemic preparedness.
 Part 2 – Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE. The table top simulation exercise, named
GLOBAL GRIPPE, took place on Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning.
There were four phases to the exercise:
o Phase 1 – Outbreak in Asia;
o Phase 2 – Influenza in Canada;
o Phase 3 – Worldwide pandemic; and
o Phase 4 – First wave over.
Each Phase of the exercise followed the sequence:
o presentation of a scenario and questions for discussion in plenary
session;
o consideration of the situation and development of answers to the
questions in breakout sessions;
o breakout groups report on their deliberation to plenary; and
o general discussion of the situation.
A “Hot Wash” was conducted immediately after the last phase of the exercise. The Hot
Wash provided an opportunity at the end of an exercise to review how the exercise went
and to provide participants an opportunity to give immediate feedback. Its main purpose
was to capture the strengths and weaknesses of the exercise and the lessons from it for
application in the real world. The feedback also will be useful in planning future
exercises.
The agenda for the 1 ½ day simulation is at Appendix 1.
Exercise participants were assigned to breakout groups by agri-food sector using the
same divisions as were used in the workshops: SUPPLY, GROW, PROCESS and SELL,
and with the addition of breakout groups for the federal government and for the
provincial and municipal governments. This breakout group structure was used to reflect
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to some degree the real world and to demonstrate the need for interactions between the
agri-food sectors in a pandemic situation.
Appendix 2 contains a list of GLOBAL GRIPPE participants.
The GLOBAL GRIPPE scenario was a fabrication based on a severe pandemic with
characteristics similar to that of the Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918-19. Workshop
discussions had indicated that a mild pandemic would have little effect on some parts of
the agri-food industry so a severe pandemic scenario was used to ensure an emergency
situation existed for all sectors. It was emphasized during the exercise that PHAC
planning assumptions were less severe than the exercise scenario and that the impacts
depicted in the scenario were not those necessarily expected by the Government of
Canada or the CSCFSC.
The GLOBAL GRIPPE scenario, with the questions for consideration by breakouts, is in
Appendix 3.
A pre-reading package was distributed to participants by email prior to the exercise. The
package contained an agenda for the session, information on pandemic influenza, a very
brief overview of government pandemic planning, and description of the table top
exercise process.
Participants received an information folder upon registering for the exercise. The folder
contained an agenda for the session, administrative information, speakers’ biographical
sketches and presentations (where available), participants’ instructions for Exercise
GLOBAL GRIPPE play, a feedback form, a pandemic influenza planning checklist, and a
list of some references.

3.2

OPENING ADDRESS

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE proceedings were co-chaired by Ms. Patti Miller, Director,
Grains and Oilseeds Division and Agri-Food Industry Emergency Preparedness at AAFC
and Ms. Heather Holland of Canadian Produce Marketing Association and Chair,
CSCFSC. Ms. Miller introduced Ms. Christiane Ouimet, Associate Deputy Minister,
AAFC who opened the proceedings.
In her remarks Ms. Ouimet congratulated Heather Holland and the CSCFSC for the work
to facilitate a dialogue within the food industry and between the food industry and
government. She applauded the organization for the interest in the very important
discussion of how to approach food safety and pandemic. She noted that the bird flu in
2003 and the BSE issue had caused tremendous hardship, but the hardship had been
economic, not to the health of citizens. While operations on the ground are very
important in dealing with such issues, so is communication. It is much harder to regain
markets than to maintain them. One of the major lessons of the BSE situation is that
government cannot do it alone. There needs to be involvement of provincial and local
governments but also of industry in addressing such situations.
Ms. Ouimet described how her previous work during the ice storm in eastern Ontario and
Quebec, the power outage in Ontario and the situation following the September 11, 2001
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attacks enabled her to relate to a pandemic emergency and the work being done in this
exercise. She noted that an absenteeism rate of 30% will present significant challenges
for government and business in providing essential goods and services. She indicated
we have to look internationally as well. She was looking forward to participants in the
exercise challenging one another as to: what are the next steps, where are the gaps,
what has been missed, what are the expectations of the public. How, from an economic
perspective, do you keep the right balance, how do you resume business?
Ms. Ouimet reviewed the objectives of the simulation as determining the impact of a
pandemic on the various sectors of the agri-food chain from which to develop revised
planning assumptions, to determine the state of readiness of the various parts of the
agri-food chain for a pandemic, and to determine the interconnections through the agrifood chain and around it, and also examine the communications aspects.
Ms. Ouimet stated that the effort of participants would not end on Tuesday but that
participation in the simulation will be incredibly valuable and will continue to be used as a
model for industry at large and other areas of government.
In closing Ms. Ouimet expressed the best wishes of Minister Strahl and extended her
personal wishes to participants for every success in their deliberations.

3.3

GOVERNMENT PANEL DISCUSSION

3.3.1 General
The purpose of the government panel discussion was to outline the roles and
responsibilities of government at all three levels for pandemic preparedness and to
provide information on their planning. The panel discussion was chaired by Ms. Heather
Holland, Chair, CSCFSC.
3.3.2 Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)
Dr. Arlene King, is the Director General for Pandemic Preparedness at the PHAC. She is
the focal point for pandemic planning within the health portfolio in the Government of
Canada. The key message she wished to leave is that the pandemic clock is ticking, we
just don’t know what time it is. Her presentation addressed three main topics: the scope
of pandemic planning in Canada, pandemic planning in the Canadian health sector, and
what is being done to increase the level of health sector preparedness.
PHAC was created in2004. It plays an important role in ensuring collaboration across all
sectors. The Canadian Public Health Network was created in 2005. It is the mechanism
for public health collaboration across jurisdictions, facilitating communication, sharing of
knowledge and development of strategies. There are a number of Expert Groups
working in the Network including one specifically tasked with pandemic preparedness. It
has led the development of the Canadian Pandemic Influenza Plan for the Health
Sector. The Plan is over 600 pages long but there is a condensed version of 30-40
pages on the PHAC web site. The plan outlines roles and responsibilities of all levels of
government. It brings a multifaceted approach to preparedness and response. The plan
is reviewed annually and updated. It has 14 annexes dealing with various aspects of
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pandemic planning. Dr. King elaborated on four of them that are most relevant to the
agri-food sector:
 Annex D - Recommendations for Pandemic Vaccine Use. Vaccination is the
most effective way to mitigate a pandemic, but will not be available at the start
of the pandemic. ID Biomedical/GSK has been contracted to produce annual
and pandemic vaccines. Priorities have been established for distribution of
vaccines at the start of pandemic to maintain health service response, protect
high risk groups, and maintain essential services and critical infrastructure.
 Annex E – Planning Recommendations for Antiviral Use during a Pandemic. A
target of a 55 million dose stockpile of antiviral has been established to be
distributed on a per capita basis to all provinces and territories. A study of the
use of antivirals as a preventive measure is underway with recommendations
expected in the spring of 2007.
 Annex K – Communications. There is a communications network in place to
get information to the public. There have been briefings of the media to ensure
they have accurate information. Communications roles and responsibilities
across jurisdictions are delineated.
 Annex M – Public Health Measures. The annex includes measures to reduce
the spread of disease, such as person hygiene, social distancing, travel issues.
There is great deal of international work being done including development of a North
American Pandemic Plan with the United States and Mexico, and a Global Health
Security Initiative. Canada is the second largest national donor in the world for global
pandemic preparedness.
The issues which Dr. King identified as critical for the food supply chain are business
continuity planning, dependence on a robust health sector, and border management.
Dr. King concluded by stating that Canadian level of preparedness is among the best in
the world.
A copy of Dr. King’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 4.

3.3.3 Public Safety Canada
Ms. Gail Miller, Senior Director, Emergency Management Planning Unit at PSC provided
a presentation on the role of Public Safety Canada in emergency planning and in
pandemic preparedness. She discussed the mandate of PSC, pandemic preparedness,
and collaboration with the private sector.
The role of PSC is to coordinate the development and implementation of civil emergency
plans. An all hazards approach is taken to emergency planning. Emergency
management can be considered a four function cycle: prevention/mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery. During a pandemic, PSC would help manage
and coordinate issues around the PHAC (the lead agency) response. Communication
coordination is an important function of PSC. They are developing a Government of
Canada Coordination Contingency Plan for Avian and Pandemic Influenza.
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The Committee of Deputy Ministers recognized that most of the critical infrastructure in
Canada is owned by the private sector. A working group with representatives from each
of the ten critical infrastructure sectors was established to share information and best
practices.
A copy of Ms. Miller’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 5.

3.3.4 Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Ms. Patti Miller, Director, Grains and Oilseeds Division and Agri-Food Industry
Emergency Preparedness at AAFC gave a presentation on AAFC’s National Disaster
Assistance Framework (NDAF). The NDAF was developed to provide a tool to effectively
manage an emergency affecting the agri-food sector and to provide support to
provinces/territories, federal departments, private sectors and international partners
upon request. She noted that there is an escalation in emergency response from
individuals and individual companies, to municipalities, and then to provinces as the
magnitude of the emergency increases. AAFC would only be involved in response in the
most dire of emergencies. The NDAF is activated when an emergency affecting the agrifood sector is identified, when a request for assistance is made by a province or territory,
or where an emergency situation requires federal management of the agri-food sector.
She outlined eleven emergency support functions that AAFC is responsible for within the
federal government:
1. Assist provincial/territorial governments in securing safe food, water and
agricultural commodities to affected areas;
2. Facilitate the acquisition and distribution of essential resources and food
products;
3. Advise and assist through financial means, producers, processors and
distributors in mitigating the impact of financial losses;
4. In each province provide regional coordination and linkage with the provincial
government PSC and other federal departments;
5. Provide research assistance and technical advice to mitigate impacts;
6. Preserve genetic resources;
7. Provide advice and assistance for the protection of base seed and breeding
livestock;
8. Provide advice or develop emergency financial programs that will mitigate the
effects of an emergency;
9. Develop policy on international programs, food aid, exports, imports and related
areas;
10. Develop policy on environmental sustainability;
11. Provide economic and market analysis.
Ms. Miller noted that AAFC is exploring provincial plans and capabilities, exploring the
supply chain for food, feed, water and equipment, and analyzing industry awareness and
capacity to respond. The federal government is pushing the United States-CanadaMexico SSP and associated pandemic plan to ensure that the border remains open, and
the adoption of science based criteria.
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A copy of Ms. Miller’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 6.

3.3.5 Province of Alberta
Ms. Peggy Marce of the Government of Alberta presented that province’s approach to
pandemic planning. She outlined the roles of Alberta Agriculture and Food as to manage
the sourcing and distribution of emergency food supplies in the event of a national food
emergency, and to provide support to the federal Food and Agriculture Emergency
Response System for the management of the sourcing and distribution of emergency
food supplies in the event of a national food emergency. She outlined the organization
for pandemic planning in Alberta. A project team was formed to develop strategies to
ensure food availability in the event of a pandemic. Pandemic planning has been done
based on both a moderate and a severe scenario. They have defined assumptions and
scenarios, done a food consumption and supply assessment, prepared critical nutrition
and distribution plans, made self preparedness recommendations, and developed a
communications plan.
They have consulted with industry and developed a Preparedness Guide for Alberta’s
Food Manufacturing and Distribution Industry. The document is the basis of a onewindow access web-site for industry: www.agric.gov.ab.ca/pandemic. They provided a
public relations/media training pilot which they hope industry associations will adopt.
The severe scenario contingency plan required development of high level models such
as population assessment, food supply assessment, distribution models, and food ration
models. An agri-food industry emergency council was recommended.
A copy of Ms. Marce’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 7

3.3.6 City of Toronto
Dr. Barbara Yaffe, the Director Communicable Disease Control and Associate Medical
Officer of Health for Toronto Public Health made a presentation on the effect of the 2003
SARS outbreak on the City of Toronto, drawing lessons for the approach to pandemic
planning. Community impacts from SARS included:
 widespread program cancellations;
 psychological isolation among patients, healthcare workers and quarantined
contacts;
 economic hardship for hospitality/tourism industries and Chinese businesses;
and,
 academic impact on students in affected schools and universities.
Lessons learned from SARS include:
 every sector and government is affected and has a role to play;
 existing programs and relationships are what work;
 communication is key;
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 it is easier to control disease than fear – science/content expertise gets lost in
politics.
Dr. Yaffe outlined the differences between pandemic influenza and SARS. She stated
the goals of Toronto pandemic influenza planning are to minimize illness and death, and
to minimize societal disruption. Estimates of the number of clinically ill patients in
Toronto varied from 392,000 for a 15% influenza attack rate to 914,000 for a 35% attack
rate. Death estimates ranged from 630 individuals for the 15% attack rate to 4,300 for
the 35% attack rate. The role of Toronto Public Health in a pandemic situation includes:
 disease surveillance and reporting;
 case and contact investigation and management;
 health risk assessment and communications, including infection control advice;
 liaison with hospitals and other agencies;
 assessment, treatment and referral centres;
 community based disease control strategies; and,
 vaccine and antiviral medication distribution.
Issues for the agri-food sector suggested by Dr. Yaffe were employee absenteeism;
supply chain disruptions; public health measures; changes in demand for service; and
business continuity planning. She outlined infection control measures as:
 hand hygiene
 respiratory etiquette;
 social distancing in the workplace;
 annual influenza immunization;
 environmental cleaning
 staying home if ill; and,
 protective equipment.
A copy of Dr. Yaffe’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 8.
3.3.8 Discussion
Following the presentations by the government representatives, there was a general
discussion of the material presented. Significant points raised in the discussion were:
 Development of a vaccine for a pandemic influenza would take as long as six
months but work is being done in an attempt to reduce that time. Scientists are
studying the H5N1 seed strain from humans infected by the H5N1 virus in the
hope of reducing the time for a vaccine to be available by two or three months.
Once the vaccine is available, Canada is capable of producing 80 million
monovalent doses per month. There are discussions on ways of increasing
capacity. It will probably be possible to vaccinate all Canadians within one
month but we also must consider the needs of the rest of the world. By using
an adjuvant it may be possible to use less than the standard 15 ml of vaccine
per dose. A new virus may require two doses of vaccine separated by some
period of time.
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 During the SARS outbreak there were multiple spokespersons not always
saying the same thing. Would the same thing happen in a pandemic situation?
All levels of government are working closely to prevent this from happening.
However, there will always be people willing to speak who are not the
designated spokespersons, and the media will find them.
 There is a difference between the bird flu outbreak and human flu. Pandemic
influenza can arise by the mixing of the bird virus with human virus. There is
also the possibility that the bird flu virus could mutate into a human virus. In a
pandemic, it would be a human illness; birds would not be sick. There could be
a bird outbreak at the same time but it would be a different virus.
 Regarding social distancing, while this can be done in a work situation, it is
impractical if not impossible in schools where kids are not a metre apart and
are sometimes “hygienically challenged”. School kids could bring the virus
home. School closures will be considered early in a pandemic situation and
likely be recommended, especially in a serious pandemic. It was noted that
during the 1918 pandemic those cities that closed schools early had flattened
infection rate curves. However, although schools may be closed, it will be
difficult to keep school aged children, especially teenagers, closeted at home
for the duration of a pandemic wave. There are no simple answers.
 Treatment with antivirals in the first 24 to 48 hours could reduce morbidity and
mortality. There may also be a role for antivirals in enhancing business
continuity of critical infrastructure. There are many issues regarding antivrials.
 Closure of the Canada-US border would be of major concern. How would the
industry interface with government on this issue? Governments are attempting
to ensure that the border stays open. Following the Cancun meetings,
government officials from Canada, United States and Mexico were tasked with
developing a North American plan. They are working on approaches to border
issues, screening, and similar planning assumptions.

3.4

INDUSTRY PANEL DISCUSSION

3.4.1 General
Representatives from various segments of the agri-food industry presented their
approaches to pandemic planning. This panel discussion was chaired by Ms. Patti Miller
of AAFC.

3.4.2 Retail Sector
Mr. Nick Jennery of the Canadian Council of Grocery Distributors (CCGD) presented the
approach of CCGD to pandemic planning. He outlined some of the unique challenges of
the grocery distribution industry. The broad infrastructure of the grocery distribution
system, the large amount of supply in transport, just-in-time service for large stores, and
the large numbers of entry level employees are some of the unique features.
A cross functional industry committee was established in 2005 to develop an industry
guide. A planning template has been prepared and issued to members. It is a business
continuity plan should there be a pandemic. It is regularly updated.
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There is a culture within the industry of sharing plans and working together. They have
contacted lead agencies in government and also NGOs. The Council has taken the
approach of linking with those who have the expertise, and using and supporting their
initiatives. The CCGD feel it is important to participate in task forces and committees.
They feel it is very important to participate in exercises to test and validate planning.
Critical questions from the CCGD include the need for a clear communications plan, a
model that illustrates coordination, a core product list, security issues, HR issues
regarding pay and protective equipment, and common triggering of pandemic plans.
A copy of Mr. Jennery’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 9.

3.4.3 Manufacturing Sector
Mr. Ron Judge, Vice-President, Food Safety & Quality Assurance for Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods presented the approach of Maple Leaf Foods (MLF) to pandemic
preparedness. He gave a brief overview of Maple Leaf Consumer Foods.
MLF has developed a framework of issues affecting the company. The company uses
Six Sigma methodology extensively. In late 2006 it had a product tampering issue which
led to thinking that response should be at the operating level rather than the corporate
level. A review of the product tampering issue led to identifying 37 recommendations for
improvement to emergency response procedures. On a quarterly basis, MLF holds a
conference call with 8000 employees around the world, which is a tool that would help in
an emergency. MLF does traceability and recall exercises on a no-notice basis four
times a year. They will go through a tampering type exercise this year.
MLF uses a Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) methodology to minimize risk by
attempting to anticipate a failure or problem. They are piloting the process at one plant
and will extend to other plants and all levels. Food safety is only as strong as the
weakest link and MLF is striving to strengthen the weakest link.
MLF has a tool called “40 Steps to Food Safety” that is used to ensure food safety. Two
aspects of the tool that were highlighted were developing a culture of food safety in MLF
people and data management so that information is available in other sites.
They are examining site access protocols and travel policies, and how these might
change in a pandemic. They also are examining the controls in place in their slaughter
operations and procedures.
Mr. Judge emphasized the need for companies in the industry to work together to
prepare for emergencies, and to work in concert to ensure consistency in response and
messaging during emergencies.
A copy of Mr. Judge’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 10.
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3.4.4 Transportation Sector
Mr. John Read, Director General, Transportation of Dangerous Goods, Transport
Canada presented the impact of a pandemic on the transportation sector. He outlined
the possible state of the transportation industry in a pandemic situation:
 the tour bus industry will be closed; the drivers can be used on inter-city buses;
 there will be no school bus drivers;
 intra-city bus traffic will be reduced but so will demand;
 intercity buses would need financial subsidies due to reduced passengers as
well as needing drivers;
 air travel will be reduced by 75%, flights reduced and so will air cargo which
could affect supply of spare parts for food processing equipment;
 there is no current position on marine transport;
 rail is at full capacity now so any loss of personnel will affect; and
 trucking capacity is a concern; there are no excess drivers in North America.
Suggestions made by the trucking industry to Transport Canada include:
 reducing safety provisions to provide increased trucking transport by:
o allowing longer tractor combinations;
o raising or removing weight restrictions;
o increasing hours of service;
o centrally match available drivers with loads;
o set priorities on truck usage;
 subsidizing inter-city buses; and
 lead in setting priorities for rail traffic.
The food industry transportation is very efficient, meaning there is no slack available to
absorb shortages.
Mr. Read concluded by asking the food industry what they are going to do to address the
possible transport shortfall in a pandemic.
A copy of Mr. Read’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 11.

3.4.5 Agri-Food Associations
Ms. Jill Holroyd, Vice-President Research & Communications, Canadian Restaurant and
Foodservices Association (CRFA) made a presentation on pandemic preparedness in
the foodservice industry. She began by providing an overview of the foodservice industry
in Canada. The foodservice industry has 1,040,300 employees, revenue of $51.3 billion
annually and serves more than 14.7 million customers per day from 62,800 locations.
She then went on to describe the impact of SARS on the industry with losses of $267
million in the food and beverage part of the tourism industry. The main lessons learned
from the SARS experience were:
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 coordinated, credible and timely communication is key – within the industry;
between government and industry, media and public; between business
owners and employees, customers, suppliers; among different levels of
government;
 operators need to develop:
o a financial safety net in advance, to deal with customer shortages;
o alternate service delivery and payment channels; and,
o a business recovery strategy.
The CRFA has formed a Flu Pandemic Working Group representing all parts of the
foodservice industry. The industry priorities are:
 consumer confidence;
 employee health and safety net; and,
 supply chain infrastructure.
The mandate of the Working Group is to ensure a collaborative industry/government
approach to pandemic planning and to oversee industry-specific planning tools for
foodservice operators. The CRFA has prepared a Flu Pandemic Preparedness Guide
which is available at www.crfa.ca/resourcecentre/flupandemic/ .
A copy of Ms. Holroyd’s PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 12.

3.4.6 Media Relations and Communications
Mr. Ron Guirguis, Senior Vice-President & Partner, Fleishman-Hillard Canada, made a
presentation on the importance of communications in a pandemic outbreak and some
best practices or checklists that industry and government should consider in this regard.
He outlined three key characteristics of a pandemic as: stakes are high (lives, jobs,
money); perceptions are driven by anxiety, fear and outrage; and there is a tendency to
“rush to judgement”. He outlined the evolution of a crisis where surprise, incomplete
data, escalating demands and information vacuum lead to loss of control with others
driving discussion and solutions. In a pandemic:
 rumours will be rampant;
 Internet will be a primary resource;
 competing experts will confuse the facts;
 there will be stories;
 media will be quick to define heroes and villains;
 stories will be posted before facts confirmed; and
 speed timeliness and action will be critical.
Pandemic communications best practices include:
 establish team and build linkages;
 assess risk;
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 build plans and infrastructure including key messages and spokespersons,
communications channels, including good web sites;
 practice through simulations;
 establish linkages early;
 during pandemic use the plan, gather the facts, refine messages and
monitor continuously; and
 ongoing review and post-mortem.
He provided a pandemic checklist:
 communicate quickly;
 use the Internet;
 anticipate circumstances;
 work from a plan with consistent messages;
 engage the team; use one point of contact;
 take control of your communications;
 tell the truth – be sure of facts;
 deal with the bad news yourself and at once, if possible;
 remember all audiences; and
 coordinate with authorities.
A copy of Mr. Guirguis’ PowerPoint presentation is in Appendix 13.

3.4.7 Discussion
In discussion following the presentations from the industry panel, the following points
were raised:
 There was much talk of using the internet and working from home. It was
questioned as to whether there was adequate bandwidth available to permit
large numbers of people working from home. From consultations with Internet
service providers, when questioned they had informed PSC that they
collectively could handle the increased bandwidth required, provided the
requirement was made known in advance. PSC is attempting to coordinate
across sectors to identify issues and interdependencies and IT requirements.
The utilities have advanced emergency planning and are incorporating
pandemic planning into those emergency plans. It was noted that even though
the backbone internet may have the capacity for home-working, within the
Transport Canada building, the IT system is not capable of supporting large
numbers working from home, and other government departments are likely in
the same situation.
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3.5

EXERCISE GLOBAL GRIPPE

3.5.1 Overview
The table top discussion exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE used a fictitious scenario in which a
severe influenza pandemic is depicted from its origins in Asia to worldwide pandemic to
ebb at the end of the first wave. The severity of the pandemic’s impacts was based to
some degree on extrapolation of the 1918-19 Spanish flu pandemic impacts. Although
the pandemic planning assumptions used by PHAC are for a moderate pandemic
situation, a scenario with severe impacts was used to drive participants to consideration
of emergency situations.
The exercise was structured in four phases:
 Phase 1 – Outbreak. The H5N1 Influenza A virus achieves efficient human-tohuman transmission in Asia with high death rates and WHO declares
Pandemic Phase 6.
 Phase 2 – Influenza in Canada. The first North American cases of H5N1
Influenza A occur in British Columbia and public reaction builds.
 Phase 3 – Worldwide Pandemic. High rates of infection and mortality spread
throughout Canada and the world with widespread impacts including disruption
of aspects of the agri-food supply chain.
 Phase 4 – Wave 1 Ends. Infection and mortality begins to wane as the first
wave of the pandemic passes.
Each Phase of the exercise began in plenary session with a description of the influenza
situation and of some of the consequences of the disease spreading. Participants were
asked to consider in breakout groups a number of questions in regard to the situation.
The results of the breakout groups’ deliberations were reported in plenary session
followed by general discussion of the responses and the overall situation.

3.5.2 Phase 1 – Flu in Asia
Phase 1 Scenario Summary. In April, 200X, an Indonesian outbreak of severe
respiratory illness with high mortality rates was confirmed as being caused by the H5N1
strain of Influenza A. The illness spread to other East Asian countries. The WHO
declared Pandemic Phase 6 – Pandemic. Media around the world spread news of
pandemic.
The questions participants were asked to consider in breakout groups and a summary of
their reported deliberations follow. Appendix 14 contains a detailed listing of the
responses to the questions.
Q1 – What actions, if any, would your organization take at this time?
Responses to this question focused on communication, prevention and preparation as
appropriate to this phase of the scenario.
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Participants in each sector would establish and/or confirm communication channels
(contact points) with other members of their chain and with government authorities. The
importance of reassuring the general public and maintaining clear, accurate sources of
information – between the government and businesses as well as to consumers - was
emphasized in responses. Implementation of a “dark site” on the Internet was described
as a means of providing information to appropriate industry and government parties.
Actions to take with respect to prevention measures ranged from local strategies such as
reinforcing existing health standards with employees (e.g., hand washing) to national
and industry-wide measures such as restricting travel and setting aside imports from
Asia.
Preparation steps from most groups included activation of initial steps of emergency
plans, particularly focused on the communication measures mentioned above, but also
including operational measures such as anticipating consumer demand patterns and
checking key ingredient inventory levels. Additionally, the importance of agreed and
communicated “trigger” points for various levels of action was identified.
Q2 – Who in your organization would be responsible for taking decisions/actions?
Senior levels within each organization were identified by most groups. Additionally, many
groups identified particular emergency committees or working groups.
Q3 – To whom would you look for information, guidance and/or direction?
Government, national and international organizations were identified as key sources for
information.
Q4 – With whom would you coordinate your actions; who would you contact?
Participants identified health, agriculture and emergency measure government bodies,
national associations, and their partners at each level of the agri-food supply chain.
Counterpart organizations in the USA also were mentioned.
Q5 – Is there a written, exercised, validated plan in your organization to deal with
emergencies generally and pandemic specifically?
Responses ranged from no plans (individual producers) to in-progress plans (supply) to
completed but as yet untested or not yet validated plans. There were few plans that were
specifically pandemic.
Q6 – Who is your public spokesperson and what are your criteria for selection?
Industry association spokespersons were identified by several groups. The Prime
Minister was identified as the person to address the Canadian Public as a whole;
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company CEO’s may or may not be the public speaker for their organizations. Media or
PR spokespersons also were identified.
Credibility and technical knowledge were identified as two criteria for selection.
Q7 – In advance of the pandemic reaching this continent, do you have key public
messages? With whom do you coordinate content and public statements?
Participants identified coordination with government and industry organizations for key
messages, including working with counterparts in the EU, the USA and Mexico.
Consistent message content (“food is safe” and “plans are in place”) and tone
(measured, tempered) were identified as important to reassure public confidence.

3.5.3 Phase 2 – Flu in Canada
Phase 2 Scenario Summary: In June, 200X, several people in a number of communities
in British Columbia were hospitalized with severe respiratory illness with a number of
deaths. Media around the world reported “bird flu in Canada”. Public reactions included
demands for antivirals, reduction in travel, surge in sales at pharmacies and groceries.
Wild and conflicting information was circulating on the Internet.
After breakout deliberations started, an Inject was given to each breakout advising of an
initiative in the United States to close the Canada-US border.
Later in the breakout period, separate Injects were delivered to each of the industry
breakout groups. Each breakout group was asked to share its Inject with any of the other
breakout groups which they thought should have the information:
 SUPPLY IT – inadequate supplies of animal pharmaceuticals;
 GROW IT – unavailability of migrant farm labour;
 PROCESS IT – trucker unable to deliver goods;
 SELL IT – grocery stocks depleted, except for meat.
The questions participants were asked to consider in breakout groups and a summary of
their reported deliberations follow. Detailed responses are in Appendix 14.
Q1 – What actions would your organization take at this time?
Participants moved to or stepped up crisis mode in this phase. The pandemic would
become each organization’s key priority. Actions would be executed according to each
organization’s established emergency/pandemic plans, e.g., initiation of a “war room”.
Non-essential services would be closed down.
Actions to maintain open lines of communication between partners in the supply chain
would continue to be important. Consistent, accurate messaging would be key. Dialogue
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between business and government partners would be increased particularly around key
issues such as keeping the borders open, coordinating actions on potentially
expropriated items, and relaxing regulatory requirements to permit off-shore sourcing of
critical items.
All participants identified actions focused on increased monitoring of local and national
trends and events to anticipate impacts to business supply (e.g., ingredient availability,
animal health) and operational capacity (e.g., employee health and absenteeism) as well
as customer demands (e.g., critical product surges).
In BC (the focus of impact in this phase), prevention actions would include plant closure
and shifting of production, plans for crowd control if shortages, and proactive isolation of
suspected cases. Across Canada, prevention actions would be continued (e.g., travel
restrictions) and stepped up (e.g., social distancing, employees working from home).
Q2 – With whom would you coordinate?
Participants would continue to coordinate efforts with organizations identified in their
responses to this question in Phase 1 (health, agriculture and emergency measure
government bodies, national associations and their partners at each level of the agrifood supply chain). Additional parties mentioned in this phase included unions and
veterinarians, as well as coordinating with international counterparts (specifically US) to
be advocates on behalf of Canada within their territories.
Q3 – What would be your greatest need in this situation? What are your priorities?
Sustainability of operations in its various aspects would be most critical. This would
include maintaining the supply and transportation of raw materials, ensuring key
infrastructure components (e.g., hydro, water, open borders), and supporting an active,
healthy work force. Communication of clear and accurate information would be critical in
helping to forestall panic with respect to each these aspects.
Q4 – What would be your greatest vulnerability in this situation?
A healthy labor force was identified by most groups, as well as border closure and
transportation issues. Public mood (e.g., panicking) and attendant behavior (e.g., social
disruption, hoarding) would be a catalyst for problems.
Q5 – To whom would you look for authoritative information?
As for Phase 1, Government, national and international organizations were identified as
key sources for information.
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Q6 – Do you have significant questions for other parts of the agri-food sector, and if so,
what are they?
Businesses would question their partners up and down the supply chain as to
processing capacity, labour shortages and consumption trends. Questions on
credit/financial arrangements also were identified.
Q7 – What would be your key messages to employees, customers?
To employees, key messages would revolve around avoiding illness and job security. To
customers, key messages would emphasize product safety as well as plans and actions
the industry and government are taking to ensure continued product quality and
customer health.
Q8 – If approached by the news media would you comment?
Media generally would be directed to designated spokespersons for each organization,
relevant trade associations and/or senior levels within the organization.
Q9 – Who ensures that your spokesperson has current information? Who updates your
messages?
Communications groups with support from senior levels, functional area experts and
legal staff generally are responsible for information currency and messages. Within
government, this would include emergency operations centers and subcommittees.
Inject Q1 – What effect would the inject event have on your part of the agri-food sector?
What actions would you take?
Closure of the Canada-US border would have major impacts including: compromised
ability to produce safe food (e.g., animal pharmaceuticals); labor shortage (e.g., migrant
workers); negative economic impact (e.g., loss of exports, cost increases due to
shortage of supplies or need for alternate sources); surplus of meat and attendant
disposal problems; shortage of fresh fruit and vegetables.
All participants would lobby federally for negotiations with the US to keep the borders
open. Additionally, businesses would work with their US parent and/or trading partners
to lobby the US government. Additional actions would include looking for workers from
other sectors with capacity due to the pandemic (e.g., tourism), stopping breeding
programs, searching for alternate ingredient sources, and redistributing food within
Canada on an east-west basis.
Public backlash within Canada to retaliate against a US border closing (e.g., supplies of
hydro, water, gas) would add pressure to the system.
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Inject Q2 – With whom would you coordinate?
Participants would coordinate through their supply chain to address problems;
government would work with industry. Example: Businesses would work with CFIA and
HC for emergency drug release (animal pharmaceuticals) and disposal of meat.
Inject Q3 – When your spokesperson is in the field, how do you maintain contact? If
(s)he is suddenly unavailable, how do you cope?
Contact is maintained through phone, cell phone/Blackberry and email. If the
spokesperson is suddenly unavailable, responsibilities move to an alternate who would
have been trained and kept in the loop through the crisis. Industry associations may also
provide back-up.
Inject Q4 – How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t asked
yet?
Possible issues and questions are generated through brainstorming within the
communications group, checking with other regions or national associations, or use of a
PR agency. Employees and other “on the ground” sources also were mentioned as good
sources of questions (e.g., “ask truck drivers who know everything”)
3.5.4 Phase 3 – Worldwide Pandemic
Phase 3 Scenario Summary: It is August 200X. Influenza A, H5N1 strain, has spread
throughout the world with high infection and mortality rates. Impacts include:
overwhelming the health system, high employee absenteeism, dining out and travel
have greatly decreased, demand on pharmacies exceeds supplies, trucking
unavailability, point-of-sale systems outages, and grocery stocks depleted.
During the breakout deliberations an Inject was delivered to all breakouts concerning a
rumour that vaccine is available for purchase in Europe at high cost.
The questions participants were asked to consider in breakout groups and a summary of
their reported deliberations follow. Detailed responses are in Appendix 14.
Q1 – What are the most urgent and critical impacts that need to be addressed by your
sector in this situation?
There would be major operational and financial issues throughout the supply chain,
possibly forcing smaller businesses out of business completely.
Culling of poultry and pork herds would be considered due to consumer avoidance; dairy
herds also may have to be considered for culling due to transportation issues.
Infrastructure difficulties (e.g., brown-outs) would effect feeding and hydration of
livestock, storage of perishable foods, and disposal of spoiled and expired food.
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Government would need to determine when to invoke the Emergency Measures Act.
Additionally, government focus would include: mass distribution of antiviral medication,
redistribution of resources, fuel and utilities on a prioritized basis, and provision of
security for food distribution and food depots.
Staff shortages would impact all parts of the supply chain from veterinarians (and thus
animal health), through to retail. This would involve absenteeism due to illness,
availability of skilled workers, as well as fatigue of healthy workers and overload of
customer services. On the opposite end, store closures and consolidations could result
in layoffs.
Q2 – How would a staff absenteeism rate of 30% to 50% affect your operations? What
measures would you put in place to cope with that level of absenteeism?
Participants identified a series of strategies to address absenteeism: rotating experts
among countries; pooling labour resources across farms; redeploying sales or
administrative staff to production roles; consolidating lines to fewer/priority products;
looking for back-up employees among students, part-timers, retirees; making use of
split-shift and flexible working hours as well as telecommuting; closing or limiting nonessential functions.
Industry would explore temporarily suspending and/or relaxing CBA and regulatory
provisions with unions and government.
Absence of people in key areas (e.g., IT) would be of particular concern.
Q3 – What arrangements does your organization have in place to accommodate those
workers who must care for family members? Are there other arrangements you would
suggest?
Flexible work arrangements such as split-shifts, reduced work hours, job sharing, and
working from home were identified. Industry would work with unions to allow time off for
family care, with obligation to work longer on return so others can have time with their
families. Government suggested setting up temporary day care facilities for workers with
sick family members.
Breaks for healthy employees also would be important. Employers would reinforce
message to stay home if you are sick; all employees would be reassured of their job
security.
One group mentioned potentially quarantining highly essential corporate staff.
To reduce load on IT infrastructure, encourage voluntary limit to data communication –
stripping flashy graphics from web pages to reduce traffic.
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It would be important to keep records of who had been sick and recovered as they would
be immune in future waves.
Q4 – What effect would a reduction of 30% to 40% in available transportation of goods
have on your operation? What measures could you put in place to cope?
This would have a significant impact on livestock industry, particularly for hogs and
chickens that must be moved. It also would be a huge issue for milk producers. There
would be dead and dying stock; humane slaughter would be necessary.
To cope, industry suggestions included: relaxing licensing requirements to enable
farmers to haul produce; using larger vehicle to save fuel; using decommissioned
facilities or food banks as distribution centers; sharing transport with competitors;
consolidating stores; redeploying other vehicles (e.g., tour buses) to deliver food; mixing
loads; going to vendors/getting retailers to pick up shipments.
Government actions included: commandeering trucks to distribute food; requesting
distribution assistance from the Canadian Forces and RCMP; diverting food delivery
trucks to high priority places (e.g., hospitals); reducing regulatory requirements for
transport.
Q5 – What messages would you give to your employees, union leaders, your customers,
your suppliers, the public? Where would you look for authoritative information?
Messages to customers and the public would be those stressing food quality and safety that pasteurization and cooking are sufficient to kill the virus – and solidarity – that we
are all in this together.
Messages to employees would be those of thanks, empathy and support: that their jobs
are secure and to take care of themselves and their families. Messages also would
provide direction on what they could do personally and professionally.
Industry would ask unions to work with them on temporary solutions, to encourage their
workers to stay home if ill, to re-deploy as needed. The need for ongoing transparency
was identified, and not trying to take advantage.
Industry discussions with supplies would focus on issues, reassurance of safety, quality
and supply, as well as financial reassurance.
Inject Q1 – How would you respond to your employee?
Industry would thank the employee, but would emphasize need to follow established
Canadian protocols, availability of upcoming Canadian vaccine, and would not obtain
vaccine. They would follow up/provide information to Health Canada and take direction
from them.
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Government would initiate health investigation to determine if rumour were true.
Inject Q2 – How would you respond to the television reporter?
Industry generally would not comment or would direct reporter to PHAC, PSC or
industrial association. Government would refer report to Health Canada for a technical
briefing and may issue a press release.
Inject Q3 – With whom would you communicate and for what purposes?
Industry would communicate with industry association with respect to information about
“black market” and with Health Canada to confirm timeline for availability of Canadian
vaccine. Federal government would work with police to investigate rumour, and check
with provincial government to determine whether supply is available.
Industry also would communicate same message (as for Phase 3 Inject Q1) to union
and other staff.
Inject Q4 – If it suddenly became necessary to make a public announcement, how would
you alert other groups in your sector?
Industry would alert other groups in their sector through their national trade associations.
Federal government would invoke the pre-established communications network;
provincial and municipal governments would arrange an emergency teleconference
and/or urgent email.

3.5.5 Phase 4 – Wave 1 Ends
Phase 4 Scenario Summary: It is October, 200X. Infection rates begin to wane. A
vaccine for the influenza has been developed. The human and economic effects of the
pandemic have been severe. Individuals as well as businesses are in financial difficulty.
Avoidance of meat products has caused humane slaughter of feed animals and lack of
migrant workers has affected produce availability with food shortages expected. A future
wave of the pandemic is expected.
The questions participants were asked to consider in breakout groups and a summary of
their reported deliberations follow. Detailed responses are in Appendix 14.
Q1 – What would your organization do to assist employees to deal with loss of income,
family illness and deaths and the overall stress which the pandemic would have caused?
Suggestions included: use of profit sharing plans and RRSP funds (approved by federal
government); set up of an industry job bank; job assurance.
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Q2 – Does your organization have policies, procedures or systems in place to evaluate
how you coped with the pandemic, to capture lessons learned in responding to the
emergency and for updating emergency and business continuity plans?
Responses indicated general agreement among parties to conduct post-mortem/debriefs
internally and externally and to share results. Crisis or core teams would be tasked with
evaluating and adjusting plans.
Q3 – Are there arrangements that could be put in place with your customers and
suppliers to reduce the impact of the second wave or future emergencies of any kind?
Industry actions included: implementing the results of the post-mortems from the first
wave; identifying critical inputs and products; reviewing and increasing inventory levels;
improving connections with the value chain; assessing financial well-being and working
with partners to understand ways to mitigate/hedge against future impacts; understand
which suppliers (other organizations) survived and why. Industry also would ask
customers and suppliers for direct feedback.
Government actions included: pandemic tax credits and bonds; replenishment of
RRSPs; and review of communications and coordination with provinces.
Q4 – What steps would you be taking to recover from the emergency?
Industry would focus on rebuilding capacity, inventories and production. Marketing
strategies would be particularly important to regaining markets and to helping devastated
markets recover. Changes in customer patterns – e.g., longer shelf-life products – would
need to be considered. Relief from government in the form of interest-free loans and aid
programs, as well as delay of corporate tax payments would be sought. Government
also would be consulted to determine ways to avoid disease in un-harvested plants.
Government would waive certain EI policies and provide financial assistance for small
business. Consideration for dealing with food shortages and disadvantaged populations
would be dealt with.
Q5 – What steps would you be taking to prepare for the next wave?
Employers would set up vaccination clinics for employees and their families, and
establish campaigns to encourage vaccination. Those employees who were sick and are
now immune would be identified. Quarantine would be considered for those employees
in critical positions who had not become ill. Back-ups would be trained for critical
employees; training would be conducted to enable employee flexibility.
Industry would stockpile non-perishable supplies and food products, particularly key
case lots.
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Both industry and government would look at starting to implement other post-mortem
findings/lessons learned immediately.
Q6 – Who in your organization will draft/update external messaging related to recovery
and next steps and with whom would you share them?
Communications staff will be responsible for updated in consultation with senior
management and national organizations.
One overall message would be crafted from the PMO for the public. Each government
department will deal with their sector preparing messages consistent with the overall
message. Industry messages will be shared with employees, shareholders, suppliers,
customers, trade associations and government.

PART 4 - RESULTS
4.1

HOT WASH

Immediately following the end of Phase 4 of the simulation, a Hot Wash debriefing was
held to receive feedback on the degree to which exercise objectives were met, lessons
learned and best practices identified. Participants were asked to provide their critical
comments about the experience and how future sessions might be done better. A
number of questions that could be addressed in providing feedback were displayed, the
first asking if the exercise met the objectives of raising awareness of the impact of a
pandemic on the agri-food sector, examining plans in place to deal with a pandemic, and
improving coordination and communication across the sector. Participants were asked to
comment on any of the questions or any aspect of the exercise. Their comments follow.
In response to the question of meeting objectives, it was observed that the first two
objectives were definitely achieved. In consideration of the communications objective, it
was often stated during the simulation that there would be contact with the federal or
provincial government. How would the system cope with thousands of companies and
individuals attempting to contact the same organizations, particularly in the federal and
provincial government, over and over again? A formal communications network needs to
be established or there will be chaos with lines crashing or confusion. Some could
access through associations to reduce numbers. The government should develop a
communications map to show how to access the various parts of government.
The scenario was an eye-opener. The government has not thought a lot about recovery
and how information gets fed back to them. The exercise was useful in showing the
layers and the linkages and showing us the bigger picture.
The session was very good. Most in industry rely on the federal government in key
areas. We need to know if that reliance is well placed, if it can be relied on, particularly in
areas such as utilities and telecommunications. Can representatives of utilities and
telecommunications systems be involved in the dialogue and in future exercises?
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The exercise allowed participants to think in phases, which helps their interaction with
other parts of the industry. It would be good to have other agencies such as
telecommunications and banking present to see what they would be doing in the various
phases.
A lot of decisions are made on the fly with information flowing quickly. If one knew more
about the decision making process in the minds of those who affect the industry (federal,
provincial, municipal officials) it would enable a useful injection of information into that
process.
Many participants will be going back to organizations and trying to move their pandemic
planning forward. It would be helpful if those who have plans could share them with
others who are not as far along. It is easier to adapt the work that has been done than it
is to start from scratch. In response, Heather Holland, Chair CSCFSC stated that the
CSCFSC was directed to set up an agri-food supply chain pandemic planning subcommittee and that forum will be made available to additional groups. That subcommittee feeds into the private sector working group set up by PSC and PHAC thereby
raising the profile of the sub-committee in feeding into government departments.
The session was worthwhile and the time well spent, but there were disappointments.
Firstly, only one representative of the fruit and vegetable industry was present.
Secondly, developing a plan in isolation doesn’t work. One has to coordinate with
customers, suppliers, government and even competitors. The competitor influence
became obvious in Phases 3 and 4. Perhaps the creation of value chains within which
an industry sector preparedness plan incorporating a number of companies that trade
together can be developed to address the common goal of ensuring a food supply during
a pandemic.
The challenge is making sure the magnitude of the issue is recognized and that it cannot
be something tacked onto a communications person’s job. The boards of directors of
industry associations should go through a session similar to this one.
The session enabled participants to establish a network of people involved in pandemic
planning that will greatly enhance their ability to communicate.
It might be useful to have the North American level of unions involved in this activity so
we know what the plans are at that level.
Relationships as clients of the federal government didn’t come out well in the exercise.
The federal government spoke of quarantine, stop movement, welfare slaughter, but had
not come to talk to the industry to discuss it first. The lines of communication are not
there.
There was a suggestion in Phase 3 to ramp up processing of hogs. This cannot be done
quickly. There is a need for the livestock industry to educate others on how it operates
and for the whole agri-food sector to understand how the various parts operate.
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We should look for resources where they exist. New Brunswick has large numbers of
call centres whose multi-lingual people may be available to assist in a pandemic
situation.
All Canadians should have a food supply at home for emergencies; a campaign by
government and industry to encourage this would be useful. There are two pantry lists of
foods that should be stored: a list from PHAC and one from the Red Cross. Industry
needs to explain to government that from a retail perspective the lists can be helpful or
hurtful.
It would be a good idea for people who are here at the exercise to identify those who are
not here but who should be and use that list for future sessions.
Some timeframes need to be set to get the whole of the sector to the same high state of
planning. It was suggested that in the next exercise the table arrangement be changed
to have people from one end of the agri-food chain to the other at the same table.
We should coordinate our lobbying efforts as a group.
It would be useful to develop a list of the top 10 things that matter to us most and deploy
our energies to tackle those things first so our energy isn’t dissipated.
It would be useful to have an open dialogue with someone from each sector to better
understand the issues.
If there is to be seizure by government of product for redistribution, there should be
consultation with the industry first. The secondment of water in BC was unnecessary.
CFIA could have worked better with producer groups during the AI emergency in BC.
The government comes in and tends to take action without consulting the producers.
The CFIA representative stated that they have worked well with industry as evidenced in
the BSE situation, so one wonders where the criticism of CFIA that has been raised
during the exercise comes from. In the case of Avian Influenza, the disease is highly
pathogenic and action had to be taken quickly. The action was taken in accordance with
a plan that had been developed in association with the industry.
We should prioritize things; make fuel available for farming, processing and trucking.
We will have to work with our competition to be successful. This is difficult and it is a
large country. This will need special energy.
Is there intention to take the work that has been done here and put it in front of the
government decision makers?
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The conference was an exceptional opportunity for all. The idea of pandemic planning is
to mitigate pandemic effect and from our discussions it seems the most effective way to
mitigate is to educate the Canadian public on good hygiene.
One thing that would have helped the learning would have been a case study of a real
emergency such as hurricane Katrina and how a business coped during it.
Madeline Albright, in speaking to a pandemic planning conference, told of her
experience simulating the President of the US in an exercise and of how fast an
emergency can get out of hand. She said it was a real eye opener. It would be useful
down the road to have a Canadian cabinet minister participate in an exercise.
The question was asked if the virus could be transferred back from humans to animals.
The CSCFSC will attempt to find an answer to the question.
It was discovered in the 1970s that a large proportion of those with Parkinson’s Disease
were survivors of the 1918 pandemic. While the exercise dealt with the immediate
effects of pandemic influenza, there may be long term effects from a pandemic that are
unknown.

4.2

OTHER PARTICIPANT COMMENTS

During the exercise and in notes and emails, participants contributed a number of other
comments related to pandemic planning and the agri-food industry. These follow.
There is a need for a stockpile of key goods at the federal or provincial level, like FEMA
has in the United States, along with a policy for distributing/rationing the goods when an
emergency occurs.
Processes in place for national disasters should be adapted to pandemic.
If consumers are getting a fair although reduced share in a time of shortages, security
problems should not occur. When governments second products to a special interest, it
causes cascading problems to empty shelves in stores and panic buying. This was
experienced in BC when government took bottled water stocks from warehouses for
hospitals and schools, creating issues in stores. Government might want to develop their
own stockpiles.
Services such as the Red Cross that are experienced in emergency response should be
consulted in the pandemic planning process.
When you start to disrupt the supply chain, you create the anarchy you so want to avoid.
There is a need to be much clearer as to who the decision makers are. There is always
the belief that one level of authority above you is responsible, so responsibility gets
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pushed up until it falls off the table. If we are thinking that the federal government has all
the solutions, it better have them.
Could veterinary services or veterinary product distribution be considered essential
services?
The Canadian Food Guide (www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/food-guide-aliment/index_e.html) is
concise and easy to understand. There should be a similar Canadian Basic Hygiene
Guide addressing respiratory etiquette, hand washing, disinfectants, social distancing,
etc. This guide would be useful not only to prepare for pandemic periods but could be
used in many circumstances.
Efficiency is an issue when dealing with staff shortage. Efficient organizations and
businesses are already using their resources at an optimal level and it is therefore hard
to increase productivity if a problem occurs.
The refrigeration capacity of businesses may be requested for use as morgues to handle
influenza victims.
Welfare/humane slaughter and disposal of animals could be a major issue. What
products are needed urgently for this? Euthanizing solution was supplied during the BSE
crisis of 2003.

4.2

REVIEWER OBSERVATIONS

Dr. Eric Shipley of The Zeta Group has an extensive background in emergency
management. He was tasked with communicating some general observations about the
simulation, drawing upon his 20-plus years of experience as emergency management
professional. It was also his intention to leave the participants with some "take home"
ideas and advice arising out of what he had seen and heard during the course of the
simulation. His remarks dealt with developing plans, testing those plans and emergency
communications.
Dr. Shipley started by congratulating the participants for the excellent way in which they
had engaged themselves in the simulation, echoing some of the remarks of his
colleagues on the Design Team. He noted that a good exercise required a high degree
of participation and that it was really gratifying for the Design Team to see that all the
hard work which it had invested in preparation had paid off. More importantly, by their
enthusiastic participation the players had derived maximum value from their experience.
It became evident early in the simulation process that there was a wide discrepancy in
the state of preparedness of the various organizations represented, ranging from "Here's
what happened the fourth time we used our emergency plan" to "I'm going to start to
develop our plan as soon as I get back". Nevertheless, the simulation appeared to have
met one of its objectives -- raising the participants’ awareness of the many challenges
posed by a pandemic.
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This wide range in the state of emergency planning made it more difficult than usual to
make general observations on the simulation, but some were worth noting. First, for
emergency plans to work in practice they must include specific operational information
and must be up to date. While the simulation was a very artificial situation, too often
during the various group discussions critical input, responses and other real world
requirements were just being assumed to be in hand. It is essential to check
assumptions, contact points, and to determine what key partners are planning well in
advance, not when you are in the throes of implementing your emergency response.
Experience showed that there would be enough surprises and unanticipated challenges
to deal with in the course of the emergency -- more are not needed!
Second, good emergency planning had to include plans and preparations. The
discussions during the simulation resulted in a number of good ideas that would make
dealing with a pandemic more manageable. But everyone needed to bear in mind that
some of these preparations required long lead times to develop and put in place. One
good example of such a preparatory measure was the arrangements designed to keep
the border open during a pandemic. These have taken some time to negotiate and
discussions are still ongoing.
One very practical preparation which had been suggested during the simulation was to
relax and/or suspend some regulations during the pandemic response period in order to
keep an adequate supply of food flowing. For this to be operational when needed,
however, the work would have to begin now with detailed consultations with the
responsible government officials to determine what regulations would be affected and to
enable the various preparations such as drafting of the Orders in Council, etc. which
would be needed to proceed. Otherwise, this measure simply would not be available
when it was most needed.
Dr. Shipley drew attention to one of the tools available to participants to assist both in
developing their plans and putting in place their preparations -- the Pandemic Influenza
Planning Checklist which had been included in their handouts.
The third general observation related to the importance of testing emergency plans, an
aspect of preparedness that did not seem to be very evident during the simulation
discussions. With the information that had been presented in the last day and a half,
along with the references contained in their hand-outs, participants are in a position to
examine their plans against the very severe conditions and challenges which a
pandemic would present. Ron Guirguis had stated the rationale for exercising
emergency plans very succinctly -- "An untested plan will fail".
It was also critical to bear in mind the importance of keeping plans up-to-date and of
reviewing how well they worked each time that they had been used. If an example of the
value of doing this was needed, it had been provided by Ron Judge from Maple Leaf
Foods, generally acknowledged as one of the best prepared organizations in the
industry. Participants would recall that he stated that, after dealing with the problem of
the syringes found in ham, they had reviewed their response plan and made 37
improvements!
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Dr. Shipley then turned to the matter of emergency communications, a subject which
had figured largely in the group’s discussions, and one which everyone realized would
be critical in a pandemic situation.
There was a large degree of consensus that key information about the pandemic
provided to the public and others would have to be consistent. There was a general
acceptance/deference to public health and other government authorities when it came to
the question of who should be the decision-makers as to content. The assumption was
that the federal government would take the lead, that provincial government messaging
would be synchronized, and that others would take their guidance from these sources. It
was emphasized that the messaging must be clear, unambiguous and especially that it
must be timely. The requirement was for a fast and clear response to each new
significant development in the pandemic as soon as it arose.
However, even in the artificial context of the simulation, participants had seen evidence
of how difficult it would be for federal government organizations and other responsible
government entities to meet this challenge. It would require a general recognition in
government circles that pandemic communications could not be "business as usual",
that massaging the message was not only unnecessary but potentially very harmful, and
that speed was of the essence. Key messages would only be disseminated by the
media if they were easily understandable and available quickly when needed.
In contrast to the clear acceptance of the need for "horizontal" consistency in pandemic
communications [as described above], in Dr. Shipley's view participants were less
sensitive to the requirement for consistency in "vertical" communications -- those for
which individual companies, organizations or associations were responsible. A
hypothetical example served to illustrate the two types of communications.
When the pandemic was spreading rapidly across the country, a rumour that the flu
could be contracted by handling uncooked meat quickly gained currency. As was made
clear from the results of the simulation, participants would count on government
agencies such as the Public Health Agency of Canada, Public Safety Canada and the
Canada Food Inspection Agency at the federal level, as well as provincial government
health and agricultural organizations, to deliver a coordinated, consistent message to the
effect that the rumour was false and that the flu could only be spread by human-tohuman contact. The assumption was that there would be horizontal consistency in
communications relating to this issue.
However, there was also a requirement that related messaging within an organization -the vertical communications -- be consistent. For example, in the case of a meat
producer, it would be important that what was communicated to suppliers, customers,
and employees was in tune with and reinforced the horizontal message. Employees
might suspect that the increased hygiene measures recently put in place within the plant
were designed to keep them from contracting the flu by handling meat, rather than to
protect them from getting it from person-to-person contact. Customers could be quietly
giving the rumour some credence and reflecting this in their orders. Shareholders in the
company might be preparing to unload their stock. Each of these audiences would need
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communications tailored to their particular concerns and circumstances, but always
consistent with the horizontal messaging. The communications section of pandemic
plans had to address the requirement for vertical consistency as well as taking into
account horizontal consistency in messaging.
Dr. Shipley observed that it had been mentioned a few times in the course of the day
and a half session that organizations should be proactive in establishing a relationship
with those in the media who are likely to report on pandemic issues and events. This
would assist matters when it came time to get out the facts about the situation. At the
same time, there seemed to be an assumption that at least some of the media would act
irresponsibly during a pandemic in the sense that, in order to meet deadlines or provide
more interesting interviews, they would utilize sources whose merit was their availability
to be interviewed, rather than their knowledge and experience.
This latter possibility could have serious consequences as a pandemic is a much more
serious emergency than disasters which threaten only property or cost few lives.
Perhaps consideration should be given to having senior leaders in the private sector and
the public sector establish a dialogue with the editors/publishers/owners of the major
media outlets to explain the possible consequences of "doing news as normal" in a
pandemic situation. They would be encouraged to act with the public interest in mind
during the pandemic when deciding what sources to use, who to interview and how
carefully to check facts. There are precedents for such cooperation during other
emergencies of a national scope.

4.3

OBSERVATIONS OF FACILITATORS AND CONTROLLERS

Keith Mussar, the lead facilitator for Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE, has extensive
experience in food manufacturing, biotechnology, food safety, and regulatory affairs and
compliance. His observations follow.
 It is uncertain whether the supply of food and water to Canadians could be sustained
in case of a pandemic.
 Global Grippe increased the awareness of the need for pandemic planning and
emergency planning in general. Considerable momentum now exists to get plans
developed – though the next activities must be implemented soon to sustain
momentum and take advantage of the energy now in place.
 The level of commitment of senior management in Canadian companies for
pandemic planning is uncertain.
 Level of pandemic planning varies significantly across the agri-food supply chain.
Some companies have well documented and exercised plans while others have an
awareness of the need for plans and may have thought about what would be needed
but have not documented or exercised such thinking. It is uncertain whether the
plans would be operational.
 There is a need for leadership and overall coordination of planning for the agri-food
supply chain. Plans being developed are for individual company commercial
sustainability with limited focus on the need to ensure the supply of food and water to
all Canadians – including urban and rural Canadians, the poor, the homeless and
those dependent upon food banks.
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National and Provincial Associations view their role, in general, as one of
communication in time of crisis and to encourage member companies to plan - not
planning coordination.
Agri-food sector planning has not been coordinated with other sectors on which the
agri-food sector is interdependent (hydro, fuel, financial, transport).
Increased coordination of industry and government planning is essential – generally
the agri-food industry is unaware of government planning, and the roles of the
municipal, provincial and federal governments in the case of a pandemic and that of
industry.
The agri-food sector needs to develop an understanding of the processes that will be
engaged as pandemic is identified at the municipal level, managed at a provincial
level and finally at the federal level, and what the sector’s response and
communications linkages should be during each of these phases. Most of the food
sector speaks to federal government intervention and control.
The criteria that would trigger designation of pandemic as a provincial or national
disaster needs clarification and transparency – this could impact the sector’s plans
and response.
Leadership is needed to identify which foods should be designated as priority foods –
commercial interests will interfere with development if left to industry.
Numerous suggestions to increase food availability were explored during GLOBAL
GRIPPE. Some require policy decisions related to regulatory compliance during a
pandemic crisis. Leadership is needed immediately, to identify and describe the
options and to raise them with the appropriate government representatives. Such
initiatives will take time to put in place.
The agri-food sector beyond the farm gate, expects that government will provide
substantial financial assistance and commercial compensation in case of pandemic
emergency.

David Rutherford, a Zeta Group member and a controller during the exercise, is a media
relations consultant with extensive experience with AAFC and CFIA. He had the
following observations regarding communications and media relations:
 Perhaps as a result of time constraints and unfamiliarity with communications
principles/best practices, the groups generally seemed to have difficulty in
formulating specific messages. They confined their audience-specific
communications to general ideas rather than focused themes. As a result, proposed
messages to different audiences were vague and occasionally contradictory.
Sometimes even messages to the same audience at different stages of the exercise
were at odds. For example, workers at one point were being assured by
management that their jobs would be safe; later, these same people were being
advised that lay-offs were temporary.
 An underlying distrust (dislike?) of the news media frequently permeated external
communications-related decision-making, often accompanied by apparently
contradictory views of its value to the sector. For example, while there was often a
belief that journalists should be avoided and would “get it wrong” in reporting the
facts of the situation to Canadians, news outlets were simultaneously deemed the
most effective vehicle for influencing the behaviour of the person on the street.
 The selection of spokespersons frequently seemed based on seniority and the
underlying assumption that a CEO would automatically possess the skills necessary
to interact with reporters during a crisis situation. In the face of operational issues
and related decision-making demands, the probable unavailability of a CEO for
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4.4

media relations was generally overlooked. And on the issue of spokesperson backup in the event that a primary spokesperson was unavailable, one group
demonstrated a fervent faith in technology by declaring that in this age of cell phones
and Blackberry’s, it just wouldn’t happen.
As was the case with much of the other communication involving
partners/stakeholders, media-related communication could frequently have benefited
by closer consultation and coordination. However, as the exercise progressed there
was a notable increase in awareness of the importance of synchronizing messaging,
even if the messages themselves were, as earlier noted, vague. Perhaps as a
consequence of the above-noted distrust of the news media, there were few
communication problems caused by groups speaking out of turn or without
consultation with an association or a level of government.
Recommendations for improvement: media relations training focusing on developing
an understanding of how the news media operate, the value of understanding the
different needs and expectations of print and broadcast media, the principles of
messaging, the selection of spokespersons, negotiating interviews, and the interview
process.

FEEDBACK FORM SUMMARY

Exercise participants were asked to provide feedback on the session using a Feedback
Form in the exercise handout. Sixty-three completed forms were returned. Participant
responses to the rating questions are summarized in the table below. Not all questions
had a response in some of the Feedback Forms. Reponses to Question 10 and
Question 11, which required written replies, are listed following the table. Comments
related to the other questions are listed in Appendix 14.
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Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE Feedback
1. How would you rate the government panel discussion in contributing to your understanding of
the government approach, roles and responsibilities in responding to an influenza pandemic?
□ Poor

□ Fair
1

□ Average
5

13

□ Good
30

□ Excellent
11

2. How would you rate the industry panel discussion in contributing to your understanding of
agri-food industries’ approaches, roles and responsibilities in responding to an influenza
pandemic?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
3

2

□ Good
39

□ Excellent
16

3. How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in increasing your understanding of the
impact of an influenza pandemic on the agri-food sector and the interrelationships of various
parts of the sector?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
1

3

□ Good
30

□ Excellent
25

4. How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in raising your awareness of the need for and
approach to pandemic influenza preparedness in the agri-food sector?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
6

□ Good
31

□ Excellent
23

5. How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in conveying the need for emergency
communications capacity and coordination in the agri-food sector in an influenza pandemic
emergency?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
3

□ Good
27

□ Excellent
30

6. What is your overall assessment of the GLOBAL GRIPPE table top exercise simulation,
including setting, facilitation, pacing, presentation, etc?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
1
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□ Good
32

□ Excellent
22
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7. How would you rate usefulness of the material sent to you prior to Exercise GLOBAL
GRIPPE and the material handed out at the session?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
1

12

□ Good
34

□ Excellent
10

8. What is your assessment of the administrative arrangements for Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE?
□ Poor

□ Fair
1

□ Average
3

□ Good
34

□ Excellent
20

9. How likely is it that you would attend future AAFC/CSCFSC workshops and exercises
concerned with emergency preparedness in the food supply chain?
□ Will not

□ Unlikely

□ Maybe
10

□ Probably will
28

□ Definitely will
20

10. What are three actions you would like your organization to take following this pandemic
influenza preparedness session?
a.
b.
c.
11. What actions would you like AAFC and/or CSCFSC to take in regard to pandemic influenza
preparedness in the agri-food sector
a.
b.
c.
12. What is your overall assessment of this pandemic influenza emergency preparedness
simulation?
□ Poor

□ Fair

□ Average
1

□ Good
33

□ Excellent
20

Feedback Form Responses – Questions 10 and 11
Note: Repetition of similar comments generally has been eliminated. Otherwise all comments
have been included so that a more complete and unfiltered impression of the full range of
responses is available to the reader. Comments have been arranged by category to facilitate
review.
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Question 10: What are three actions you would like your organization to take following this
pandemic influenza preparedness session?
•

Communication/Communication Plans.
o Confirm key contacts at government.
o Confirm key contacts at supplies and customers.
o Develop a crisis communication plan/emergency plan.
o Develop communications strategy specific to pandemics, based on operations
pandemic plan.
o Draft a communication strategy for department.
o Improve internal communication plan.
o Increase communication and update contact lists.
o Map out government contacts in event of pandemic.
o Prepare a communications guide in preparation.
o Prepare a pandemic communications team and plan to compliment our business
continuity plan (BCP).
o Prepare an internal communications strategy.
o Understand who in government we should listen to.

•

Education/Awareness.
o Organize workshops to raise awareness.
o Sensitize all employees to impact on personnel, organization, industry sector.
o Stay the course on our education and awareness approach.
o Tell and show employees how important they are.
o Train employees.

•

Emergency/Business Plans.
o Accelerate completion of our plan.
o Check on/update/fine-tune/finalize our pandemic plan based on new learning.
o Conduct risk assessment.
o Consolidate notes on previous crises (black out, ice storm, etc.) to identify logistic
points to be considered in plan.
o Develop a better understanding of the supply chain impacts of a pandemic to
better inform our pandemic planning.
o Develop/formulate a pandemic influenza plan for organization.
o Explore current pandemic preparedness strategies.
o Extend/integrate plans with provincial, municipal, manufacturers, producers,
distributors to look at supply chain as a whole.
o Figure out the current state of readiness and define projects to fill gaps.
o Identify critical points and fine-tune solutions in advance.
o More focus on recovery.
o Pass around the emergency plan that exists.
o Plan for contingencies – plans will never be implemented as planned.
o Prioritize our top 3-5 issues. Develop/continue work on addressing these.
o Review business resumption plan.
o Review outcomes and decide how/if sector should develop plans, etc.
o Simplify our plan Æ the scenarios will change rapidly during an actual event.
o Update the plan with different phases or scenarios.

•

Financials.
o Arrange financial deals.
o Set aside budget and dedicated resources.

•

Leadership/Decision Making.
o Build awareness and sense of urgency in Executive and Board of Directors.
o Clarify federal/provincial legislative authorities.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Clarify our department’s role during an emergency.
Consider defined Emergency Management function in organization.
Consult with board.
Continue top level focus.
Draft document for Board of Directors highlighting the need for a plan.
Get buy-in from decision makers for value of preparedness (and for putting time
toward it).
Meilleure connaissances des mécanismes d’approvisionnement.
Pass along the learning to industry leaders.
Understand the decision making process.

•

Operations.
o Clarify work-at-home preparedness.
o Contingency plans for employee absence.
o Elaborate a contingency plan for staff shortage.
o Get a handle on food inventories.
o Investigate recovery team.
o Review HR practices to be ready (e.g., leave, etc.)

•

Relationships.
o Clarify interdependencies.
o Continue building/work on relationships with suppliers and buyers, government.
o Continue strengthening links with other government departments and
stakeholders.
o Convene Food Sector Working Group.
o Encourage members to write pandemic plans or add it to emergency plans.
o Improve our messaging from government to industry.
o Improve relationships with supplies, customers and governments.
o Increase networking with industry and provincial government.
o Increase pressure on industry association to increase government involvement
with industry.
o Involve 1-2 missing members (operations, distribution) in committee.
o Lobby the BC government to step up to the plate and work with us.
o Preparer direction contact – medical – gouvernement.
o Provide members with information and web links to pandemic plans.
o Ramp up discussions with partners throughout the supply chain.
o Reach out to vendors.
o Reinforce partnership.
o Share outcomes of this exercise with member companies.
o Share our plan with business partners.

•

Testing/Workshops.
o Bring together international company crisis teams to table top plans.
o Conduct a table-top exercise at the company level.
o Conduct an exercise/simulation. Faire un exercice.
o Exercise own business continuity plan.
o Have similar sessions in the regions – possibly with value chain round tables.
o Internal table-top exercise using material provided here.
o Look at arranging a sector-specific session.
o Practice pandemic scenario in Crisis Management exercises (we do these at
least quarterly, but could do pandemic table top).
o Undertake a table-top exercise. Test operations plan including communications.

•

Other
o

Better direction on how high a priority this is in the broader scheme of other work
priorities.
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Develop a strategy to promote poultry through the pandemic.
Find alternate packaging for poultry.
Need to take a closer look at changes in demand for CBSA services during a
pandemic.
Provide a better impact assessment to highest levels of Government.
Regroup and discuss what we’ve heard and learned.
Work to keep borders open.

Question 11: What actions would you like AAFC and/or CSCFSC to take in regard to
pandemic influenza preparedness in the agri-food sector?
•

Communication/Communication Plans.
o Clear information on which departments to contact.
o Communication with industry.
o Determine central/core points of contact – who will communicate with whom?
o Develop a “Government Relations Tree” of contact information for industry.
o Develop communications strategy specific to pandemics.
o Develop proactive public pandemic communication messages for prevention, to
manage expectations.
o Dialog with media beforehand.
o Distribute correspondence and guidance from one group perspective.
o Ensure industry associations have a direct and clear communication link.
o Identify lead communication agency in the event of pandemic.
o Increased communication/consultation on what they view as critical
products/services.
o What is the status of work with other working groups? Need an update, what is
happening at all working groups.
o Information centrale.
o Keep communications and updates flowing.
o Keep up the information sharing.
o Keep up to date on government activities – they should be more proactive and
provide more resources.
o Open dialogue between provinces – working from the same page.
o Prepare media kits (communications) for various steps.
o Provide clearer, more harmonized information to food industry.
o Provide emergency contact lists for sector, region.
o Publish draft messages and communications.
o Quarterly update (mailer)

•

Education/Awareness.
o Education.
o More other government department involvement to raise awareness, e.g., brown
bag lunch information briefings as planning progresses.

•

Emergency/Business Plans.
o AAFC – Share Agriculture Canada preparedness plan – asking industry groups
to give feedback and consult.
o Coordinate municipal, provincial and federal government planning as it appears
they are working in isolation.
o Develop own strategy and work with industry to develop more broad strategy.
o Distribution of Emergency Plan for Department.
o Encourage increased planning and communication of plans at government level.
o Explore current pandemic preparedness strategies.
o Explore with government departments/agencies answers to questions re:
financial/HR/food safety etc. concerns raised in this exercise.
o Follow up with levels of government on pandemic planning developments.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Form subgroups to address closing gaps, i.e., Transport.
Help develop sector-specific pandemic plans.
Help set priorities.
Many plans available – need just one! Possible?
Need to establish a set of assumptions for all to work on – the same for all – i.e.,
40% less production of raw product.
Outline priorities – i.e., who is critical/essential service employee? Who will get
vaccines? Who is making decisions?
Prepare and update plan templates.
Prepare for movement and distribution of food supply during a pandemic.
Provide editable plan templates rather than just giving “things to think about”
guidelines. This would save enormous administrative time rather than re-typing
the same type of information by each company.
Start to write industry specific guidelines.
To see where industry fits into their pandemic plan.

•

Financials.
o AAFC – Financial planning for pandemic situation – avoiding mass bankruptcies
in food supply chain.
o Cook into financial support for producers and employees now – before it
happens.
o Include the financial macro-economic impact (like the pressures over the
government resources or the raw material shortages or price increases – even
bankruptcies; collected taxes amount)
o Make EI a tool for employees in financial distress.
o Provide funding to raise awareness in industry and communicate strategy
(Federal Communications Network).
o Put appropriate resources into capacity building projects.
o Recours monétaires.

•

Leadership/Decision Making.
o “Sit on” all levels of government to get consistency, predictability in their
approaches and policies.
o Clarify AAFC responsibilities.
o Clearly define roles of each level of government.
o Identify more clearly the scope of involvement of each sector i.e., more clearly
identify when government will lead action.
o Make sure government is clear on who decision makers are.
o Need significantly more thorough decisions and communications from federal
and provincial government departments guiding industry Æ enabling better
private sector plans.
o Once report is circulated and approved, feed into senior government.
o Seek clarification on when/how government would enact emergency measure
and the implications for food retailers/food service operators.
o Set a coordination committee that would start its activities when an outbreak
occurs. This committee should know everything.
o Sort out government hierarchy.
o Take leadership so we don’t all reinvent the wheel.

•

Relationships.
o Build and network / distribution / contact list of participants.
o Continue strengthening links with other government departments and public
sector.
o CSCFSC – Contact all the general managers – national associations to survey
attitudes/sensitize them.
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o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Facilitate identification and connection/matching of primary contact people, e.g.,
Designated person at Manufacturing Company A should contact Person X at
PHAC, Person Y at CFIA, Person Z at Other Government Agency.
Have regular meetings with industry and government representatives to review
plans and keep lines of communication open.
Increase discussions with industry.
Meet with Emergency Preparedness Canada on on-going basis.
Meeting of all provincial agricultural department/agricultural ministries.
Rally geographical members at round tables.
Strengthen links with other government departments, provinces and industry.

•

Testing/Workshops.
o Annual update on this seminar.
o Continue testing exercises.
o Look at provincial/regional workshops (municipal health will have to take the
lead).
o One day seminar with Dr King and Ron Guirguis.
o Potential future working session involving pulling out of plans and working
through them.
o Provide notes from conference.
o Report on emergency exercise and distribution copies of presentations.
o Take these sessions to grass roots across the country.

•

Other.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Grab the ball.
Help get clearer industry answers from government.
Identify a maximum of three reference centers with web sites.
Information of requisitions to trucks, food in pandemic.
Keep the pressure on government to look/evaluate the food supply chain – keep
it open.
KIT de service.
Make sure government is committed – Agri Æ health.
Need online tools.
Publish a “Hygiene Guide” just like the “Guide Alimentaire Canadien”.
Work like heck to keep borders open.
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PART 5 – CONCLUSION
5.1

AAFC/CSCFSC NEXT STEPS

Ms. Patti Miller, in her concluding remarks, stated that AAFC will continue collaboration
with the agri-food industry through the CSCFSC in addressing emergency
preparedness. Together, they will be looking at the issues identified in this exercise and
other issues that have been brought forward. Prioritizing and concentrating on the top 10
as suggested during the Hot Wash is a good approach to home in on the most pressing
issues for the industry.
AAFC views emergency preparedness and pandemic preparedness as very important,
as demonstrated by the Associate Deputy Minister’s opening remarks to the session and
the Director General attending the first two phases of the exercise. Both have asked for
results of the exercise and consideration of the next steps.
Getting clear, concise, single window answers from the multitude of federal government
departments that affect the industry is critical. AAFC is working with the Private Sector
working group, PSC, the international working group and the communications working
group to move those processes along. Agriculture is front and centre in that effort due to
the efforts of the CSCFSC. This forum provides ways of addressing the
interrelationships with hydro, with telecommunications, and with other sectors that
impact agriculture.
The provincial governments are key to responding to any escalating emergency and
AAFC will continue to work closely with them to understand their situation and better
integrate planning.
In her closing remarks Ms. Heather Holland noted several requirements that had been
identified during the session. These included a communications framework, a single
point of contact, clear concise timely information, flexibility of regulations in times of
crisis, networks between levels of the agi-food supply chain, examination of legal
implications of such things as breach of contract in a pandemic situation, solutions to
labour market issues including union interaction, and the importance of continued
research. Key messaging is important; we all need to be focused on what the key
messages are and to look for consistency in dealing with media and the public.
This has been a successful first step in a collaborative relationship between the agri-food
industry and government. Vehicles such as this exercise, networking with government,
the sub-committees, and the working groups will enable us to move forward along a
successful path in this area.
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5.2

CONCLUSIONS

Some general conclusions drawn from Exercise GLOGAL GRIPPE follow.
1. The exercise achieved its objectives of raising awareness of the potential impact of a
pandemic on the agri-food sector, of examining response plans for the agri-food
sector, and of testing and improving the agri-food sector’s emergency
communications capacity and coordination.
2. The level of pandemic planning varies significantly across the agri-food chain from
companies with written and exercised plans to others that have only started thinking
about planning. Some participants would like assistance in developing pandemic
plans.
3. There is an indication of some misunderstanding between the industry and
government about their respective capabilities and responsibilities.
4. One identified weakness in communications channels to the federal government is
the likelihood of thousands of entities attempting to access the same offices at the
same time in a pandemic or other emergency situation. A federal government
communications map would be helpful.
5. Many of the actions described by participants in exercise play were expressed as
generalities (i.e., contact the federal government) without specifying who or how.
More specificity would be needed for the actions to be effective.
6. The agri-food sector is dependant on other sectors (e.g. hydro, telecommunications,
banking) that were not present at the simulation and whose participation would have
been valuable.
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5.3

RECOMMENDATIONS

Several suggestions and recommendations were made throughout Exercise GLOBAL
GRIPPE for improving the readiness of the agi-food industry for a pandemic. The
Feedback Form responses in particular listed numerous recommended actions for both
industry and government. Some general recommendations follow.
1. Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE raised awareness of the need for pandemic planning and
generated considerable momentum for the development of plans. Follow-on activities
to foster pandemic and general emergency planning should take place soon to
capitalize on this momentum.
2. A follow-on exercise should be held to build on the knowledge and momentum
generated by Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE. That exercise should require more
specificity in responses and have breakout groups structured with representatives of
all levels from supplying inputs to selling in each group. Representatives of other
sectors upon which the agri-food industry depends (electricity, telecommunications,
finance, etc.) should be included.
3. A series of regional workshops is recommended to educate and to raise the
awareness of many more industry stakeholders (suppliers, growers, processors and
sellers) and other levels of government that may not be in a position to attend a
national workshop. An added benefit would be that regional workshops would bring
together those that would have to interact with each other during an actual pandemic
situation. Also, regional workshops, including more provincial and municipal first
responders, may help focus the planning on what will be happening at ground zero
level and help get industry and others thinking about planning from a more
operational perspective.
4. A system is only as strong as its weakest link. The agri-food sector should develop a
program to bring all parts of the sector to a common high standard of emergency
planning, assisting those who require assistance in developing plans.
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Appendix 1

Agenda
Monday, March 26
07h30 Registration begins.
08h30 Session convenes. Administrative announcements
08h35 Opening Address (Speaker TBA)
08h55 Government Pandemic Preparedness: Panel discussion:
 Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)
 Public Safety Canada (PSC)
 Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
 Province of Alberta
 City of Toronto
10h15 Health break
10h45 Agri-Food Industry Preparedness: Panel discussion:
 Canadian Council of Grocery Distributors (CCGD)
 Maple Leaf Foods
 Transportation
 Canadian Restaurant and Foodservice Association (CRFA)
 media relations and communications
12h00 Lunch
13h00 Introduction to the Table Top Simulation
13h15 Simulation Phase 1 – First indications of pandemic
 Scenario setting and discussion questions given in plenary
 Breakout sessions to consider questions
 Report to plenary
14h30 Simulation Phase 2 – Influenza in Canada
 Scenario setting and discussion questions given in plenary
 Breakout sessions to consider questions
 Report to plenary
16h00 Summarize Day 1. General discussion
16h30 Administrative remarks and adjourn.
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Tuesday, March 27
08h30 Reconvene and administrative announcements
08h40 Simulation Phase 3 – World Wide Pandemic
 Scenario setting and discussion questions given in plenary
 Breakout sessions to consider questions
 Report to plenary
10h10 Simulation Phase 4 – Recovering from Pandemic First Wave
 Scenario setting and discussion questions given in plenary
 Breakout sessions to consider questions
 Report to plenary
11h20 Simulation “Hot Wash”
12h00 Lunch
13h00 Table Top wrap up
13h15 “What’s Next” – A look to future activities
13h30 Closing
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The GLOBAL GRIPPE scenario is a fabrication for exercise purposes. It does not represent the views of the
Government of Canada or the Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition as to the impact of
an influenza pandemic in Canada.

Appendix 3 – Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE Scenario
Background
For the past several years there have been periodic outbreaks of Avian Influenza in Asia
that have devastated poultry flocks. The virus causing the disease is the H5N1 strain of
Influenza A, a particularly virulent strain that has a very high mortality rate in infected
poultry. The virus first emerged in Hong Kong in 1997 and since that time has spread
westward into much of Asia and eventually as far west as England.
While H5N1 influenza is primarily a bird disease, it has infected a small number of
humans who have been in direct contact with infected birds. No efficient human-tohuman transmission of the virus is known to be occurring anywhere in the world. The
number of human cases of Influenza A caused by the H5N1 virus has increased
gradually over the years from 4 cases in 2003 to 116 cases in 2006. A feature of the
disease in humans is the high mortality rate with over 60% of those infected with the
virus dying. In a study of 256 cases over a three year period, the World Health
Organization (WHO) found that 89% of those infected were less than 40 years of age.
The case-fatality rate was 40% for those over 50 years but 76% for those aged 10 to 19
years and 65% for those in their 20’s and 30’s. The high mortality rates may be a result
of several factors including a lack of reporting and the standards of health care in the
areas involved.
The World Health Organization and health authorities around the world have been
closely monitoring the H5N1 influenza outbreaks. The WHO had declared Pandemic
Phase 3 – Human infection(s) with a new sub-type, with rare or no human-to-human
spread.
Phase 1
It is now April 200X.
In mid-March the hospital in a small town near the city of Palembang in Indonesia had
experienced a large number of patients with severe respiratory illness. Over 120 cases
reported to the hospital emergency room and 33 were hospitalized. Of these 33, 16 died
within a week. These cases were reported to the national health authorities and to the
WHO Representative. A team of epidemiologists and laboratory personnel were
dispatched to the town to study the disease and health surveillance of the region was
increased. The surveillance determined that similar outbreaks were occurring in a
number of other villages on the island of Sumatra. In late March Malaysia reported to the
WHO that it was experiencing a high number of patients presenting with severe
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EXERCISE

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

The GLOBAL GRIPPE scenario is a fabrication for exercise purposes. It does not represent the views of the
Government of Canada or the Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition as to the impact of
an influenza pandemic in Canada.

respiratory illness with a high mortality rate from severe pneumonia and acute
respiratory failure.
The epidemiology/laboratory team at Palembang determined that the first case of the
disease had occurred in the last week of February and that human-to-human
transmission of the virus is occurring. Virus cultures from several of the patients tested
positive for type A influenza. The isolates were sent to the WHO Reference Center for
influenza at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, USA. In
late April CDC determined that the isolates are type A (H5N1). After further analysis
CDC determined that the genetic makeup of the virus indicated it was avian in origin,
and had mutated from the virus that has been circulating in poultry for the past several
years. The virus now had all the characteristics necessary to cause a pandemic:
 It is a “novel” or new strain against which humans appear to have little or no
immunity.
 It infects humans and causes serious illness and death.
 It is efficiently transmissible from human to human.
The WHO declared Pandemic Phase 6 – Pandemic: Efficient and sustained human-tohuman transmission leading to news reports around the world headlined: Influenza
Pandemic in Asia.
Phase 1 Breakout Questions:
It looks like the world may be at the start of an influenza pandemic, but we in North
America have not had any instances of the disease reported on our continent.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What actions, if any, would your organization take at this time?
Who, in your organization, would be responsible for taking decisions/actions?
To whom would you look for information, guidance and/or direction?
With whom would you coordinate your actions; who would you contact?
Is there a written, exercised, validated plan in your organization to deal with
emergencies generally and pandemic specifically?
6. Who is your public spokesperson and what are your criteria for selection?
7. In advance of a pandemic reaching this continent, do you have key public
messages? With whom do you coordinate content and public statements?
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Phase 2
It is now June, 200X.
In the past weeks the H5N1 influenza has spread to nearly all of the Far East with Viet
Nam, China, Korea and Japan reporting major outbreaks. Young adults appear to be the
most severely affected by the disease. Estimates of infection rates reported in the press
vary widely from 10% to 60% of the population. Data gathered by WHO from hospitals
indicate a mortality rate of 18% of those hospitalized.

North American news media continue to give coverage to the spread of the flu through
East Asia. There is growing anxiety in the public in Canada with physicians’ offices and
hospital emergency rooms reporting increasing numbers of people with sniffles and
coughs seeking medical attention. There has been a noticeable decrease in attendance
at concerts and movie houses, although the Stanley Cup playoffs continue to play to
sold-out arenas. Travel to Asia is greatly reduced with many flights cancelled. the
Government of Canada and all provinces and territories had activated their pandemic
plans upon the WHO declaration of Pandemic Phase 6.
On June 2nd the hospital in Chilliwack BC contacted the regional Medical Officer of
Health advising that over the past week 32 people had been hospitalized with severe
respiratory illness and that three had died overnight and two more are in grave condition.
Samples had been sent to the Canadian Microbiology Laboratory in Winnipeg and the
lab confirmed the illness as Influenza A, strain H5N1. Later that day clusters of influenza
were reported in Burnaby, Coquitlam, and North Vancouver BC. Epidemiological
investigation traced the index case to a retired electrician from Abbotsford who returned
to BC from a visit to his grandson in Asia. Although he had become quite ill, his
symptoms were not severe enough to lead him to seek medical help, other than from his
pharmacist. Attempts are being made to trace all those who had shared the Boeing 747
flight with him. Public Health authorities in British Columbia are instituting steps to limit
the spread of the disease in accordance with the Provincial Pandemic Plan.
Newspaper headlines on June 3rd in huge type proclaimed: Bird Flu Pandemic in
Canada.
Public reaction was swift. Doctors’ offices and clinics were inundated with patients
demanding flu shots, unwilling to accept the explanation that a vaccine for H5N1 had not
yet been developed and last year’s seasonal flu vaccine would be of no use. Persons
with no symptoms demanded prescriptions for Tamiflu, some persons were discovered
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going to a number of doctors and clinics in an attempt to obtain and stock up on the antiviral. Airlines and VIA Rail experienced a sharp drop in travel reservations and a very
large number of cancellations of reservations already made. Pharmacies were unable to
keep up with demand for hand disinfectant, surgical masks and flu remedies. Grocery
stores noted an increase in sales of non-perishable foods and could not keep up with the
demand for bottled water.
The blogosphere leapt on the situation spreading reports ranging from “Keep calm, there
is no pandemic and no health threat. It is a plot by the big drug companies to increase
their profits” to “The virus is unstoppable and millions of Canadians will die so prepare
your will” to “There is a vaccine available to prevent the H5N1 flu but it is being held by
politicians and CEOs of multinationals for their exclusive use.”
Phase 2 Breakout Questions
Pandemic influenza has reached Canada in about the time the health experts said it
would. Given the situation as described:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What actions would your organization take at this time?
With whom would you coordinate?
What would be your greatest need in this situation? What are your priorities?
What would be your greatest vulnerability in this situation?
To whom would you look for authoritative information?
Do you have significant questions for other parts of the agri-food sector, and if
so, what are they?
7. What would be your key messages to employees, customers?
8. If approached by the news media would you comment?
9. Who ensures that your spokesperson has current information? Who updates
your messages?

Phase 2 Injects
Inject 2-1: To all Breakouts
The reports of “Bird Flu” in Canada are headline news in the United States.
Mr. Rocky Anatagon, the leader of a radical anti-globalization movement in
the U.S. appeared on television last night blaming the spread of influenza on
globalization and insisting the U.S. stop all interactions with infected
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countries immediately and move to a “Fortress America” posture in the
future. He demanded the cessation of all flights between the United States
and infected countries and the immediate closure of the border with
Canada. His diatribe apparently struck a chord with some in the populace as
calls to radio phone-in programs and Letters to the Editor pages today
clamoured for closure of the Canadian border to keep the disease out of the
U.S. Congressmen report a flood of emails demanding the border closure.
United States customs and immigration officers at border crossing points
from Bellingham, Washington to Calais, Maine have started wearing surgical
masks and rubber gloves and have adopted a less welcoming demeanour.
Questions:
1. What effect would the closure of the Canada – United States border
have on your part of the agri-food sector?
2. What action would you take in this situation?
3. When your spokesperson is in the field how do you maintain contact?
If (s)he is suddenly unavailable how do you cope?
4. How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t
asked yet?
Inject 2-2: To “SUPPLY IT” Breakout
Veterinarians across Canada are finding they are unable to get adequate
supplies of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of food animals. The
Canadian Animal Health Institute has investigated the situation on behalf of
veterinarians. The CAHI has found that almost all developers and producers
of animal pharmaceuticals are “offshore” and that these foreign companies
appear to be diverting production to stockpile for their own country needs
and also that they appear to be diverting resources to attempts to develop a
vaccine to counter the H5N1 virus.
Questions:
1. What effect will this have on your part of the agri-food supply chain?
2. With whom would you coordinate?
3. When your spokesperson is in the field how do you maintain
contact? If (s)he is suddenly unavailable how do you cope?
4. How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t
asked yet?
Action: If you think any of the other GLOBAL GRIPPE exercise breakout
groups should have this information, pass a copy of this inject to it.
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Inject 2-3: To “GROW IT” Breakout
Growers in British Columbia and Ontario have found their usual sources of
seasonal farm labour in Mexico and the Caribbean are not providing
workers this year. Officials of the Foreign Agricultural Resource
Management Program advise that they have been unable to find sufficient
foreign seasonal agricultural workers to fill the requests of Canadian
growers. It appears that the fear of contracting influenza in Canada has
dried up the source of farm labour.
Questions
1. What effect will this have on your part of the agri-food sector?
2. With whom would you coordinate?
3. When your spokesperson is in the field how do you maintain contact?
If (s)he is suddenly unavailable how do you cope?
4. How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t
asked yet?
Action: If you think any of the other GLOBAL GRIPPE exercise breakout
groups should have this information, pass a copy of this inject to it.

Inject 2-4: To “PROCESS IT” Breakout
Your trucker returned to the plant today with her full load of processed food
undelivered. She said that at the distributor’s unloading dock all of the
unloading crew were wearing surgical masks and rubber gloves. When they
saw that your driver was not similarly attired they refused to let her back to
the unloading dock and waved her off the premises.
Questions:
1. What actions would you take?
2. With whom would you coordinate?
3. When your spokesperson is in the field how do you maintain
contact? If (s)he is suddenly unavailable how do you cope?
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4. How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t
asked yet?
Action: If you think any of the other GLOBAL GRIPPE exercise breakout
groups should have this information, pass a copy of this inject to it.

Inject 2-5: To “SELL IT” Breakout
Stocks in stores are being rapidly depleted by a surge in consumers’
purchases, particularly of non-perishable food. There are exceptions, those
being fresh and processed meat products. Chicken and pork are most
affected with almost no sales of these meats. There has also been a steep
decline in the sale of fresh and processed beef products. Many products
have passed their “Best before” dates and have had to be trashed.
Questions:
1. What actions would you take?
2. With whom would you coordinate?
3. When your spokesperson is in the field how do you maintain
contact? If (s)he is suddenly unavailable how do you cope?
4. How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t
asked yet?
Action: If you think any of the other GLOBAL GRIPPE exercise breakout
groups should have this information, pass a copy of this inject to it.

Phase 3
It is now August 200X .
Influenza has spread to all provinces and to all of North America. Europe and the Middle
East are also in the grip of the flu. It is a worldwide pandemic.
In Canada, infection rates have been climbing steadily since early July. In early August
health authorities estimate that 20% to 40% of the population is infected with
approximately half of those infected requiring outpatient care and 1% of them requiring
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hospitalization. Death rates as high as three deaths per 100 infected persons are
reported from some cities.
Hospitals, clinics and physician’s offices are being inundated with influenza patients and
with those who fear they may be getting the flu. A health system already operating at
near capacity before the pandemic is being stretched to the breaking point. To
compound the problem many hospitals are reporting that up to a quarter of their staff are
absent due to illness or caring for sick family members. Mortuaries and funeral homes
are unable to cope with the number of dead and cold storage facilities have been
commandeered by officials in some cities for use as morgues.
Rates of absenteeism in the business world and public sector have also been rising. A
telephone survey in early August found absentee rates of 30% to 50% across a broad
spectrum of businesses.
Staff absenteeism is having a wide ranging effect. With many office workers working
from home the demands on the Internet and telecommunications facilities have surged.
Service from many Internet Service Providers is erratic with their servers being unable to
meet demand resulting in long outages. Southern Ontario is enduring a heat wave and
the load on the electrical supply system combined with high rates of staff absenteeism in
the hydro system is resulting in brown outs and power interruptions.
As the pandemic spreads and rates of infection increase, the number of people dining in
restaurants is steadily declining while grocery stores are seeing a surge in demand for
groceries, especially non-perishable goods. The fast food restaurants are nearly empty,
but there are long line-ups of cars at their drive-thru windows picking up take-out meals.
Absenteeism in the travel and tourism industry is high with staff fearing contact with
strangers from other regions. However this has not been the major problem for this
sector as travel for business or pleasure has been declining precipitously. Major
conventions have been cancelled. The usual summer arts and entertainment festivals
such as those at Banff, Stratford and Wolfville are cancelled. Business travel has
slowed to a trickle with web/teleconferencing being used much more extensively.
The load on the Internet and telecommunications systems combined with the illness of
key IT staff in a number of financial institutions results in frequent outages of point-ofsale systems. Some of the outages last for a few minutes, others for several hours.
The demand for flu remedies, surgical masks, etc, has outstripped supply in pharmacies.
Anxious and angry customers are demanding antivirals from their pharmacists without a
prescription, some threatening pharmacy staff. There have been numerous break-ins of
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pharmacies presumably looking for Tamiflu. The rumour persists that there are supplies
of the drug available but that they are being held for politicians and CEOs.
The pandemic situation is occupying the front pages of newspapers and the majority of
time in television news programs. Reporters are aggressively searching for indications of
the magnitude of the illness and its impacts on society. Some of the news reports are a
little odd. The Brandon Sun newspaper reported that a local hog producer and some of
his workers who had been ill with the flu continued to provide care for the hogs. Large
numbers of their herd subsequently became sick and many died and the farmer believes
the illness was transmitted from him to his hogs. The farmer is seeking CFIA assistance
to euthanize his herd. Other Manitoba hog farmers are concerned and are demanding
answers.
The influenza is having a significant impact on the transportation of goods. The
Canadian Trucking Alliance in a survey of its members and the industry found
absenteeism rates of 30% to 40%. In many of the small trucking firms this means
cessation of operations. The trucking industry had been operating at 97% capacity
before the pandemic struck. Due to absenteeism, the industry is meeting only about 60%
of the demand for transport service. The trucks that are on the road are encountering
other difficulties. Some fuelling stops are out of diesel fuel as there are inadequate
trucks to deliver it. Border crossings are being delayed as the number of agents and
inspectors is reduced due to illness.
Grocery stocks have been greatly reduced at both the retail and distribution level due to
the lack of transport to deliver supplies. There is one exception – consumers have been
avoiding meat products, especially chicken and pork – and large quantities of these
products have had to be thrown out as they passed their expiry dates. Food banks are
receiving unusual requests; people who are running out of groceries but are too fearful
to leave their homes to shop are phoning food banks to request that food be delivered to
them. Communities distant from major centres and many northern communities are
experiencing particular shortages of some food supplies due to the lack of transportation
service.
Phase 3 Breakout Questions
The pandemic appears to be at its height and all parts of Canadian and world society are
affected. Questions for your consideration:
1. What are the most urgent and critical impacts that need to be addressed by your
sector in this situation?
2. How would a staff absenteeism rate of 30% to 50% affect your operations? What
measures could you put in place to cope with that level of absenteeism?
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3. What arrangements does your organization have in place to accommodate those
workers who must care for family members? Are there other arrangements you
would suggest?
4. What effect would a reduction of 30% to 40% in available transportation of goods
have on your operation? What measures could you put in place to cope?
5. What messages would you give to your employees, union leaders, your
customers, your suppliers, the public? Where would you look for authoritative
information?

Phase 3 Inject
Inject 3-1: To all breakouts
Your (union steward) (foreman) (shift supervisor) rushes into your office
demanding to speak to you urgently. He says that one of his workers has
received an email from his cousin in Edmonton who works for the Two
Solstice hotel chain. His cousin says that the hotel chain, through an
affiliated chain in Europe, has purchased, albeit a very high cost, a supply
of H5N1 vaccine from a pharmaceutical company in Switzerland. The
vaccine is being administered to its employees in Edmonton and
elsewhere in Canada. Your employee is demanding that your
organization do the same for your employees. Before you can respond,
you receive a telephone call from a local television reporter who says he
has heard from one of your employees that you have found a supply of
H5N1 vaccine which you are going to administer to your work force. He
wants to do an “on air” interview immediately.
Questions
1. How would you respond to your employee?
2. How would respond to the television reporter?
3. With whom would you communicate and for what purpose?
4. If it suddenly became necessary to make a public announcement,
how would you alert other groups?

Phase 4
It is now October 200X
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The pandemic influenza peaked in August in Canada. Infection rates, hospitalizations
and deaths from the disease have been falling since that time. A vaccine effective
against the H5N1 virus was developed in late August and ID Biomedical, a Canadian
firm, is producing it at the rate of 8 million doses per month for distribution in Canada.
The first doses were given to hospital and paramedical staff followed by police and
firefighting personnel. By the end of September limited amounts of the vaccine were
being made available for the general public. Because the influenza had had a more
devastating effect on younger people, those over 50 years of age were asked to forego
vaccination until enough doses were available to treat the whole population. This was
not accepted by seniors and seniors’ organizations throughout Canada mounted active
campaigns against the policy.
As the disease began to wane, authorities took stock of the devastation it had wrought in
Canada. Initial estimates placed the number of deaths caused by H5N1 at over 100,000
with the cohort 30 years of age to 40 years of age suffering the highest mortality rate.
The economic effects were also severe. Some think tank estimates placed the economic
cost of the pandemic at between $80 billion and $120 billion. Hardest hit were the
restaurant and hospitality sectors with several restaurants and bars having gone out of
business due to a combination of lack of customers and lack of food and beverage
supplies. Those businesses that survived had had to lay-off employees.
Welfare agencies and food banks saw a rapid rise in the need for their services. Many
persons who had been off-the-job due to illness or taking care of family members, or just
too scared to go out of their homes, found themselves to be in dire financial straits due
to the loss of income while not at work. This impact was greatest in members of the
younger, part time workforce who were hourly paid and generally were living from
payday to payday. There had been a sharp rise in break-ins and thefts which some in
the public safety sector attributed to desperation on the part of those who were in
financial difficulty due to the pandemic.
Now, in October, while the population is beginning to feel a sense of relief, all the news
is not good. Consumers avoidance of meat products, particularly chicken and pork, from
the start of the pandemic had resulted in back ups in the supply chain. This combined
with problems obtaining animal feed due to the lack of transport had required the
humane slaughter of hundreds of thousands of animals. On the produce side, because
labour from Mexico and the Caribbean was not available to harvest the crops in British
Columbia and Ontario much of the produce rotted on the vine. As a result produce for
canning and processing plants is in short supply. The pandemic has had similar effects
in the countries from which Canada normally imports much of its food, so importation of
food from those counties is unlikely to be plentiful. It appears likely that Canada will
experience food shortages and rising prices in the months ahead.
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To further dampen any rising spirits, health officials are warning that pandemics
generally occur in waves and while the first wave has passed, one or more future waves
are expected. And in the past, the second wave had sometimes been the most deadly.
Phase 4 Breakout Questions
The crisis seems to be abating and one can look to trying to return to normal.
1. What would your organization do to assist employees to deal with loss of income,
family illness and deaths and the overall stress which the pandemic would have
caused?
2. Does your organization have policies, procedures or systems in place to evaluate
how you coped with the pandemic, to capture lessons learned in responding to
the emergency and for updating emergency and business continuity plans?
3. Are there arrangements that could be put in place with your customers and
suppliers to reduce the impact of the second wave or of future emergencies of
any kind? What would these be?
4. What steps would you be taking to recover from the emergency?
5. What steps would you be taking to prepare for the next wave?
6. Who in your organization will draft/update external messaging related to recovery
and next steps, and with whom would you share them?
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Canadian Pandemic
Influenza Preparedness

Arlene King, MD, MHSc, FRCPC
Director General for Pandemic
Preparedness
Exercise Global Grippe,
March 26, 2007, Ottawa
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Presentation Outline
•
•
•
•

What is the scope of pandemic planning in
Canada?
How is pandemic planning occurring in the
Canadian health sector?
What is being done to increase our level of
health sector preparedness in Canada?
What are key issues for the food supply
sector?
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Pandemic Planning
•

Health sector
–

•

Emergency management sector
–

•

Eg, Red Cross, national health organizations

Private sector
–

•

Federal, Provincial/Territorial, Local/Municipal

Non-governmental organization sector
–

•

WHO, Public Health Agency of Canada, Health
Canada, Provincial and Territorial Ministries of
Health, Local and Municipal Health
Authorities/Departments, Institutional

Eg, “Critical infrastructure” sectors

International

3/31/200702/17/2006
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“A key requirement … is a truly collaborative
framework and ethos among different levels of
government.
The rules and norms for a seamless public
health system must be sorted out with a
shared commitment to protecting and
promoting the health of Canadians.”
–

Learning from SARS: Renewal of Public Health
in Canada

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Public Health Agency of
Canada (PHAC)
• Created Sept 24, 2004
• Public Health Agency of Canada Act
came into force Dec 12, 2006
j
–
–

Statutory basis for PHAC
Confirms position and duties of CPHO

• PHAC plays an important role in
ensuring collaboration occurs across all
jurisdictions, institutions and sectors
3/31/200702/17/2006
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Canadian Public Health Network
•

Created in 2005

•

Led by Council of public health
representatives from all jurisdictions

•

Expert committees in key public health areas

•

Facilitates communication, sharing of
knowledge, development of public health
strategies and policies

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Structure of the Canadian Public
Health Network
Expert Groups
(permanent expertise)
Communicable Disease Control
Emergency Preparedness & Response
Conference
of F/P/T
Deputy Ministers
of Health

Canadian Public Health Laboratory

PHN
Council
F/P/T
members

Surveillance & Information
Chronic Disease & Injury Prevention & Control

Population Health Promotion
Is accountable
to

Task Groups
(time limited)
Public Health Human Resources Task Group
Task Group on Antivirals for Prophylaxis

3/31/200702/17/2006CCMOH

Task Group on Roles & Responsibilities in

Prepared
by the Preparedness
PHAC - & Response
Pandemic
IRIDPrepared by the PHAC - IRID

Issue Groups
Reporting through
respective Expert
Groups on key
issues
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Canadian Pandemic Influenza
Plan for the Health Sector
•
•
•
•
•

Based on nationally agreed upon goal
Organized by components, by pandemic
phase
Outlines roles and responsibilities of all
levels of government
Balanced, multifaceted approach to
preparedness and response
Evergreen document, incorporating rapidly
involving science and perspectives
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Canadian Pandemic Influenza
Plan for the Health Sector - II
Foreword and Acknowledgments
Preface
Sections
- Introduction
- Background
- Preparedness
- Response
- Annexes
3/31/200702/17/2006
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Annexes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annex A – Planning Checklists
Annex B – Pandemic Influenza Planning Considerations in First Nations
Communities
Annex C – Laboratory Procedures
Annex D – Recommendations for Pandemic Vaccine Use
Annex E – Planning Recommendations for Antiviral Use During a
Pandemic
Annex F – Infection Control and Occupational Health Guidelines During
Pandemic Influenza in Traditional and Non-Traditional Health Care Settings
Annex G – Clinical Care Guidelines and Tools
Annex H – Resource Management Guidelines for Health Care Facilities
Annex I – Guidelines for the Management of Mass Fatalities
Annex J – Guidelines for Non-Traditional Sites and Workers
Annex K – Communications Annex
Annex L – Emergency Preparedness and Response System
Annex M – Public Health Measures
Annex N – Pandemic Influenza Surveillance Guidelines

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Pandemic Vaccine
•

Most effective public health intervention to
mitigate the impact of a pandemic is through
immunization with an effective vaccine
against the new virus

•

Established 10 year contract (2001-2011)
with ID Biomedical/GSK – annual and
pandemic vaccine production
Nationally coordinated approach to program &
priority group development

•

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Pandemic Vaccination Priority
•
•

Priorities for pandemic vaccination are
essential to public health planning
Prioritization considers impact of vaccination
on
– Reducing morbidity/mortality by maintaining
health service response and protecting highrisk groups
– Maintaining essential services/critical
infrastructure
3/31/200702/17/2006
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Nature and Humans are full of
surprises.
Keep it flexible and adaptable
3/31/200702/17/2006
Prepared by the PHAC to any potential threat
IRIDPrepared by the PHAC - IRID
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Antiviral Drugs - I
•

(Target of) 55M dose national antiviral stockpile for
treatment of everyone in Canada who needs it

•

Distributed on a per capita basis to all P/Ts
–

•

Federal surge in national emergency stockpile (3
million doses at present; 10 million dose target)

Implementation (delivery) plans at various stages of
development
Antivirals are only one component of a
multifaceted pandemic strategy
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Antiviral Drugs - II
•

Task Group under the Canadian Public Health Network
considering whether FPT governments should stockpile
antivirals for prophylaxis during a pandemic

•

Comprehensive review (eg, health, legal, logistical,
etc), including citizen, stakeholder, target group
dialogues

•

Recommendations to Conference of Deputy Ministers of
Health, Spring, 2007
Antivirals are only one component of a
multifaceted pandemic strategy
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Public Health Measures
Public Health Measures Annex - NEW
• Directed toward community disease
control to reduce transmission
• Includes:
–
–
–
–

Personal infection prevention and control
measures and in non-health settings
Case and contact management
“Social distancing” measures
Travel and border issues

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Communications - I
•
•

•

FPT communications network in place
Public and professional information on
seasonal influenza, pandemic influenza and
avian influenza
Media briefings

3/31/200702/17/2006
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Communications - II
•
•
•
•

Consistent messaging
Clear roles and responsibilities for
federal/provincial/territorial
Delineates communications roles and
responsibilities by jurisdiction and by phase
Working with UK, USA, G7 plus Mexico, WHO
to further coordinate pandemic
communications response

3/31/200702/17/2006
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International - I
•

•

North American Avian and Pandemic
Influenza Plan, under the Security and
Prosperity Partnership
Global Health Security Initiative (G7 plus
Mexico), G8, APEC, International
Partnership on Avian and Pandemic
Influenza (IPAPI)
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International - II
•

Continued technical and financial support
to countries, World Health Organization
–

•

eg, Global Action Plan on Pandemic Vaccines

Second largest national donor in the world
supporting avian and pandemic influenza
preparedness and response
(approximately $US100 million to date)
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Food Supply Chain Issues
• BCP critical within the sector and in
other sectors (eg, financial, transport),
because of interdependency
• Key dependency on robust health
sector response (eg, comms)
• Border management fundamental to
food supply chain integrity
3/31/200702/17/2006
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Summary
• Our level of preparedness is among the
best in the world
• Further preparedness should serve the
dual purpose of enhancing pandemic
preparedness, and improving our
capacity to address any emergency
–
–

To reduce complacency
To avoid ``pandemic fatigue``

3/31/200702/17/2006
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The Role of Public Safety
Canada
Presentation at the Food Sector Global Grippe Exercise
Aylmer, Québec
26 March 2007

Introduction
• Mandate of Public Safety Canada
• Emergency management / Pandemic Preparedness
• Private sector collaboration

2

Public Safety Canada
• Public Safety Canada formed in December 2003
• To facilitate and coordinate, among government institutions
and in cooperation with provincial governments, foreign
governments and international organizations, the
development and implementation of civil emergency plans.

3

Pandemic Planning
• Prevention/mitigation, preparedness, response, recovery
• Federal involvement during a pandemic
• Government of Canada Coordination Contingency Plan for
Avian and Pandemic Influenza

4

Private Sector Collaboration
• The ten critical infrastructure sectors
–
–
–
–
–

food
finance
health care
energy and utilities
information and
communications
technology

–
–
–
–
–

water
transportation
safety
government
manufacturing

5

www.PublicSafety.gc.ca
Gail Miller: Senior Director, Emergency Management Planning Unit
Other Websites: www.influenza.gc.ca; www.safecanada.ca
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AAFC’s National Disaster
Assistance Framework
Global Grippe
March 2007

National Disaster
Assistance Framework

 The National Disaster Assistance
Framework (NDAF) was approved in
principle December 2005

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF was developed
to…
 Provide the department with a tool to
effectively manage an emergency
affecting the Agriculture and AgriFood Sector
 Provide support to provinces/
territories, federal departments,
private sectors and international
partners upon request

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

Why Have NDAF
Meets the Minister’s responsibility
under the Emergency Management
Act
Replaces Ad Hoc actions with a
standard process
Ensures a quicker and coordinated
response

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF - Activation
The plan is activated when:
 A real or potential emergency affecting
the Agriculture Agri-Food Sector has
been identified
 A request is made by the provinces/
territories for assistance
 A national, war/armed conflict or
international emergency situation
requires federal management of the
Agriculture and Agri-Food Sector

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF: Emergency
Support Functions
Within the federal government AAFC is the primary
contact for 11 emergency support functions. They are:
1. Assist provincial/territorial governments in securing
safe food and water, and agricultural commodities
such as animal feed, to affected areas through
liaison with other government and non-government
organizations.
2. Facilitate the acquisition, allocation and distribution
of essential resources (i.e. fuel, spare parts for
machinery and equipment) and food products to
producers, processors and distributors.
AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF: Emergency
Support Functions
3. Advise and assist through financial means,
producers, processors and distributors in mitigating
the impact of financial losses due to market
instability, property damage, etc.; this includes
establishing and administering food, commodity and
feed prices.
4. In each province, provide regional coordination and
linkage with the provincial government, the Office of
Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency
Preparedness, and other federal departments.

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF: Emergency
Support Functions
5. Provide research assistance and technical advice to
the Agri-food Sector to mitigate impacts such as
contamination of land, water supplies, crops,
livestock, feed and whole or processed foodstuffs;
severe climatic conditions; livestock or crop
diseases; and plant pest infestation.
6. Preserve genetic resources for crops and livestock
and vital genetic assets located at Branch
establishments.
7. Provide advice and assistance to the Agri-food Sector
for protection of base seed and breeding livestock.
AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

NDAF: Emergency
Support Functions
8. Provide advice and/or develop emergency financial
programs that will mitigate the effects of an
emergency.
9. Develop policy on International Programs, food aid,
exports, imports and other related areas.
10. Develop policy on environmental sustainability.
11. Provide economic and market analysis.

AAFC’
AAFC’s NDAF

Work Plan





Situation Analysis
Define Gaps and Evaluate Options
Develop Capacity
Enhance State of Preparedness

MISB’
MISB’s Emergency Support Functions

Your Team
Patti Miller, Director
Agri-food Industry Emergency Preparedness
millerp@agr.gc.ca
204-983-2994
Rodney Myer, Deputy Director
Agri-food Industry Emergency Preparedness
myerrod@agr.gc.ca
613-759-7409
Marc Baril, Consultant

Ensuring the Food Supply in Alberta
Peggy Marce, Alberta Agriculture and Food
Pandemic Influenza Emergency Simulation Project for the Agri-Food Sector
March 26-27, 2007

Alberta’s Pandemic Influenza
Preparedness Strategy
DM's Committee on Pandemic Influenza
(overseen by Ministers of AHW and MAH)

Pandemic Influenza Working Group
(Cross Ministry Team)

Alberta Health and Wellness
Lead Agency

Emergency Management Alberta
Coordinating Agency

All Other GOA Ministries
Supporting Agencies

Regional Health Authorities

Municipalitities

Industry and Business

Individuals

Alberta Agriculture and Food’s Role
According to draft GoA Emergency Management
Regulations, AF’s role is:
• Manage the sourcing and distribution of emergency
food supplies in the event of a national food
emergency; and
• Provide support to the federal Food and Agriculture
Emergency Response System for the management of
the sourcing and distribution of emergency food
supplies in the event of a national food emergency

Ensuring Alberta’s Food Supply
• Project team was formed to develop
strategies to ensure the availability of food
for Albertans in the event of a human
pandemic
– Skills: business development, food industry
contacts, retail distribution contacts, nutrition,
economics, statistics, communications, project
management, research, administration

• Processes involved consultation with
stakeholders throughout the agri-food
industry and across all orders of government

Critical
Information

Planning
Assumptions and
Scenarios
Defined

Moderate
Scenario

Associations
Consultation

Key Company
Consultations

Food Industry
Pandemic Primer
IPSOS Reid
Survey

Alberta Food
Consumption
and Supply
Assessment

Food Industry
Preparedness &
Business
Continuity

Critical
Nutrition &
Distribution Plan

Self-Preparedness
Recommendations
for Albertans

Communication
Plan

Contingency
Plan for
Severe
Market
Interruptions

Food Industry
Pandemic
Preparedness
Checklist

Planning
Template

Food Industry
Planning
Incentive Grant

AAFRD Website
for Food Industry
One window
access to
information –
Food industry
Essential Service
Classification

Media Training
for Food Industry

Severe
Case
Scenario

Recovery
AAFRD Support
Strategies

Crisis
Communication
Plan

Alberta
Agri-Food
Emergency
Council
Coordinated Plan

Food
Industry
Database

Ag-Info Centre
Stakeholders and
AAFRD
Exercise
Plan

•Seeding and
harvest
•Back up for
slaughter
animals
•Labour force
recovery /
training
•New product/
new market
development
•Business
recovery
insurance

Industry
Development
Opportunities
•Shelf Stable
Technology

Establish Critical Information
• Planning Assumptions and Scenarios
Defined
• Alberta Food Consumption and Supply
Assessment
• Critical Nutrition and Distribution Plans
• Self Preparedness Recommendations
for Albertans
• Communication Plan

Food Industry Preparedness and
Business Continuity
• Key Company and Industry Association
Consultation
• Food Industry Preparedness/Planning Tools
– Preparedness Guide for Alberta’s Food
Manufacturing and Distribution Industry

• Website/One window access
– www.agric.gov.ab.ca/pandemic

• Food Industry Essential Service Classification
• Public Relations/Media Training

Severe Scenario –
Contingency Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Support Strategies (AF)
Crisis Communication Plan
Agri-Food Emergency Council
Food Industry Database
Stakeholders and AF Exercise Plan

Questions?

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Preparing for an
Influenza Pandemic
Global Grippe Conference:
Examining the Impact of Pandemic
Influenza on the Food Supply Chain
Aylmer, Q.C.
March 26, 2007
Dr. Barbara Yaffe
Director of Communicable Disease Control
and Associate Medical Officer of Health

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Overview

• Toronto’s experience with SARS
• Pandemic influenza planning in Toronto
• Emergency management in Toronto
• Role of Toronto Public Health
• Issues of interest to agri-food sector
2

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Toronto’s Experience
With
SARS

3

4

5

6

Mr. P’s
wife
Mr. P

19 persons

5 persons

Mr. D

Index Case
(Mother)

Case A
(Son)

Family
& MD

Mr. R
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Protective Barriers: N95 masks, face
shields, gown and gloves

8
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Community Impacts from SARS
• Widespread program cancellations (public health,
hospital, long term care, community services)
• Psychological isolation among patients, health care
workers and quarantined contacts
• Economic hardship for hospitality / tourism
industries and Chinese businesses
• Academic impact on students in affected schools
and universities
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Lessons from SARS
• Every sector and government is affected
and has a role to play
• Existing programs and relationships are
what work
• Communication is key
• It is easier to control disease than fear
- science/content expertise gets lost in
politics
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Other Key Lessons Learned
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surge capacity/infrastructure
Psychosocial
Constantly changing environment and information
Occupational health and safety issues
Need for improved cross-jurisdictional coordination
Need for local public health units involvement in
investigation/research
• Ongoing need to debrief, evaluate at different levels
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Pandemic Influenza Planning
in Toronto

14
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Pandemic Influenza v. SARS

Pandemic Influenza

SARS

Ability to plan

Emergency response

Novel strain of influenza

Novel virus

Incubation period 1-3 days

Incubation period 10 days

Infectious period 1 day
before the onset of
symptoms
Case management and
contact tracing – in the early
stages
Community-based infection

Infectious period is after the
onset of symptoms
Case management and
contact tracing ongoing
Primarily hospital-based
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Pandemic Influenza
Planning

• Goals:
• Minimize illness and death
• Minimize societal disruption

17

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Canadian Planning

• Federal Plan (CPIP)
• overall framework for national response
• last version released December 2006

• Ontario Plan (OHPIP)
• framework for provincial planning and
guidance for local planning and response
• last version released September 2006

• Toronto Plan (TPIP)
• released at the Toronto Board of Health,
November 2005, being updated
18

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Estimated Direct Health Impact
of Pandemic Influenza on
the City of Toronto

Description
Clinically ill

Based on 15%
attack rate
392,000
individuals

Based on 35%
attack rate
914,000
individuals

Require
outpatient
care

161,000
individuals

Require
hospitalization

1,600
individuals

14,000
individuals

Deaths

630
individuals

4,300
individuals

701,000
individuals

•Based on a population of 2,611,661 - Source: Statistics Canada, 2004.
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Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Societal Disruption during an
influenza pandemic on
the City of Toronto

• 20-35% absenteeism rate or higher
over course of pandemic
• Employees taking time off to care
for ill dependents
• Supply chain disruptions to be
expected
• Public measures
• e.g. closure of schools may increase staff
absenteeism
20

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

News Stories
From 1918 -1919

21

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Emergency Management in Toronto

22

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Toronto Emergency Management
Program Committee (TEMPC)

Mayor
City Manager
Deputy City Managers & CFO MOH OEM SSHA Water Transportation

Chair-CSC City Solicitor Chief Building Official
GM-Parks, Forestry & Recreation

23

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

TEMPC – Core Functions

• support the site
• coordinate “big picture” response to emergency
• manage resources
• coordinate with other operations centres
• mobilize agencies and resources
• prevent further damage
• support evacuations
• public information
24

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

• Mayor
• Deputy mayor
• City Manager
• (2) Deputy City
Managers
• DCM/CFO
• Chief EMS
• Fire Chief TFS
• Chief of Police

TEMPC Control
Group Members
• Medical Officer of Health
• ED Technical Services
• GM Shelter, Support,
Housing & Admin.
• GM Transportation
• GM Water
• Chief Corporate Officer
• Manager, OEM
• Chief GM, TTC
25

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

• Chair CS Committee
• Chief Building Official
• City Solicitor
• Treasurer
• GM Parks Forestry &
Recreation
• CAO TRCA
• GO Transit
• Toronto Hydro

TEMPC Support
Group Members
• Insurance Bureau of Canada
• Ontario Hospital Association
• St. John Ambulance
• TDSB
• TCDSB
• Toronto Port Authority
• Enwave
• Bell Canada
• Enbridge
26

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Role of the Emergency
Operations Centre (EOC)
Site

External
Agencies

EOC

Internal
Departments

Media / Public

Province
27
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Role of Toronto Public Health

28

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Role of Toronto Public
Health

• Disease Surveillance and Reporting
• Case and Contact Investigation and
Management
• Health Risk Assessment and
Communications, including infection
control advice
29

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Role of Toronto Public
Health (Cont’d)

• Liaison with hospitals and other agencies
• Assessment, treatment & referral centres
• Community-based disease control
strategies
• Vaccine and antiviral medication
distribution
30

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Toronto Public Health
Core Areas of Focus

1) TPH internal planning and preparedness
2) City of Toronto planning and preparedness
3) Linkages with the health care system
4) Working with the community
31

Toronto Pandemic
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Communication Cycle –
Pandemic Period
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Toronto Pandemic
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Issues of Interest to Agri-Food
Sector
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Toronto Pandemic
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Issues for Agri-Food
Sector

• Employee absenteeism
• Supply chain disruptions
• Public health measures
• Changes in demand for service
• Develop business continuity plan
34

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Infection Control

• Hand hygiene
• Respiratory etiquette
• Social distancing in the workplace
• Annual influenza immunization
• Environmental cleaning
• Stay home if you are ill
• Protective equipment

35
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Toronto Pandemic
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Elements of Emergency
Preparedness

• Communication strategy
• Education and training
• Continuity of operations
• Human Resources policies
• Occupational Health & Safety

41

Toronto Pandemic

Personal Planning

Influenza Planning

9 Be informed
9 Stay healthy:
–
–
–
–
–

Hand hygiene
Respiratory etiquette
Avoid touching your eyes, mouth and nose
Stay at home if you are ill to avoid infecting others
Avoid large crowds when possible

9 Identify contingency plans:
–
–
–
–

Daycare unavailable
Food and water shortages
Limited fuel
Caring for the ill at home

9 Reach out:
– Support of neighbours, friends and family who may have
42
difficulty managing in a pandemic

Toronto Pandemic
Influenza Planning

Pandemic Influenza
Resources

 Toronto Pandemic Influenza Plan
www.toronto.ca/health/pandemicflu/pdf/toronto_pandemic_influenza_pl
an.pdf

- Planning Guide for Businesses

 Ontario Pandemic Influenza Plan
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/providers/program/emu/pan_flu/oh
pip2/plan full.pdf

 Canadian Pandemic Influenza Plan
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/cpip-pclcpi/index.html
43
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“The only thing harder than
planning for an emergency,
is explaining why you didn’t”

Pandemic Preparedness:
The Grocery Distribution
Industry
Nick Jennery
Canadian Council of Grocery Distributors
The Global GRIPPE Pandemic Conference
March 26 / 27, 2007
1

Agenda
Industry challenges
Preparedness within the grocery
distribution sector…to date
CCGD’s role within a pandemic
Critical issues

2

Industry Challenges
Supply chain has to operate…continued availability of
product
500K direct employees, many of them part time…entry
level pay scale, employee turnover, 24K locations…
DCs serving up to 1500 locations, 1MM+ square feet
Our efficiency is also a challenge (inventory)
Media…the “panic stories”…the surge buying by
consumers…the inability of the supply chain to service
demand…abnormal behaviour…
Unanticipated reaction by others
Consumers are depending on us to get the job done

3

Preparedness within the industry
Established a cross functional industry
committee to develop an industry guide (2005)
• Planning template for members
CCGD & member responsibilities
Scope of general preparedness identified
17 sections
 Scenario
 Description of key steps / questions / workplan elements

Version 4 June 2006

• Business Continuity Plan
4

CCGD Preparedness Guide
General
Media
Consumers
Employees
Human Resources
Distribution & Logistics
Product Suppliers
Non Product Suppliers

Security
Retail Operations
Information Systems
Corporate Management
Independent Grocers
Food Service Customers
Government
Finance
Legal
5

Industry Preparedness
Shared experience in developing continuity
plans
Questions & Needs identified for review with
government
An industry awareness brochure
Agreement to share & work together amongst
the major industry associations
• Supply chain review at both the industry &
trading partner levels

6

Industry Preparedness
Outreach to lead agencies at all 3 levels of
government, plus NGO with special expertise
• Shared plans, questions, critical assumptions,
needs…talk about interaction, coordination,
consistent communications, interdependencies
• Ministers, CMOs, Health Units, Agency
presidents, EM officials, Senior
Bureaucrats…PMO & PCO
7

Industry Preparedness
Participated in and support those who can best deliver
the critical elements of our plan
• eg CPHA and their consumer toolkit, NGO
communications network
CCGD as an organization
• How to serve as an information hub & forum to
resolve issues in times of crisis…all employees
involved
• Represent the sector on industry / government
committees & EM taskforces…some decisions will be
made only when the issue is known

8

Industry Preparedness
Monitor the “front line”
Exercises…a better insight into preparedness.
Three planned for this year…and counting

9

Critical Issues
A clear communications plan – who, how & what
An operating model that illustrates coordination, activity,
& interaction (government & industry)
Essential services & their work force – who is part of the
critical infrastructure
A core product list
Security
HR issues – from pay & benefits to protective equipment
“Triggers” for pandemic plans
Awareness of plans – issues & needs
10

Agri-Food Industry
Preparedness
Ron Judge
Vice President, Food Safety & Quality Assurance
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods
March 26th, 27th 2007

Our process
Goal: To develop a process to mitigate risk derived from
emergencies of a national and international nature

Developed a framework of issues impacting
MLF
Incorporated Six Sigma methodology to
define, measure and analyze
Currently in the process of closing the gaps
Acknowledgment that some may take significant time

[2]

Issues Framework

Division

Natural Disaster
Man-made Disaster

Baseline for Preparedness
All Other
Environmental
Foreign Material
Employee Health &
Safety
Sabotage or Tampering

IOC / Facility Plans
HACCP
MLF’s 40 steps to Food Safety
OH&S
Recall Procedures

National/
International

SCOPE

OWNERSHIP

Corporate

Animal /
Human
Disease

Division
[3]

Our Approach
“Culture of Preparedness”

MLF has chosen not to plan for every
possible solution
Subscribe to providing
People – training, back-ups and accountability
Tools

– check lists, documented regulations, regular
communications

Process – decisions to be made, procedures to follow

Decision making guided by our values
Leadership Edge values
[4]

Preparedness Planning for Pandemic
Human disease preparedness
Pandemic Planning Team
“Fast Start” Methodology
Identifying critical functions and back-ups
Availability of services and supplies
Preparedness Testing
Animal welfare
Economic market collapse
= Assessment of current gaps (FMEA)
Some things we will close gaps and others we will know
about
[5]

FMEA
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Current
Effects of
Likelihood
Causes
Controls
Ability to
/Probability Failure Degree of
what are
what existing
What
is
the
of
causes of
Severity
Control
What could go
controls/
impact of the
failure
mode
Occurrence
wrong
procedures prevent
failure?
Failure
Mode

such an occurrence

FMEA
A tool to systematically and
proactively anticipate the
ways a process or a
product could fail or have a
defect and to trigger correct
action to mitigate the risk.

RPN
Risk Priority
Number

Action
Required to
Prevent
Failure

Key Questions to Ask:
• What actions can we take
ahead of time?
• How should this be
managed during crisis?
• Who manages / makes
decisions?

[6]

We Take Care™
Enhanced Food Safety

Providing consumers with the highest
level of food safety assurance is a critical
component of securing our food system
We are only as strong as the weakest link

Our three P’s of Food Safety:
Prevention
Preparedness
Proof

[7]

40 Steps to Food Safety
Maple Leaf’s proprietary operational standards
Our 40 steps serve as an example of the breadth of the scope
we should all consider around securing our food
Our people

leadership, accountability, training and
development

Our facilities

setting the highest standards in cleanliness,
security and safety

Our management
systems

world class technology to enable efficiency and
effectiveness while ensuring excellent tracking

Data management

ensure we have the information in place to help us
continually improve

Validation and Product
Testing

we set the highest standards for ourselves and
ensure we are meeting them

[8]

Planning & Preparedness
A “Culture” of Preparedness

Site Access and Controls, visitor protocols
Good Management Practices (GMPs)
Employee Health & Safety Programs
Animal and Human disease preparedness
planning
Product identification and recall
procedures

[9]

Food Security & Safety

Everyone has a role to play

Failure can be catastrophic

Producers

Trade disruption

Processors

International credibility
“Canada’s” reputation

Transportation
Employees

Employee illness, injury and
absenteeism

Government

Animal welfare

Suppliers

Economic loss and
reputation
Consumer confidence

[10]

The Role of Food Companies
Businesses have a vital role to play, but must
recognize roles of government and associations.
We encourage companies and trade to dialogue with
these groups to ensure alignment, and prepare
together.
Individual businesses must address preparedness,
prevention, and recovery aspects of a crisis.
Critical to ensure our own house is in order

Working in concert will ensure consistency and
integrity of emergency response and recovery
across our industry.
Includes pre-establishing roles and communication plans
Ensuring the correct facts are delivered to the public
[11]

Possible Transportation State as
Suggested by Industry.

Tour Bus Industry Closed.

Essentially no School Bus
Drivers Available.

Intra-City Bus Traffic Reduced,
but Leaving Sufficient Capacity
to Meet (Decreased) Demand.

Inter-City Buses (3,500
communities) Could Only Continue
to Operate if They Obtain Extra
Drivers Plus Financial Subsidies.

Air Passenger Travel Down by 75%,
Meaning Air Flights Down by at
Least 50%, Meaning Air Cargo
Sharply Decreased.

No Current Position on Marine
Traffic.

Rail Services Disrupted, and there is
Currently no Excess Capacity (recall
the impact of one railway company
operating “near normal”).

Trucking Capacity is a Concern.

The Case-Mortality Rate Among
Humans Who Have Contracted
H5N1 is Very High.

Transport Canada Should
Consider:

Trading Safety Provisions For
Increased Transportation.

Trucking:
- longer tractor combinations
- alter weight restrictions
- increase hours of service (1 hour more
provides an additional 7% increase in
driving hours)
- centrally match available drivers with
loads, possibly on a general priority
basis
- set priorities on truck usage .

Prepare to Subsidize inter-city
buses.

Prepare to Subsidize Air Cargo.

Lead in Setting Priorities for
Important Rail Traffic.

Transport Canada Observation:
Based on discussions with food
industry, their transportation is very
efficient, meaning there is no slack
available to absorb any shortages in
highway transportation.

?

CANADIAN RESTAURANT AND FOODSERVICES ASSOCIATION

Pandemic Preparedness
in the
Foodservice Industry
GLOBAL GRIPPE
Conference
March 26, 2007

Jill Holroyd
Vice President, Research &
Communications

Today’s Menu

• Canada’s Foodservice Industry
• SARS and Lessons Learned
• CRFA’s Role and Actions to Date

Canada’s Foodservice Industry
• Annual Revenues

$51.3 billion

• Share of Canadian GDP

3.8%

• Locations

62,800

SOURCE: Statistics Canada and CRFA

Canada’s Foodservice Industry

A People Business…
• 1,040,300 employees
(6.3% of the Canadian workforce)

• 14.7 million restaurant customers
per day

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, NPD Group and CRFA

Canada’s Foodservice Industry
• Full-service restaurants
• Quick-service restaurants
• Caterers, bars, pubs, nightclubs
• Managed services providers…serving health care,
education, corrections, remote camps, transportation,
business/government employees.

SARS and Lessons Learned
Ontario Full-Service Restaurant Revenues – 2003
(year-over-year real change)
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Source: Statistics Canada and CRFA
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SARS and Lessons Learned
Tourism Revenue Losses in Canada
(March 2 - December 28, 2003)
Transportation
14%

Other
16%
$173.8
million

Recreation and
entertainment
10%

$145.6
million

$111.6
million

$267.0
million
$373.0

Accommodation

million

35%
Source: KPMG Tourism Expenditure Monitor
Data are based on the six markets: Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Niagara
Falls, Calgary and Vancouver.

Food and beverage
25%

SARS and Lessons Learned
Tourism Expenditures - 2003
(year-over-year change)
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Source: KPMG Tourism Expenditure Monitor
Note: Five major cities include Montreal, Ottawa, Niagara Falls, Calgary
and Vancouver.
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SARS and Lessons Learned
• Coordinated, credible and timely communication
is key – within the industry; between government and

industry, media and general public; between business owners
and employees, customers, suppliers; among different levels
of government.

• Operators need to develop
– a financial safety net, in advance, to deal with ‘customer
shortages’
– alternate service delivery and payment channels
– a business recovery strategy

In other words…a PLAN!

CRFA’s Role and Action to Date

• CRFA Flu Pandemic Working Group
– Chaired by Susan Senecal, VP Operations,
A & W Food Services of Canada
– Representing all industry segments, regions
and key subject specialists…operations, quality
assurance, purchasing, HR, communications

CRFA’s Role and Action to Date

• CRFA Flu Pandemic Working Group
Industry Priorities:
– Consumer confidence
– Employee health + safety net
– Supply chain, infrastructure

CRFA’s Role and Action to Date

• CRFA Flu Pandemic Working Group
Working Group Mandate:
- Ensure collaborative industry/gov’t
approach to pandemic planning
- Oversee industry-specific planning tools for
foodservice operators

CRFA’s Role and Action to Date
•

Flu Pandemic Preparedness
Planning Guide
www.crfa.ca/resourcecentre/flupandemic/
www.crfa.ca/resourcecentre/flupandemic/french

•

Participation in Canadian Supply Chain Food
Safety Coalition and Private Sector Working
Group on Pandemic Influenza

Pandemic Influenza
Agri-Food Industry Preparedness

Communications
Best Practices
March 26, 2007

Ron P. Guirguis
Senior Vice President & Partner
Fleishman-Hillard Canada
1

Overview
• The Nature of Communications in a Pandemic
– Key Characteristics
– Evolution of a Crisis
– Implications for Communications

• Pandemic Communications: Best Practices
– Anticipation
– Preparation
– Coordination
– Action

• Pandemic Communications: Checklist
2

Key Characteristics of a Pandemic
The Pandemic Paradox
• Predictable yet unpredictable
• Local yet global
• Discriminate yet indiscriminate
“Nobody escapes a pandemic”
When a Pandemic Strikes
• Stakes are raised: lives, jobs, money
• Perceptions are driven by anxiety,
fear, outrage
• Heightened tendency to “rush to judgment”
– Driven by media, “plaintiffs”, policy makers
3

The Evolution of a Crisis

Surprise
Surprise
Failure
Failure to:
to:
-- Anticipate
Anticipate
-- Recognize
Recognize
-- Manage
Manage

Incomplete
Incomplete
Data
Data
Desire
Desire to
to base
base
decisions
decisions on
on
full
full picture
picture

Escalating
Escalating
Stakeholder
Stakeholder
Demands
Demands
Media,
Media, others
others
ask
ask who,
who, what,
what,
why,
why, what’s
what’s
being
being done
done

Information
Information
Vacuum
Vacuum
Demand
Demand
exceeds
exceeds supply
supply
Speculation,
Speculation,
alarm
alarm fill
fill void
void

Loss
Loss of
of Control
Control
Others
Others drive
drive discussion,
discussion,
prescribe
prescribe solutions
solutions

4

Implications in a Pandemic
• Rumours will be rampant
• Internet will be primary resource
• Competing “experts” will confuse the facts
• There will be stories
• Media will be quick to define heroes and villains
• Stories posted before facts confirmed
• Speed, timeliness and action are critical

5

Pandemic Communications
Best Practices
• Anticipation

Plan and Players

• Preparation

Practice and Teamwork

• Coordination

Public Health will Lead

• Action

Words and Deeds
CAUTION
Unfamiliar plan won’t be used
Outdated plan won’t work
Untested team won’t pull together
6

ANTICIPATION

1. Establish Team and Build Linkages
• Ensure Executive commitment
• Plan for redundancy: absenteeism
• Have the right team members
– E.g., medical, security, HR, operations

• But keep the team small and quick
• Define specific roles and responsibilities
• Establish relationships with authorities
• Synchronize with operational plans
7

ANTICIPATION

2. Assess Risk
• Answer the key questions first
– Who will be impacted and how?
– How might they respond?
– What can we do to address impact?
– What information will they need?
– How will we reach them?

• Determine where the pressure will come from
– Mainstream media
– Monitor Blogs and other online channels
– Consumer hotlines
8

ANTICIPATION

3. Build Plan and Infrastructure
• Develop messages for each audience
• Identify and prepare spokespeople
– For media but also for other audiences

• Build and/or update databases
• Create and/or fine-tune communications channels
• Begin developing materials
– Pre-pandemic materials (for use now)
– Pandemic materials (for use later)
9

ANTICIPATION

3. Build Plan and Infrastructure
Key Messages & Spokespeople
Pandemic Messages
• Description

What happened?

• Impact

How serious is it?

• Action

What are we doing about?

• Concern

For those affected.

Spokespeople
• Identify internal and external spokespeople
• Media train everyone

10

ANTICIPATION

3. Build Plan and Infrastructure
Communications Channels
• Build relationships now – Not during a crisis
• Use website as key communications channel
– Prepare pandemic dark site
– Develop FAQs by phase for posting
– Create CEO bog: critical tool for connecting with
stakeholders and audiences

• Online Editorial Outreach
– Identify relevant Blogs and Bloggers
– Respond in the same news cycle
– If you blog, be transparent
– M.A.I.L. (Monitor, Analyze, Interact, Lead)

11

ANTICIPATION

3. Build Plan and Infrastructure
Communications Channels

12

PREPARATION

Practice: Simulations
• Exercises test the team, the tools, and the plan
• Execute in real time
• Invite partners to participate
• Evaluate to identify weaknesses and improve
performance

13

COORDINATION

Establish Linkages Early
• Communicate with internal and external
stakeholders before crisis
– Employees: Company policies, their role in pandemic
– Customers: Planning process and issues that could affect
business continuity and safety (including solutions)
– Government: Discuss continuity issues, business assets
required/affected, roles of industry, and cost issues
– Investors: Potential impact of pandemic and
preparedness

• During crisis, coordinate communications between
industry and government through EOC
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ACTION

As the Pandemic Proceeds …
• Use the plan – actionable, not theoretical
• Gather the facts
• Refine key messages / documents
• Operationalize links with affected parties
• Monitor continuously
CAUTION
If communication is not a top priority,
all other priorities are at risk
If you don’t manage communication during a crisis,
someone else will

15

ACTION

Ongoing Review and Post-Mortem
• Evaluate as you go; pandemic will occur in waves
• Learn from the experience
• Update plan
• Formal review by team as soon as crisis
concludes

16

ACTION

Pandemic Checklist
• Communicate quickly • Take control of your
communications
• Use the Internet
• Tell the truth – be sure of
• Anticipate
facts
circumstances
• Deal with the bad news
• Work from a plan with
yourself and at once, if
consistent messages
possible
• Engage the team

• Remember all audiences

• Use one point of
contact

• Coordinate with
authorities
17

Best Practices: Conclusion
• Impossible to predict when a pandemic will occur,
but you can take leadership in preparing

“When the eagles are silent,
the parrots begin to jabber.”
Winston Churchill

18

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE
Breakout Notes
Phase 1
Q1
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov /
Municipal
Gov’t

What actions, if any, would your organization take at this time?
 Notify membership
 Try to get accurate information
 Contact the federal agencies that are the usual points of contact through normal
communications channels
 Develop and dust off key messages; maintain confidence in the safety of food
 Coordinate messages with government agencies
 Activate plan
 Conduct a risk assessment with staff, members, suppliers, distributors
 Communicate with Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Health
 Communicate with national organizations
 Share information with members, partners, customers
 Have Q’s & A’s available for inbound calls
 Monitor the media
 Determine source of expertise, authoritative information
 Fact find – get info but do not do anything yet
 Ensure contact lists up to date
 Set aside imports from Asia
 Restrict travel and visitors
 Reassure customers, employees, stakeholders
 Retrain in hygiene, HACCP
 Biosecurity measures
 Seek reassurance from suppliers and government
 Check key ingredient inventory levels
 Confirm “trigger” with public health, association, corporate physician
 Initiate the plan
 Take a calm, measured approach
 Initiate crisis management team
 Monitor employee symptom reporting
 Monitor customer reaction, behaviour
 Monitor media
 Reinforce education re hand washing
 Enact travel restrictions by zone
 Reconfirm approval process for information, messaging
 Anticipate consumer demand – surge capacity and critical products
 Tell everyone how you are going to communicate and when
 Activate provincial Emergency Operations Centres and municipal EOCs
 Municipalities advised
 Elected officials briefed
 Medical officers of health would conference call to begin intra-provincial
communication. Hotlines activated and hospitals alerted
 Depts of agriculture activate EOC
 Business continuity plans activated

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE

Appendix 14 Page 1

Federal
Gov’t

Q2
SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q3
SUPPLY

GROW
PROCESS

SELL

 Attempt to keep the influenza out of Canada by:
o restricting air travel
o cancelling flights to/fm Indonesia
o confirm other countries are doing proper screening
o bringing Canadians home
o screening of travellers
 Get sample of virus to work on vaccine
 Activate pandemic plans
 Coordinate with Health Canada for quarantine
 Internal staff awareness
 BCP warmed up
 Work with US and Mexico to keep border open
 Implement a “dark site” on the Internet to provide info
 Ensure on-going communication with the food sector
Who in your organization would be responsible for taking decisions/actions?
 CEO

















President or owner
Most senior person
National producer organizations
President, CEO, chief medical officer
Pandemic flu committee
Executive committee
Core team by function and according to plan
Internal business continuity team in concert with government and appropriate
trade and business association
Person responsible for the emergency pandemic plan and business continuity
planner
In Alberta, Health would lead with EMO coordinating
FADES coordinator would be involved due to possibility of foreign animal disease
Ministerial at the strategic level
Deputy Minister
PSEPC GOC
Senior management
At CFIA Avian Influenza Working Group and/or Pandemic Influenza Working
Group

To whom would you look for information, guidance and/or direction?
 Look to government for information
 Look to members for guidance and direction
 Look internationally for info (e.g. CDC)
 Health Canada, CFIA
 National organizations
 Usual main contacts including CFIA, local government, national associations
 Federal/provincial/local government agencies
 PHAC
 WHO web site
 Corporate offices
 Legal regarding contracts, CBA’s, liability
 Government and trade associations
 Key suppliers
 Support services

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE
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Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

Federal
Gov’t

Q4
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q5
SUPPLY













Chief Medial Officer of Health
Ministry of Health
Emergency Measures Organization
Minister/Mayor
Cabinet committee of emergency management
Health Canada
PHAC
PSC
Transport Canada
CBSA
AAFC

With whom would you coordinate your actions; who would you contact?
 Public health agencies
 Regional food organizations
 Counterpart organizations in the United States
 Agriculture and health at the provincial level
 National level of organization or association
 Share information with members, partners, customers and suppliers
 Establish contacts across the supply chain, including government
 Key suppliers and customers
 Transport and service providers
 CFIA
 Local health and medical services
 Industry association
 Call key contacts, key stakeholders to check their situation, how to reach,
capacity to handle info and questions
 Affiliate with industry association to coordinate with government
 Stakeholders/ industry
 Neighbouring jurisdictions
 Agriculture Canada, CFIA, other provinces and municipalities
 Health and Emergency Measures
 All federal depts through existing committees and with provincial/territorial
partners
 Communicate with clients and stakeholders
 Lots of federal/provincial/territorial coordination
 CBSA coordinating with the US to keep border open
Is there a written, exercised, validated plan in your organization to deal with
emergencies generally and pandemic specifically?
 No, it is in progress.

SELL








Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

 Ministries of Health have plans but general province-wide pandemic planning not
yet complete
 Most large municipalities have plans; not all have been validated

Federal
Gov’t

 The Canadian Pandemic Influenza Plan for the Health Sector
 Depts have their own plans, not all have been exercised

GROW
PROCESS

Emergency/contingency plans, not specifically pandemic
Individual producers do not have plans
Varied from comprehensive to started to none
Plans in varying stages
BCP and other plans used as sources
Yes (must make sure it is tested)

Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE
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Q6
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
Q7
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Who is your public spokesperson and what are your criteria for selection?
 Criteria are credibility and availability
 Not the company president
 The most knowledgeable person
 Need a credible, technically knowledgeable spokesperson, likely not CEO
 Industry has designated spokespersons
 Communications director












PR persons
CEO or PR rep
As defined by Communications/Crisis Plan
Lawyer/PR professional/CEO
Industry association
Communications staff for initial internal communications
CEO for extraordinary situations internally
Most senior person in the organization would be spokesperson
Use industry association spokespeople (e.g. CCGD, RCC)
If don’t have spokesperson consider help from external agency
Varies by province: Alberta – Provincial Health; Ontario Medical Officer of Health

 Depts have media spokespersons
 PM should address the Canadian public – inform where to go for accurate
information
In advance of the pandemic reaching this continent, do you have key public
messages? With whom do you coordinate content and public statements?
 Coordinate with government and key industry organizations as to key messages
 Coordinate with members
 Look outside Canada to EU and US to coordinate key messages
 “Fasten seat belts”
 Reassure public
 Food is safe
 De-link poultry products and influenza
 Food is safe
 Supply is secure
 Employees taken care of
 Coordinate messaging with government/industry/suppliers/customers
 How to reach us – web site and telephone number
 Tone should be measured, tempered. Tone is important
 Plans are in place
 Prepared to serve customers
 Staff to respond to customer queries

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t






PSEPC has prepared messaging
There are basic public messages but they may need to be modified by the centre
Coordinate with provinces and with US and Mexico
Coordinate with/thru federal working group
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Phase 2
Q1
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

What actions would your organization take at this time?
 Get some assurances the border will stay open
 Gather facts relative to people, spread of pandemic, and share with members,
stakeholders, customers and employees
 Get info on a web site and share with similar organizations to ensure consistency
in messaging
 Identify a list of critical products and look for alternative sources
 Request a relaxation of regulatory requirements (e.g. labelling) to permit sourcing
from off-shore
 Pandemic now key priority
 Increase communication with members, customers, suppliers
 Confirm/identify inputs
 Verify cross training
 Reaffirm organization policies on HR, operations, travel
 Monitor supply and demand
 In crisis mode – follow plan
 Establish critical positions and have back-ups, people cross trained
 Increase internal communications; calm anxieties
 Attempt to forecast absenteeism, supply/demand, ingredient availability, transport
 Review inventory on a daily basis and adjust production
 Restrict travel/visitors
 Distance working; if sick stay home
 Increase availability of hygienic products, signage
 Social distancing at work
 Close plant in BC and shift production
 Distribute pandemic kits (masks, instructions, etc) to employees
 Determine priority products and transfer resources to them
 Communicate accurate info and strategies to employees and supply chain
 Continue crisis mode – step up
 Identify suppliers, let them know needs
 Adjust stock levels to demand
 Contact outlets in BC to determine needs
 Initiate protocols for hygiene, HR, marketing across chain
 Check on need for crowd control if shortages
 Close down non-essential services
 Trigger provisional plan for human/product deployment
 Increase provincial/municipal dialogue
 Initiate a war room
 Likelihood of closure plan
 Monitor municipalities for school closures, public health
 Monitor flow of goods/people
 Look to trigger surge capacity on critical products – health, living necessities
 Ensure we are clear on potentially expropriated products
 Actively monitor food and water supplies for shortages
 Step up public messaging regarding preparedness/infection control
 Increase alerts to hospitals, doctors – step up surveillance
 Increase animal health surveillance
 Help politicians deal with pressures
 Proactive isolation of suspected cases
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Federal
Gov’t

 Mortality rate much higher than anticipated in emergency plan so may have to
adjust plan including looking at Quarantine Act or Emergency Act. Pull all depts
together
 Coordinate communications across SPP
 Public health measures (distancing, washing hands)
 All depts work to maintain open border
 Coordinate with Dept Of Homeland Security in US
 Send personnel to provincial ops centres
 Provide accurate consistent messaging

Q2

With whom would you coordinate?
 Stakeholders
 CSCFSC
 Veterinarians
 Customers
 Counterparts in the US to be advocates on behalf of Canada to indicate we are
acting to ensure our supply chain is secure
 Individual producers
 Suppliers of grain, feed
 Provincial government/boards
 National boards
 Association
 Industry stakeholders
 Suppliers, customers
 Customers and suppliers including transport
 Government – local public health, provincial, federal
 Unions to respond to flexible need
 Industry associations to ensure consistency
 Internal IT team to ensure work-at-home capability
 Offices in other markets
 Financial support
 Trade associations
 Vancouver Port Authority for implications to supply chain
 Internally – operations, store staff, pharmacists, etc
 Externally – municipal, provincial federal governments
 No change

SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q3
SUPPLY









Other government departments
Provinces
Stakeholders
Municipalities
Internationally: WHO, CDC, Homeland Security
Specific discussions with BC officials
Industry groups

What would be your greatest need in this situation? What are your priorities?
 Off-shore product
 Workers that are educated and willing to work
 Transportation
 Priorities:
o communication on how to avoid illness
o assuring employees that they can take time off
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GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q4


























Transport product out, getting supplies in
Confirmed facts / accurate info
Continued consistent messaging
Sustainability – staff, family, contingency plans, etc
How to prevent illness
Accurate, timely information in non-technical terms
Need to build confidence in the safety of the food supply
Stick to the plan – monitor and evaluate
Water – rationing
Hydro – turn off air conditioning
Transportation
Raw materials
Customer communication – reassurance
Logistics
Product
Staff
Correct information from a single point of contact in government
Financial safety net for employees – relaxation of EI wait times
Confirm availability of supplies, transport
No secondment by government
Redeploying staff resources
Staff
Communication of accurate information
Good surveillance







Better understanding of case mortality
Communication of clear, accurate info
Development of vaccine
Keeping border open
Long term pandemic recovery bonds

What would be your greatest vulnerability in this situation?

SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Muncipal
Gov’t























Expect big effect on poultry demand in ON and BC
Labour force – remaining healthy
Perishable products disposal
Boycott vs surge buying
Just-in-time feed
Cash flow problems on farms
Delays in sales
Borders (closure)
Transportation – in and out
Dependency on customers, suppliers for information/forecast
Impact of core workers and caregivers absence
Raw material supply
Supply (product and transport)
Customers
Staff
Keeping staff in high-risk areas
Keeping calm, avoiding panic
Government initiatives that throw curve ball
Security, ability to provide service
No vaccine available
Surges/shortages of food - hoarding
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Gov’t

Q5
SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
Q6
SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL







Social disruption
Breakdown of essential services – hospitals, government, social order
Absenteeism affecting critical functions
Food disruption
Radical information

To whom would you look for authoritative information?
 Consulted with CBSA regarding border closure
 Consulted with Federal Gov’t about trade with US
 Federal government (CFIA, PHAC, HC, PSC, etc)
 National associations
 Provincial boards
 Health professionals, local health agencies
 Government for information re subsidies, borders, restrictions on imports/exports,
inter-provincial travel
 WHO
 Trade association
 Usual cascade
 Health authorities
 Food processors and retailers for their concerns
 Government Operations Centre
 WHO, CDC, PHAC, key departments
 Treasury Board Secretariat for HR issues
Do you have significant questions for other parts of the agri-food sector, and
if so, what are they?
 Consulted with PROCESS as to effect of border closure
 Suggest to PROCESS that process food into long shelf-life products
 Do you have spare labourers/
 Processors, do you want all we can supply?
 Processors, where are the slow downs?
 To what degree can we transport?
 What restrictions
 Have you seen an increase/decrease in demand for canned goods (to
competitors, retailers, suppliers, counterparts in other regions)
 How is the grower community affected
 Relaxation of regulations/leniency of CFIA
 Credit/financial arrangements

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

 Trends and concerns regarding food supply
 Staff levels

Federal
Gov’t

 Relationship between food and the disease
 How are industry plans implemented and how do they complement Government
plans – capacity, gaps
 Perceived and real impacts
 Slaughter/processing capacity
 Storage of food

Q7
SUPPLY

What would be your key messages to employees, customers?
 To employees, how to avoid illness
 Assure employees they can take time off
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GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q8
SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

 Continue to de-link poultry products and human illness
 Our product is safe & healthy
 Build on previous messaging re biosecurity and OFFS
 Promote healthy, safe environment – hand washing, sanitizers
 Emergency team is ready, there for you
 We care about our employees (revise policies if necessary)
 Employees:
o Emergency stockpile at home
o Do not come to work sick
o Job is secure
o Hygiene
o Flexibility to work from home
o Plan is working well (update)
o Company is doing well
 Customers
o Constantly exchange information re change in procedures, cost/price,
production capability
o Finished product available
o Product is safe and high quality
o We are prioritizing you
 Keep employees and customers informed
 Connected daily communications with employees
 Eligibility/coverage of employees for sick time
 Customers health and safety of utmost importance
 Direct to good reliable sources of information
 Be clear on how they can help
 Infection control, identify symptoms
 Feel safe to come to work







Remain calm
Advise of government actions
Absenteeism policy – discuss with TB and unions
Essential service designations
Alternate meeting methods
Plans are in place – working with partners

If approached by the news media would you comment?
 Message to the media is that we care, communicate what we know










Refer to spokesperson
Yes
Spokesperson, GM, communications director
Refer to assigned spokesperson or national association
Comment only about what we know and what we are doing (pre-approved by
core team)
Spokesperson from group most responsible at the time
Factual info briefing – bridge to national bodies
Bring in community spokesperson
Defer to spokesperson

 Yes – speak to media through designated and well informed spokesperson that
has full media training, crisis training, and specific to this issue
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Q9

Who ensures that your spokesperson has current information? Who updates
your messages?

SUPPLY
GROW
PROCESS

SELL









Messages updated by staff in accordance with government info
Communications group
Core team (senior management) and functional area experts
Government
Industry associations
Rely on legal staff to ensure message is appropriate
Consistent, recognized credible spokesperson

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

 Determined by crisis communication plan
 Emergency operations centre (PHAC, WHO)

Federal
Gov’t






Inject Q1
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

Senior management
PCO, PMO
PHAC and PSC
Communications sub-committee

What effect would the inject event have on your part of the agri-food sector?
What actions would you take?
 Major implications from an animal health, welfare perspective
 Economic implications
 Potential implications for the food supply, ability to produce safe food.
 ID critical products that are necessary and search for alternative products or
production practices that could be implemented.
 Border closure would have major effect on poultry – could not repopulate with
grandfather stocks from the US
 Less demand for fresh products
 Stop breeding hogs
 Lobby government
 Lack of migrant workers – look for workers from other regions, countries; get
workers from other industries (e.g. tourism) that are decimated and may have
surplus labour
 Exports to the US would stop – market reduction
 Significant impact on all Canadian supply
 Lack of imports from the US may affect ingredients, costs, supplies
 Actions:
o Lobby to industry organization/government to keep border open
o Get US parent and/or US trading partner to lobby US government
o Consolidate production/lines
o Look for alternate source of supply
o Encourage planting by locals
o Sanitized disposal of animals
 Trucker turned back inject:
o Ensure load is safe
o Confirm correct policy/procedure – is our company correct or the other
company correct
o Advise customer and reassure of our policy
 Lack of animal pharmaceuticals inject:
o May affect supply for processing
 Lack of migrant labour inject:
o Huge effect on processing – lack of raw materials, increased costs to import
from elsewhere
o Reduced financial well being
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SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

Federal
Gov’t

Inject Q2
SUPPLY
GROW
PROCESS

SELL

 Lack of meat sales cause a disposal problem
 Reduce meat orders
 Border closure may require a change in recipes
 Effect of border closure:
o Loss of exports, surplus stocks build-up
o shortage of fruits and vegetables
o pressure on prices, business failures
 Actions:
o Declare emergency to get funding
o Urge federal government to negotiate with US
 Suspect large economic impact
 Dietary impact due to different types of food available, different processed animal
feed
 Increase livestock on farms – lack of feed
 Canadian backlash to shut off supplies of hydro, water, gas to US to focus US
attention
 Actions:
o Negotiate with the US at the highest level
o Redistribution of food on an east-west basis
o Impose restrictions
With whom would you coordinate?
 Develop MOUs with distribution groups to share product
 Work with HC and CFIA for emergency drug release
 The supply chain







Suppliers
Other companies who use the same ingredients
Customers
Board of Directors
QA committee
CFIA re disposal of meat

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
Inject Q3
SUPPLY
GROW
PROCESS

 Industry
When your spokesperson is in the field, how do you maintain contact? If (s)he
is suddenly unavailable, how do you cope?
 Get authorization from the Board to speak





Maintain contact by phone, cell phone, email
If unavailable go to alternate who has been trained and kept in the loop
Keep in contact by cell phone, blackberry
Go to designated backup or industry association

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
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Inject Q4
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

How could you anticipate issues or questions that reporters haven’t asked
yet?
 Be transparent as possible and acknowledge media concerns
 Put ourselves in consumer shoes
 Messaging that we care, what we know, what we are working on
 Where to go for more info
 Brainstorm with communications team
 Rely on national association/agencies in contact with government (Agriculture
and Health)
 Think outside the box
 Round table brainstorming
 Check with other regions more seriously affected
 Regular briefings
 Use a PR agency
 “Ask truck drivers who know everything”
 Ask employees

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
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Phase 3
Q1
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

What are the most urgent and critical impacts that need to be addressed by
your sector in this situation?
 Staffing of veterinary community
 Inventories of critical products
 Communications within animal industry as to steps being taken to deal with hog
situation
 Financing – vet clinics will not be paying bills on time
 Sustaining producers for the long term – financial issues to try to sustain all
producers
 Poultry would already be cut back – may have to consider culling
 Concern about pork push back – may have to cull
 Concern about virus mutating to hogs
 Transportation of milk from dairy farms reduced – financial implications and
possibly need to cull
 In horticulture, demand will be high but no way to get it to market. Financial
implications. Change to “pick your own”
 Disposal of surplus animals
 Financial – cash flow
 Financial – compensation for culled herds
 Brown outs affect feeding and hydration of animals and cold storage – product
spoilage
 Point-of-sale system failures affect inventory control, access to credit. Smaller
retailers may be cut off
 Staff shortages
 Raw materials supply and finished goods supply
 Customer service overloads
 Skilled workers availability
 HR pressures
 Fatigue of healthy people
 Food supply uncertain due to transportation difficulties
 Employee health and safety
 Store closures, consolidation, layoffs with financial and societal implications
 Security for scoping down strategy
 Voluntary rationing may be needed – should be coordinated by government to
ensure equality across industry
 Lack of customers
 Paying suppliers – providing credit – enabling payment for goods
 Does government have plans for seconding of product – what products are likely
 Price gouging may be a problem – government intervention?
 Communications the big issue – misinformation, what are the issues
 Identify priority areas and divert resources to them
 Internal and external stress help line
 single point of contact for clients – hotline
 Ongoing support to provincial EOC
 Disposal of rotting meat, animals
 Animal welfare
 Occupational health and safety of staff
 Safety and security e.g. supermarkets
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Federal
Gov’t

Q2
SUPPLY

GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t

 Need to decide when to declare a public emergency, invoke the Emergency
Measures Act
 Continued mass distribution of antivirals
 Continue F/P/T consultation in health sector – redistribution of resources to most
critical areas
 Redistribution of fuel and other utilities as required
 Implement prioritized use of the Internet
 Provide security for food distribution / fuel depots
 Assist provinces to locate supplementary hospital facilities
 Continual assessment of priorities as staff dwindle
 Deliver key messages to Canadians – understand challenges, we care, progress
in vaccine development
How would a staff absenteeism rate of 30% to 50% affect your operations?
What measures would you put in place to cope with that level of absenteeism?
 Companies are multinational – rotate technical expertise is shifts between
countries
 Have part time people trained so could fill in
 Who is absent of greater concern than how many absent.
 On farms family members pull together – do essential tasks first
 Rural communities pool labour resources from farm to farm
 Ask government to relax regulations related to transport
 In offices, focus on main priorities with limited staff
 Prioritize job needs
 Increase in accidents
 Reduction in HACCP
 Line consolidation – fewer products
 Go to pre-identified like organizations for resources
 Look for back-up employees among students, retirees, part-timers, family
 Work with union to temporarily suspend CBA provisions, etc
 Increase security to keep ill employees out, prevent raids on plants for core goods
 Stop non-critical functions
 Switch employees from sales, clerical, etc to production
 Swap employees with other partners/companies
 Key people missing (e.g. IT) would be greatest problem
 Concentrate on critical aspects only
 ensure union is on-side with extraordinary circumstances
 Potentially partner with others for transport
 Internally cross train employees
 Reduce number of locations open
 Reduce departments
 Reduce menu
 Split shift and flexible working
 Use teleworking/remote access
 Important to keep supply chain as close to normal as possible
 Curtail non-essential services
 Re-deploy staff to priority areas
 Permit home work
 Proactive discussions with unios
 “Danger pay” as incentive to work
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Q3

SUPPLY
GROW
PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
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Gov’t
Federal
gov’t

Q4

SUPPLY

 Critical element is front line staff; e.g. inspectors, labs, border services, Canada
Labour Code investigators
 Constant updating of messages to staff through 1-800 number and Internet
 shut down non-essential operations allowing relocation of staff
 Eliminate all but business critical travel
 Regular meetings with union to inform of staffing levels and request their support
for relocation
 Can now use staff who have recovered without fear as they are immune
 Continually reassess priorities to ensure resources/people are where Canada
needs them most
What arrangements does your organization have in place to accommodate
those workers who must care for family members? Are there other
arrangements you would suggest?
 Make arrangements with unions – time off for family care but working longer when
return so others can have time off
 Flexibility for office workers to work from home
















Permit remote working where feasible
R & R breaks for healthy employees
Encourage ill employees to stay home
Set up barter system with suppliers/customers for staff
Regular employee briefing “pep talk”
Visits and care packages – health care resource kit
Flex hours – new am/pm shifts
Talk with government about relaxing EI requirements
Assure jobs are safe
Flex hours
Sick policy
Tele-work
Potentially quarantine highly essential corporate staff
Credit arrangements and EI relief
Regular communication with home workers to keep up to date with what is going
on
 Assure will continue to be paid, not penalized
 Dedicated telephone line to call for support or help
 Teleworking
 Teleconferences
 Shift work
 Reduced work hours
 Job sharing
 Voluntary limit to data communications – don’t need flashy graphs
 Set up temporary day care facility for workers and people taking care of sick
family members
 Keep records of those who have been sick – they will be immune in future waves
 Reinforce message that if sick, stay home
What effect would a reduction of 30% to 40% in available transportation of
goods have on your operation? What measures could you put in place to
cope?
 Very bad for the livestock industry, particularly for hogs and chickens that have to
be moved. will have dead and dying stock.
 From pharmaceuticals standpoint the transport reduction is manageable by
changing distribution patterns from daily to twice weekly for example or put
product at secure sites where it could be picked up.
 Would need a new business plan
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Q5

SUPPLY
GROW
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 Less feed delivered to farms would result in necessity for humane slaughter
especially in chicken and pork sectors.
 Huge issue for milk producers
 Cost of transport will go up so prices would go up
 A lot of rural people can drive trucks – seek relaxation in licensing requirements to
enable them to haul
 May cause lack of fuel with major farm implications
 Use larger vehicles to save fuel
 Have retailers pick up
 Share transport with competitors
 Use decommissioned facilities as distribution centres
 Ask MOT to fast track re-qualification of drivers
 Redeploy tour buses, etc., to deliver food to remote communities
 Use food banks as distribution centres
 Rationing of gas to ensure supply chain
 Go to vendors if vendors cannot supply
 Consolidate stores
 Mixed loads / companies
 Consolidate drop off points
 Review food safety, best before dates
 Need to commandeer available trucks to bring in food supplies
 Request assistance from federal government – the army
 Divert food delivery trucks to deliver to high priority places (e.g. hospitals,
schools)
 Reduce regulatory requirements for transport
 Minimal effect on many depts as goods aren’t delivered to most of them
 Impacts on departments enforcing regulations e.g.CFIA
 Will receive increased requests from industry for assistance
 Reduced demand on CBSA workforce
 Call in CF and RCMP to deliver food if required

What messages would you give to your employees, union leaders, your
customers, your suppliers, the public? Where would you look for authoritative
information?
 Empathy – pulling out all the stops to make sure employees are accommodated
 We are doing the best we can – we need to stick together
 Human safety is the first priority
 Advise of measures for employee flexibility
 Hogs and poultry are safe to eat
 Stress food safety – pasteurization and cooking are sufficient to kill the virus
 Employees:
o Stay home if ill – we will continue to pay you
o EAP is available
o Be ready to be retrained in other critical functions
o Commitment of management to team
 Union:
o work with us on temporary solutions
o Encourage workers to stay home if ill
o Don’t take advantage of this
 Customers:
o Open for business
o Food safe and quality
o Agree to pick up from distribution centres
o Can we substitute SKUs without penalty
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SELL
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Gov’t

Federal
Gov’t
Inject Q1
SUPPLY
GROW

o Communicate issues, difficulties, shift in demand
 Suppliers:
o Communicate our issues
o Need reassurance of safety, quality, supply
o Financial reassurance
 Public:
o Food is safe
o No compromise on quality
o Limits on production of some SKUs
o We will follow government direction as per Emergency Measures Act
 Employees:
o We value your contribution, thank you for continued loyalty
o Provide daily updates/messages via intranet/internet
o What they can do personally, professionally
o They have job security
o Prearrange EI, EA
o Message from CEO
 Union:
o Request relaxation of provisions of CBA
o Keep updated
o How we are partnering on solutions
 Customers:
o Providing essential items
o Working with local/provincial/federal governments
o Here to serve
 Public:
o Still open – serving food
o Providing as much service as we can to assist community
o Safe food messaging
o Pharmacists must be prepared to answer questions
o We are all in it together
 Employees:
o Job is secure, take care of your family, call hot line
o Occupational health and safety, infection control, ongoing training
 Union:
o Be flexible
o Ongoing transparency
o Need to re-deploy
 Customers:
o Industry – hotline to call with issues 24/7
 Public:
o Clear ongoing communications
o Authoritative info from PHAC, PSC, AAFC
o Food safety messages
 Same messages that we deliver publicly
 We are concerned about your welfare and that of our clients; we care
 Reinforce with staff HR policies with respect to pay even if absent
How would you respond to your employee?
 Would not get European vaccine
 Will check into it but have to follow protocols
 Information is inaccurate
 Vaccine available in October
 Health Canada to make information official
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Inject Q2
SUPPLY

 Calm him down, thank for info and tell him will check with health officials
 Check with PHAC, PSC on rumour, get accurate information and convey it to
employee and all employees
 Canadian vaccine will be available in October
 Will look into it to find out if authentic
 Will take direction from Health Canada
 Let Health Canada know more vaccine may be available
 Need to get more info
 Check with PHAC, regional health authority
 Public health investigating to see if rumour is true
 May have been an illicit source
 We will follow our own BCP/Pandemic plan and await supplies from the Canadian
health system
How would you respond to the television reporter?
 Would not comment to reporter
 We are in the process of checking it out – will get back to you

GROW
PROCESS
SELL

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Inject Q3








Direct to PHAC, PSC, MoH, or industrial association
When we know we will tell our employees then we will tell you
Refer to spokesperson
No truth to rumour
No interview
Use the system to respond – refer to spokesperson






Refer to Health Canada for a technical briefing
May issue press release
Continuing to investigate the source of the rumour
will explain how the Canadian supply will be available in October

With whom would you communicate and for what purpose?

SUPPLY
GROW

 Other employees to give them the same message

PROCESS








SELL

Industry association to talk to media about vaccine rumour
Transport Canada for plans re fuel shortage
Industry association regarding black market
DND for use of CF to transport products, assist with security
Health Canada to confirm or let know vaccine available
Union and staff

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
Inject Q4

 With provincial governments to determine if supply is available
 Have police investigate whether supply exists
 with health authorities to make them aware of rumour
If it suddenly became necessary to make a public announcement, how would
you alert other groups in your sector?

SUPPLY
GROW

 Through the national organization
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Through trade association
Issue written statement (press release)
Considered, measured, transparent response
Emergency teleconference
Urgent email

 Invoke pre-established communication network
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Phase 4
Q1

What would your organization do to assist employees to deal with loss of
income, family illness and deaths and the overall stress which the pandemic
would have caused?

SUPPLY
GROW
PROCESS






Use of profit sharing plans now for those employees who need to
Use of RRSP funds approved by Federal government
Job assurance
Set up industry job bank from companies who have gone under

SELL
Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t
Q2

Does your organization have policies, procedures or systems in place to
evaluate how you coped with the pandemic, to capture lessons learned in
responding to the emergency and for updating emergency and business
continuity plans?

SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

SELL

Prov/
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Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t


















Debrief /post mortem internal and external
Limited formal policy but there is a need
Keeping documentation of meetings, log of activities
Post mortem analysis
“Kaizen” approach
Core team continue to evaluate and adjust plans
Thank employees and get input on what we can do better
Assess responsiveness of levels of government
Evaluate community plan
Get pandemic on company agenda
Contact customers and suppliers regarding their post mortems
Crisis team role to capture lessons learned
Industry wide – trade associations would capture
BCP capture lessons as you go
Get all implicated parties at the table
Internal debriefs first then with external stakeholders

 Post mortems conducted regularly to review plans, what worked, what didn’t,
what measures to take for the next wave
 Look at policy, operational and even legislative changes
 Lessons learned shared with provinces, industry stakeholders
 Auditor General or designate to establish standard post mortem assessment of
how government failed during pandemic
 BCP updating procedures
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Q3

SUPPLY
GROW
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SELL

Are there arrangements that could be put in place with your customers and
suppliers to reduce the impact of the second wave or future emergencies of
any kind?
 Determine how to fix SKUs
 Deliver back-ordered SKUs to farm animal veterinarians first
 Review communications plans –need for better communications
 Review inventory capacity
 Better cooperation with other levels in the industry
 Further connections with value chain, work with stakeholders
 Implement results of post mortem
 Ask customers and suppliers for feedback
 Discuss effectiveness of plans and agree to prepare for next wave
 Agree on payments schedule and terms
 Assess financial well being of company and partners to understand ways to
mitigate/hedge against future impact
 Identify critical inputs and products
 Increase inventory levels
 Identify critical supplies
 Understand which suppliers survived and why
 Consumer reaction unpredictable so anticipate the unexpected
 Work with government
 Which locations provide food

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t








Pandemic tax credit
Replenish RRSP
Pandemic bonds
Changes are dependant on discussions with the provinces
Look at messaging – make more coordinated for next phase
Ensure communications to sectors as well as public

SUPPLY
Q4
SUPPLY
GROW

PROCESS

What steps would you be taking to recover from the emergency?
 Check on employees’ welfare – build loyalty


















Increase production
Marketing to regain markets
Consult with government for ways to avoid disease in un-harvested plants
Institute a school breakfast program
Assess situation, develop plan, communicate plan with all stakeholders
Seek government financial assistance
Pork industry devastated – increase domestic pork market
Getting food to people and areas experiencing shortages, food banks
Consumers wary so looking for long shelf life products
Marketing strategy – producers and processors work together
Retrain, cross train, new train
Rebuild inventories
Hold association roundtables
Contact customers for forecasts
Realign production to customer needs
Look for interest free government loans, aid programs
Seek delay of corporate tax payments
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Prov/
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Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

Q6
SUPPLY
GROW









When does recovery begin
Share lessons learned
Recognize the likelihood of stockpiling
Redeploy / replant - plan for staples
Work with suppliers and vendors
How to deal with food shortages – food banks have no food
Consider all disadvantaged peoples needs







Analyze ongoing gaps, staff pressures
Waive certain EI policies i.e. waiting period
Staff appreciation
Team rebuilding – morale building
Workload assessment – phased in approach to prioritize key work to get up to
normal operating levels
 Financial assistance for small business
What steps would you be taking to prepare for the next wave?
 Strengthen links with suppliers
 Vaccination for all employees and families
 Identify those who have been sick and are immune who could be important for
staff, training, education
 Adjust plans, identify gaps, engage stakeholders
 Stockpile non-perishable supplies and food products
 Training so employees are flexible
 Set up vaccination clinics for employees and families and encourage vaccination
 Consider quarantine and train backup for critical employees who did not become
ill
 look at lessons learned from wave 1
 Growers / producers back to maximum capacity
 Capture lessons learned and strategically plan
 HR identify those who are sick, immune, healthy
 Prepare a significant stockpile of key case lots
 Understand government intervention better
 analyze financial impact of previous wave to forecast potential impact of future
wave
 Ensure lessons learned are incorporated into plans
 Promote vaccination among staff
 Identify those who have been ill and are immune
 Provide psychological support
 Maintain inventory of those who have been sick and those who have been
vaccinated
 Develop plans to utilize those now immune
 Identify back-ups
 Staff briefing of occupational health and safety issues
 Immediately start implementing post mortem findings
Who in your organization will draft/update external messaging related to
recovery and next steps and with whom would you share them?
 Communications department updates the messages in consultation with
management
 Communications staff in consultation with national organization/agency
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PROCESS

SELL

 Executive must be highly visible
 Updated messaging should include:
o Survived as a team
o challenges now and ahead, second wave coming
o Need to work hard
o Get vaccinated
o Refresh stocks at home to be prepared
 As before
 Media spokesperson
 Share with employees, shareholders, suppliers, customers, trade association,
government

Prov/
Municipal
Gov’t
Federal
Gov’t

 Identify target audience
 Communications working group/team draft messages for senior management /
ministers’ approval
 One overall message from PMO for public
 Each department deal with own sector preparing messages consistent with
overall message
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Appendix 15 – Feedback Form Comments – Questions 1- 9 & 12
Note: Repetition of similar comments generally has been eliminated. Most comments have been
included so that a more complete and unfiltered impression of the full range of responses is
available to the reader.
Question 1: How would you rate the government panel discussion in contributing to your
understanding of the government approach, roles and responsibilities in responding to an
influenza pandemic?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very 60,000 foot – not action oriented.
Dr. King was excellent.
Needed CFIA too.
Not enough time for Q&A. Wish I would have had presentation to take notes DURING the
presentation.
Need to clarify structure – federal/provincial/municipal – and relationships across levels.
Good basic information. Obviously still confusion!
Good content.
Would like to know how they would interact during a crisis.
Still not really clear, it’s complex. Would be good to see a written plan at some point.
Would have preferred to have more representatives at the table (other provinces).
Enjoyed Dr. Yaffe’s presentation.
Presentations could have been more concise.
It highlighted the need for a coordinated effort at all levels/sectors.
Very interesting.
Overall very good.
Dr. Yaffe – Excellent communication and judgement! (Good during the exercises.)
Need to send out 1 page summary to all Canadian food companies: what’s up, what to
do. Please send presentations ASAP.
The panel presentations were informative however I viewed major disconnects
throughout the conference on government’s direction.
Good perspectives from the medical community. Excellent from Toronto Health.
Plans presented needed more specifics/details – a bit vague.
Because of previous conferences where knowledge gains was already gained, some
were “refreshers”.
Good information.
Dr King and Dr Yaffe were excellent.
Less overlap needed. I’d say what was done is great – how, specifics more useful, but
due to time constraints, skip altogether!
Interesting perspective.
Not specific enough.
Information was not clear as to how “government” sectors interrelate and who are the
main “steering groups” for information/direction for agri-food industry.
The presentation provided useful context/information but it remains unclear as to who is
responsible for what during a pandemic, and how the municipal/provincial/federal plans
interconnect and coordinate.
I look forward to receiving the presentations.
I would have had them speak after or during the scenarios. This would allow more
specific questions tied to the exercise.
The only effective one from the lady from TO. Transport guy was an insult. “No prep”!
Expected senior CFIA on panel, particularly those connected to 1) avian flu; 2) pandemic
planning with PHAC. Will the CVO be on news conferences with CMO?
Much more to learn. Good start. Dr King and Dr Yaffe were especially good. Speaker
from situation such as New Orleans as suggested would have been great.
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•
•
•

Lacked “weight”. ADM’s presentation rambled.
C’était nouveau, mais c’est “participatif”.
Too dry and scripted. Need to realize that people want government to start producing
answers and products! Four panellists at most on any panel.

Question 2: How would you rate the industry panel discussion in contributing to your
understanding of agri-food industries’ approaches, roles and responsibilities in
responding to an influenza pandemic?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good – more action – more concrete.
Different approaches/procedures were sometimes confusing.
PR talk too rushed. Time issue. Maple Leaf talk most useful.
Good update re: progress and consultations with members and other sector groups.
Useful insights into where industry groups are planning/dealing with issues.
Very informative.
The retailer guy was great. Very helpful.
Roles and responsibilities not totally clear.
Organization of groups worked well. Realization that there is a need to consider and
clarify what best approaches, roles and responsibilities are or should be.
Excellent communication, presentation.
Presentations could have been more concise.
Very good and informative discussions.
They have other speakers who can talk about pandemic planning at ML in Canada.
Please send out copies ASAP.
Excellent restaurant and grocery presentations.
Comments were OK. Given the critical nature of communication I would have liked more
information from Ron G.
Federal government needs bigger role.
It would have been helpful to tie the speakers to the four areas of the supply chain used
for the table top exercise i.e., supply/grow/process/sell.
I look forward to using the presentations.
Good directional information but we need to start getting more specific and need key
communications mapping. Too much independent planning.
Good mix of speakers.
Nous étions dans le feu de l’action.
Solid presentation would have benefits from a discussion between panel members. Four
panellists at most on any panel.

Question 3: How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in increasing your
understanding of the impact of an influenza pandemic on the agri-food sector and the
interrelationships of various parts of the sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very good in estimated scope, scale and interactions.
The supply chain is very complicated AND has to work!
We need to do more of these! Having representation from across food industry was
great.
It was too rushed. Made it difficult to discuss issues.
Need to understand impact assessment and decisions from those we depend on – hydro,
water, finance, etc.
No change.
Too many questions/not enough time to respond at times.
Les liens entre les secteurs auraient pu être mieux établis avant l’exercice.
Very good. Very disappointed in government decisions/reactions.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The interaction and hands-on (dialogue) opened areas that I had not previously
considered.
Obvious that sectors, governments, etc. are interconnected.
Good understanding to start with, but helped clarify roles.
Showed far-reaching impacts of many scenarios.
Nice to hear the supply chain is working diligently. Disappointed to hear the feds seem to
be “caught in the headlights”.
Need to do more. This was good started by the job is not done. Realize communications
is part of the answer but not it all.
Good representation.
The separation of supply/grow/process/sell was an effective means of articulating the
impact.
Well-written scenarios.
Day 1 was disappointed. May have been better to have mixed tables to promote
integration in exercise.
Testing of plan. Identification many gaps especially with employee communication.
Suggest to have service providers (IT, utility, etc), unions perhaps for a future session.
Nous ne sommes pas seuls – cela va concerne TOUS.

Question 4: How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in raising your awareness of the
need for an approach to pandemic influenza preparedness in the agri-food sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not a total fit – just because our business is primarily pharmacy – but all
interrelationships.
Definitely helped and encouraged to press on!
Also scary. The problem is huge and so much to do to prepare. We have a BCP, but this
scenario is enormous!
Still lots of confusion about who is responsible for what.
I’m there already.
No change.
Once again it underlined the need for greater communication with the various
stakeholders.
Already well aware, but if not, would be good to excellent.
Thank you.
Not a lot of companies are prepared.
Discussion at the table indicated different levels of preparedness and sharing practices.
Did not really need to exercise to know this.
Encouraging and raising awareness in the rest of the organization/sector is challenge.
Some sectors have top managers here, others have staff that have less influence in their
organizations.
We are working on our plan. This information reinforces the work we are doing.
Need more preparedness.
The biggest gap appears to be in understanding who will take the lead at the government
level, particularly federal departments and agencies. Clearly every part of the chain is
looking for direction in this regard.
Good.
The scenario was good, but few tools were provided to produce increased preparedness
Æ more visual material needed.
Raised awareness, but need to identify top ten issues and have industry rally around
same.
Raising awareness yes, but no solutions, options, agreements to investigate; Federal
government representation weak – no decision makers.
Mieux préparé mais il y a des limites.
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Question 5: How effective was Exercise GLOBAL GRIPPE in conveying the need for
emergency communications capacity and coordination in the agri-good sector in an
influenza pandemic emergency?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

But government continued to be several steps behind – not action oriented –
disappointing.
The supply chain NEEDS coordination in “stressful” times. Because of the
“competitiveness” of the industry HELP IS NEEDED TO MAKE CRITICAL DECISIONS
FROM?? – Public Safety?? WHO?? PHAC??
Realized that putting too much faith in federal government preparations would be a big
mistake. Also need to engage customers/suppliers. Wish we had commonality across
provinces re: EI, licensing, etc.
OK, but didn’t get into enough detail to be incrementally helpful.
Will get to work on communications plan based on insight gained.
Moderate increase in awareness of communications.
Cross-fertilization of communications across government/industry.
A solid start, but the unrealistically low level of infection, morbidity and mortality in
Canadian Plan cause unrealistic expectations as to impacts.
Very good. Need plan layout to help build plans.
Associations and government need to do a lot of prep work.
Associations should be proactive now in assisting their members.
Governments and infrastructure are so important. Internet will be incredibly important to
share information and needs to be a stable environment.
I think this is something that is proactively done more often/widely, but this is reinforcing
that need for it.
We need to improve this part of our plan.
Need a formal communication system.
Industry could use a “if you have questions about ‘x’, call ‘abc’ – person/title/department
or agency/phone, email, fax. Is government working on communication trees with
industry associations?
Communications could be the subject of a whole workshop.
The exercise exposed the worrying gaps in government leadership and planning at all
levels. Clearly there is no defined chain of command.
Raising awareness yes, but no solutions or agreement.
Definitely reiterate the need for communication we’ve seen in the past.
Toute entreprise ce son _______ interne ou externe

Question 6: What is your overall assessment of the GLOBAL GRIPPE table tap exercise
simulation, including setting, facilitation, pacing, presentation, etc?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well done, highly engaged group.
Very well done.
Looking forward (needing) to receive reports and notes.
Difficult given mixed population at table. Perhaps more talks (presentations) – less
exercises.
Good pace. Well organized. Wish we had presentations on Day 1 so we could take
notes; afraid I missed a lot and not all will be on the slides – for example, John Read’s
presentation is not self-explanatory.
Good scenario. Well done. A little too rushed to fit it all together. In the future, should
determine what non-essential work will be closed down. Overall well done. Thanks.
Need CLC or union representation in the future.
Need a lit of priority items (according to nutritional value, etc.)
Need two full days and possibly an evening to get more done and some feedback on
earlier sessions.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Out team (yellow) was not well balanced. Too many lobbying organizations, too little
business organizations.
Not enough time to properly address questions.
The next table top exercise simulation should be three days at the very least.
Too rushed. Needed breakout rooms – too noisy for discussion groups. Needed more
interaction between sectors.
Well thought-out crisis.
It would be beneficial to have a mock government with the decision makers for
government representatives to consult during the exercise. We were unable to give
answers to industry are we are not the decision makers.
Some of the discussion went on for too long – need greater effort to end session on time.
Would be good to mix teams for each phase and put federal/provincial/industry mix of
people together. General: would be good to list job titles in participant list. Time was
issue. Not sure why second day was short. A lot of material to cover in a short time.
Excellent – brought “all-around” view – government and all sector players. Very
worthwhile exercise.
Too rushed. Should have allowed more time for consultation between/across groups.
However, it was an excellent forum for “outside the box” thinking. Excellent facilitators.
There was a significant amount of wasted time. People need to get to the point faster.
Les deux écrans auraient dû être utilises même quand la version française des
PowerPoint n’était pas disponible car on ne voyait pas bien l’écran de gauche au fond de
la salle.
Le service de traduction simultanée était bruyant par l’entourage.
A full two day session would have allowed for better Q & A. Phase four felt very rushed.
Best learning experience I’ve had.
People were engaged. Not enough specifics from the working groups. A lot of “pie in the
sky”, we will do this and that, and I don’t think people recognize the effort required to
make this effort happen.
It was great to network with varied industries and gain increased learning from them.
Called for more detail but left little time to share ideas. It is very important to get the notes
from this meeting out soon.
Well planned and though out.
It would have been interesting to change the tables a bit to also explore supply chain
(producer-processor-distributor). Already with various sectors in one level of food chain is
great to see the diversity of approaches/marketing challenges.
Hindsight is always 20-20. You can only plan so much. Experience will hopefully teach
you how to do things better.
Too fast. More time for each discussion.
Zeta Group did a great job!
Great moderators!
Well structured and managed. Focused on the issue at hand while still allowing
opportunity for discussion.
Good. Fewer questions per scenario would have generated more depth. Some subjects
repetitive.
Reasonably good exercise. Could have been more effective had presentations been of
higher quality.
Moved at a good pace. Clear direction, challenge since eclectic mix of people at tables –
different levels of plans.
Room capacity a bit small to hear properly during breakouts.
Bon rythme. Durée OK.
Very good considering length of session. Presentations were good but could have been
shorter. Some areas re: livestock considerations could have been discussed in more
detail. Good forum to get chain members in the same room. Next session could also
include media reps (not coverage).
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Question 7: How would you rate usefulness of the material sent to you prior to Exercise
GLOBAL GRIPPE and the material handed out at the session?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A complete handout of “4 phase exercise” hopefully will be sent out with all the notes.
Helpful, but timing was an issue. Enough said.
Too much to read.
Handouts should have been available at the session. Not enough copies of some
documents to go around.
The material supplied prior to the exercise could have been better prepared and
organized.
Good snapshot of workshops held/other critical information/pre-reading prior to
simulation.
Good to “set the stage” – bring everyone up to speed on pandemic.
I looked forward to receiving the decks from day one, especially the one on
communications.
Knew the info prior – expect if did not, would rate as “good”.
Overwhelming, but great.
Did not get any.
It was a good lead in but did not prepare one for the intensity to come.
Scenarios were good (not confusing). Changes during the process were useful to apply
stress.
Nothing more needed though.
Suffisent.
Would have liked to have had all of the presentations.
Wished all presentations to be included in the kit.
I read it. The process added credibility to the exercise.
Prior – less so. At the session – very useful.
Reports from workshops were helpful.
More info on roles and responsibilities of government would have been helpful.
Would like complete set of inserts – would have preferred complete scenario as a preread – lots of information to absorb.

Question 8: What is your assessment of the administrative arrangements for the Exercise
GLOBAL GRIPPE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy registration process. Great agenda and selection of facilitators. (Needed fresh
markers for flip charts – we had four that ran out.)
Set up made it hard to see screens. Should have run presentation on both when English
and French not available (not keep French screen unused).
Need to find better facility/way of handling simultaneous translation. Annoying and
disturbing at times for those sitting in the back of the room.
Good job!
Great work Lina!! More cookies, less fruit!
Thank you.
Good leadership and timekeeping by the consulting group.
Hotel facility was fine. Audio, visual very good.
Notice sent late. Distribution of invite sporadic.
Well done. Kudos to Lina! Minor – but the hotel’s out of the way for locals.

Question 9: How likely is it that you would attend future AAFC/CSCFCS workshops and
exercises concerned with emergency preparedness in the food supply chain?
•

Depends on how important my employer views this (vs. cost).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I’d like to send out CEOs (Canada and WHQ in USA). They need to more fully appreciate
impact and dedicate budget and resources to coordinate.
These simulations should be held on an ongoing basis on different emergencies that
could impact industry and government alike.
Depends on subject.
I think the attendance list should be on invitation for future efforts.
This type of activity should be disseminated to other industry members. Participation
could be strongly encouraged by retail, QSR and food service chains or associations.
Depends on impact to sector.
Not me, but someone from my organization.
Depends if it can build on my experience during this session.
Depends on the quality of output from this one.
Only if it is new topics or working sessions to address gaps from this session.
Pending availability.

Question 12: What is your overall assessment of this pandemic influenza emergency
preparedness simulation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The table top exercise was very good with communicating and discussion around the
room. A lot of great ideas.
Well done! Great simulation.
Needs to be more! Identify the “links” in the supply chain and try to have all of them in the
same room. Sometime down the road – a master plan based on certain assumptions will
have to be drafted (may already be part of EMA?)
Wrap up could have been more focused.
One key benefit was expanding my/my company’s network re: contract people who “own”
pandemic planning across Ag-Food sector, including government.
Good effort. Good participation. Follow-up on the project will be critical. Contact between
organizers and participants should be maintained.
Thank you – Thank you – Thank you – for this great opportunity.
It didn’t appear that translation was required. It seems like a huge expense if no one is
using it. If people couldn’t speak English it would be very difficult to participate in table
groups.
Perhaps move to a full scale federal/provincial exercise i.e., CANADEX. Test avian and
influenza plan.
Lot of the right players in the room – made aware of need to create and strengthen links
before emergency situation arises.
Well done! The exercise really stimulated my thought process, particularly about recovery
issues and linkages to other government and private sector pandemic plans. It also
pointed out that my agency needs to pay more attention to messaging for its
stakeholders.
Other than the need for speakers to get to the point, it was an excellent conference.
Looking forward to receiving copies of presentations and summary of Grippe exercises.
There are a lot of good ideas that need to be digested.
Conduct more pandemic exercises to be in a state of readiness when a pandemic strikes.
Engage more key government departments, e.g., Health Canada, in next simulation.
This was an extremely useful and essential exercise. We should have more time or less
questions or split/divide questions among groups.
Phase I and II had too many questions. Less questions would have given us more time to
spend on questions. Five questions is reasonable.
Have representatives from all departments (federal) to get input from ALL.
The last speaker was TOO long!!
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subject matter experts on emergency measures act, public health would be useful at the
federal government tables. A representative from DND could advise on capabilities of
military. NGO representatives – i.e., Red Cross – could also provide input.
It would be great to have the participants list indicate where people are from (location).
Significant step into the preparedness direction.
Thank you, Thank you.
Very interactive, good scenario, a broad range of attendee’s. PROFESSIONAL!
This session certainly opened my eyes and provided me with a myriad of information that
I can take back to my business for the purposes of preparedness planning.
More time for the even would be better to not short change the event and to get more
inter-group interaction.
Feedmills need to be at the table.
Well planned and thought provoking. However, injects were overkill. It is important that a
core plan be ready and we would be better served to focus on tangibles, rather than
shifting into crisis mode numerous times in one session. Appreciate the important, but the
injects confused the issues and shifted focus away from critical issues.
Keep focused and keep everyone involved from producer group all the way up the line
including government.
An eye-opening exercise.
Well done. More input needed on consequences on horticultural sectors not just
livestock.
Have representatives from financial institutions.
Incomplete copies in package provided. Can we receive all presentations?
Sessions felt a little rushed (phase reviews). Global Grippe exercise was excellent and
good opportunity to discuss areas with other companies.
A better cross-industry blend on tables would have encouraged more communication
through the supply chain. As a general comment, the government officials present were
not the decision makers needed for the exercise Æ which impacted the overall output.
More pre-work required from attendees – those that don’t have plans to allow those with
them. The checklist as part of the pre-read. A plan to consider types of questions.
Situations well-developed, good inserts. Good set of probing questions.
Interaction between levels of government – municipal-provincial-federal – is non-existent.
Who will be proactive in talking to Canadians to ensure preparedness?
Would have expected more presence of CFIA at this workshop. Where were they? (Other
than Brian with the microphone!) Maybe as a speaker.
Breakout groups were small, although it made for concentrated discussion, there was too
much reporting in plenary.
Hard to hear each other around the table in breakout. Room was crowded to do it
properly.
Would like an exercise where people from various sectors interact. I learned more from a
brief lunch time discussion with someone in the production sector that anything else (I’m
with GoC). Would have benefits from a longer discussion.
Through the interjection exercises were very good. Good simulation of issues that arise
while you’re planning/working on something else, plus highlighted need for open lines of
communication.
Merci! Première fois que le gouvernement descend l’information pour participer avec
l’industrie.
If an industry has significantly less staff and less transportation then they will be
producing less. Need to clearly list what will not be done (in order from most important to
least important).
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